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JUDGES

HORSES

**Hunters (Brood Mares):**
Ronnie Bailey
Ring Steward: Raymond Wilkinson & Osbourne Wilkinson

**Hunters (Young Stock)**
Ronnie Bailey
Ring Steward. Raymond Wilkinson & Osbourne Wilkinson

**Riddin Hunters**
Ring Steward: Robert Hetherington Esq & Miss Isabel Orr

**Ladies’ Hunters-(Sidesaddle)**
Ring Steward: Robert Hetherington Esq & Miss Isabel Gilmore

**Irish Draught:**
Ronnie Bailey
Ring Steward: Raymond Wilkinson & Osbourne Wilkinson

**Working Hunter Ponies:**
Suzanne Garrigan
Stewards: Mrs Gail Boyd, Mrs Marie Christine Scott, Mrs Gwen Garrett & Mrs Rowena Bailey

**Family Pony**

**Working Hunter Horses**
Tanya Alexander & Stephen McKay
Ring Steward: Robert Hetherington Esq & Miss Isabel Gilmore

**Equestrian Events:**
Dr & Mrs Lyons
Mrs Kathleen O’Hagan
Mrs Francis Monteith
Ms Hilary McClelland
Mr Christopher Bogle
Ms Dora Beacom

**Course Designers:**
Mr John Chambers, Omagh, Co Tyrone
Mr Seamus McCaffrey
Mr Raymond Caldwell

**Ponies (Riding):**
Sue Palmer
Ring Steward: Mrs Joan Boyd, Mr James Hamilton-Stubber

**Ponies (in hand):**
Ring Steward: Mrs Marie Bell

**Connemara Ponies:**
Sarah Jacob
Ring Steward: Junior Boyd Esq & Miss Amanda Black
Shetland Ponies:
Ring Steward: Mrs M Bell

N.P.S. Championships
Stephen Howard
Ring Steward: Mrs Joan Boyd

Safety Stewards:
Mr Philip Montgomery Esq, Mr Junior Boyd Esq, Miss Anne McDermott,
Mr John Chambers & Mrs Joan Boyd.

CATTLE

Dairy Shorthorns:
Donal McKeon
Ring Steward: Owen McElroy Esq. Call Steward: Cyril Maxwell Esq

Pedigree Ayrshire:
Donal McKeon
Ring Steward: Owen McElroy Esq. Call Steward: Cyril Maxwell Esq

Pedigree Holstein

Pedigree Jersey:

Ayrshire Cow Derby:
Donal McKeon
Ring Steward: Owen McElroy Esq Call Steward: Cyril Maxwell Esq

Devenish Nutrition Maiden Dairy Heifer Championship
Glyn Lucas

The Overall Dairy Championship:
Glyn Lucas
Ring Steward: Guy Kirkpatrick Esq. Call Steward: Fred Maxwell Esq

Pedigree Aberdeen Angus:
Brian Clarke
Ring Steward: Miss Mary Hackett Call Steward: Jim Jack Esq.

Beef Shorthorns:
Noel Brady
Ring Steward: Miss Mary Hackett Call Steward: Jim Jack Esq.

Pedegree Hereford:
Nigel Heatrick

Pedegree Charolais:
Martin Ryan

Minsups Charlois Championship:
Andrew Hornall
Pedigree Simmental:
James Costello
Ring Steward: John Wallace Esq. Call Steward: Alan Rainey Esq.

Pedigree Limousin:
James Wycherley

Pedigree British Blue:
Pearse McNamee
Ring Steward: Bryan Barnett Esq. Call Steward Mr. Michael Barnett

Pedigree Salers:
Allister Mackenzie (Jnr)
Ring Steward: Patrick Cassidy Esq. Call Steward Mr. Jim Patton

Pedigree British Blonde
Nicholas Roberts
Ring Steward Ankie Boyd Esq Call Steward Tom Cassidy Esq

Rare Breeds:

The Danske Overall Beef Championship:
John Coultrip

Commercial Beef
William McCulloch & Stuart Gray

T J Booth Commercial Beef Heifer Championship:
William McCulloch & Stuart Gray

Clogher Valley Credit Union Commercial Beef Bullock Championship:
William McCulloch & Stuart Gray

Overall Commercial Championship
William McCulloch & Stuart Gray

Soni Dairy Cow Champion
Glyn Lucas

McLaren Feeds/NISA Dairy Cow Championship
Alan Timbrell

Champion of Champions
R. Mulligan

Young Handler's Dairy Section

Young Handler’s Beef Section
**SHEEP**

**Suffolk**  
Wesley Cousins

**Hampshire Down**  
Josephine Wray

**Beltex**  
John Harbison

**Ile-de-France:**  
Wesley Cousins

**Zwartbles**  
Robert Locker

**Crossbreds:**  
John Minnis

**Blue Face Leiceister**  
Thomas Crowe

**Border Leicester**  
John Minnis

**Texel:**  
Pat Lyons

**Kerryhill**  
James McClintock & Thomas Latimer (Junior Judge)

**Jacobs**  
Robert Locker

**Rare Breeds**  
James McClintock

**Vendeen**  
Ciaran Coughlan

**Charollais**  
Oliver Carly

**Northern Ireland Contential Sheep Championship**  
John Davison

**The Clogher Valley British & Irish Native Sheep Championship**  
John Davison

**Champion Sheep of the Show**  
John Davison

**Young Sheep Handler Qualifier / Cydectin Young Handler Qualifier**

**Cydectin Young Handler Final**  
Elizabeth McAllister
Sheep Stewards:  
Eddie Boyd Esq, Ms Marjory Blackburn, John Crawford Esq, Brendan McKenna Esq, Miss Valerie Irwin, Eugene O’Hanlon Esq, Daniel Boyd Esq & Ms Natalie Rennie

**GOATS**

Goats:  
Stewards  Mr Roger Clarke & Mrs Elaine Clarke

**Dogs:**  
Cath Turner  
Ring Steward:  Mr. John & Mrs Mary Potter  
Call Steward:  Mrs B Hamilton

**HOME INDUSTRIES & SCHOOLS**

Vegetables and Flowers  
Alan Beatty  
Stewards: Ms F Robinson & Mrs C. Hamilton-Stubber

**Floral Art**  
Alan Beatty  
Stewards: Mrs Margo Cassidy and Mrs Mary Daly

**Home Baking:**  
Angela Murphy  
Stewards: Mrs Flora Hardy and Mrs Hazel Coalter

**Jam:**  
Jayne Pagett  
Stewards: Mrs Dympna Magee

**Needlecrafts/Arts & Crafts**  
Ann Maxwell  
Stewards: Mrs Maeve Wilson and Mrs Hazel Hay

**School Childrens:**  
Geraldine Beatty  
Stewards: Miss Andrea Sawyers, Miss Heidi Wilson & Mrs Heather Maxwell

**Photography**  
Raymond Humphries  
Stewards: Mrs Lynn Winslow and Mary Clarke

**Trade Exhibits:**  
Stewards: Harold Erskine Esq, Sean Kelly Esq, and David Smith Esq.

**Most Suitably Dressed Lady:**
Chief Stewards
Horses: Philip Montgomery Esq
Ponies: Mrs Joan Boyd
Ridden Horses: Robert Hetherington Esq.
Working Hunter Ponies: Mrs Gail Boyd.
Cattle: Edwin Boyd, Esq Guy Kirkpatrick Esq and Harrison Boyd Esq.
Sheep: Eddie Boyd Esq & Miss Marjory Blackburn
Schools/ Home Industries Mrs Flora Hardy, Mrs Maeve Wilson & Mrs Lynn Winslow
Parking: Harry Alexander Esq.
Admissions: Noel Erskine Esq.
Trade Stands: Harold Erskine Esq
Food Hall: William Boyd, Esq
Craft Marquee Gordon McLaren, Esq
Safety: Philip Montgomery Esq, Joan Boyd and Junior Boyd Esq.
Vintage: Mr Richard Mulligan Esq

Secretary's Stewards
Dog Showing Office: Mr. John & Mrs. Mary Potter
Sheep Showing Office: Mrs Joan Smith
Horse Showing Office: Miss Kathryn McGirr & Miss Amanda Black
Horse Jumping Stewards: Miss Ann McDermott
Cattle Showing Office: Mrs Beryl Boyd, Mrs May Jack, Mrs Fiona Kelly, Laura Allen & Laura Milliken
Secretary's Office: Mr Donald Magee Esq, Mr Michael Barnett Ms Heather Fannin, Miss Pamela Coalter, Mrs Heather Barnett.
Results Stewards: Mrs Emma Trimble
Working Hunter Ponies: Mrs Gail Boyd
Catalogue Secretary: Miss Pamela Coulter

Commentators
Cattle Section: Noel Erskine
Dog Section: Mrs B Hamilton
Horse Showing: Dereck Spencer
Show Jumping: Mr John Chambers
Sheep Section: Mr. Brian Hanthorne
THE CLOGHER VALLEY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY LTD.

BYE-LAW

1(a). The annual membership subscription to the Society shall be £10.00 payable on or before the last day of entry for the Show each year.

2. For the purposes of the Society its area of operation shall be as follows - the District Electoral Wards of Augher, Aughnacloy, Ballygawley, Castlecaulfield, Caledon, Clogher, Fintona, Newtownsaville, and the southern half of Sixmilecross D.E. Ward in the County of Tyrone and the D.E. Wards of Brookeborough and Tempo in the County of Fermanagh.

3. The Annual General Meeting of the Society shall be held on the earliest suitable date after January 1st each year. At such meetings the Management Committee shall be elected and shall consist of 48 members together with the Patron, President, Chairman and Vice-Chairman. The Secretary of the Society shall service the meeting. The Management Committee shall control all the business and finance of the Society. Prospective members of the Management Committee must be members of the Society and active as stewards on Show day. They must be formally proposed and seconded in writing to the Secretary at least 21 days before the General Meeting.

3a. The Management Committee shall have the right to set up such committees as it considers necessary for the effective running of the Society.

4. Meetings of the Management Committee may be called at any time by the Secretary of the Society; as far as possible four days notice of such a meeting shall be given. Five members shall form a quorum at meetings of the Committee.

5. An Extraordinary General Meeting of the Society may be called at any time by the Secretary on the authorisation of the President. At least four days’ notice shall be given of such meetings and the business of the Meeting shall be shown on the notice.

6. Members’ subscriptions for the current year shall be payable on or before the last day of entry for the Show of that year, the payments of a members’ subscription, in accordance with Bye-Law No. 1 shall entitle the payer to the privileges of membership until the last day of entry of the year next following, except that no member shall be entitled for reduced entry fees for Shows, unless his subscription for the current year commencing on the preceding first day of January has been paid. Subscriptions may be paid to the Secretary/Treasurer or to the collectors appointed. All subscriptions as received should be at once remitted to the Secretary/Treasurer, and in all cases receipts should be given for subscriptions received. Only members whose subscriptions have been paid at or before time of entry will be qualified to enter at members’ fees, or to receive members’ badges.

7. An Annual Show will be held on a date and at a place approved by the Management Committee.

8. Competitions for Prizes offered at the Society’s Shows shall be open, except those specifically mentioned as restricted in the schedule.

9. Persons intending to compete for prizes, or to exhibit any animal or articles at any Show, Exhibition or Competition to be held by or under the auspices of the Society, must enter all required particulars on the authorised form of application which, together with the necessary fees and such declaration as may be required, relative to an entry, must be lodged with the Secretary within the prescribed period, of which due notice shall be given. The acceptance of an entry fee by the Society shall not be regarded as an admission that an exhibit is eligible for competition or to be awarded a prize.

10. The ages of all Bulls, Cows, Heifers and Calves to be reckoned from 1st January in the year of the birth, but the exact age of each animal from time of birth must be stated to the Secretary in the notice of entry, in order that the judges may take their actual ages into consideration in deciding upon the relative merits of those in each Class. Any error in notice of entry will disqualify the exhibitor from receiving a prize unless the Exhibitor can show to the satisfaction of the Committee that such an error was not intentional. Any female which has produced a calf irrespective of age will be considered a Cow.
11. The Committee or any Steward of the Show may require any animal entered for exhibition to be examined by the Society’s Honorary Veterinary Surgeon, as to the date of the animal’s birth, the decision of the Veterinary Surgeon being final, subject to the following scale of definition for cattle:
   (a) Cattle having their central permanent incisors will be considered as exceeding one year and six months.
   (b) Cattle having their central permanent incisors fully up will be considered as exceeding one year and nine months.
   (c) Cattle having their second pair of permanent incisors fully up will be considered as exceeding two years and three months.
   (d) Cattle having their third pair of permanent incisors cut will be considered as exceeding two years and eight months.
   (e) Cattle having their fourth (corner) pair of permanent incisors fully up and their anterior molars showing signs of wear will be considered as exceeding three years.

12. Bulls must be provided with halters or nose rings, with ropes or chains attached thereto; Cows and Heifers must be provided with halters with ropes attached thereto.

13. All exhibits shall be distinguished by numbers only, any exhibit carrying any other special distinguishing mark may be disqualified from the competition.

14. One Free admission ticket shall be issued to each member for that member’s sole use. It is not transferable. An exhibitor’s ticket shall be given to each exhibitor who pays entry fees amounting to £5.00 in the Vegetable, Fruit, Flower and Home Industry Sections.

15. Any person, not being a member, who leaves the show ground, will not be readmitted free of charge unless showing an official badge or the sticker issued on initial admission at the gate.

16. No animal known or believed to be suffering from an infectious disease will be admitted to the Show yard and should any animal manifest symptoms of disease during the Exhibition, having been so certified by the Honorary Veterinary Surgeons, it must be immediately removed from the premises on an order being given to that effect by the Secretary.

17. All persons entering the Show yard are subject to the direction of the Stewards and Secretary. Any exhibitor deliberately neglecting to comply with the express wishes of the Stewards, may be disqualified from receiving prizes.

18. Stewards will be appointed for each judging ring and no other persons will be admitted to the rings or permitted to interfere with or crowd around the Judges when adjudicating; exhibitors so doing will forfeit their claim to prizes. It will be the duty of the Stewards to facilitate the work of the Judges in every way and to affix Premium Cards to the Exhibits as directed by the Judges. No one shall act as a Steward in a ring when any animal, his property, is under adjudication in that ring.

19. No prize shall be given for any exhibit which is not the bona fide property of the exhibitor.

20. The decisions of the Judges upon the grounds shall be final as to merit. Objections to the awards of the Judges must be made in writing and signed by the objector and lodged with the Secretary before 3p.m. on the evening of the Show. Such objections will be considered by the Committee of Management whose decision shall be final and binding upon all parties concerned and there shall be no appeal to a Court of Law. A deposit of £10.00 must accompany the statement of objection, which sum will be forfeited should the Committee consider the objection to be frivolous.

21. Persons desiring to exhibit Agricultural Implements and Machinery must send to the Secretary a list of their exhibits and the space required, not less than 12 days before the Show.

22. No exhibit, apart from livestock, is to be removed from the Show yard before 4 p.m. on the evening of the Show, except authorised in the Show Regulations, unless its removal is specially authorised by the Secretary. Exhibitors who infringe this rule shall thereby forfeit their right to any prize which may have been awarded to them.

23. No exhibit, except livestock, is to be removed from the Show before 4 p.m. Prize-winning livestock must parade in order to qualify for prize-money.

24. All animals or articles exhibited shall, while on Show premises, be at the sole risk of the owners. The Society will not be responsible for any accidents to exhibitors, attendants or visitors or accident or damage to or loss of any animals or things exhibited, whether caused by fire, defective structure or otherwise, and even though arising from
the negligence of some person in the employment of the Society.

25. Any exhibitor who enters the space in which an adjudication is proceeding may be disqualified from receiving a prize.

26. Each exhibitor to whom a prize is awarded must be prepared when required by the Committee to make a statu- tory declaration that the conditions and regulations affecting such prize have been complied with, otherwise the prize shall lapse to the Society.

27. Until a Cup or Medal is finally won outright, the person to whom it is awarded shall give security to the Society that it will be delivered up to the Secretary in as good condition as when received, at least one month previous to the date of the succeeding Show. The Society reserves the right to alter the terms and conditions of competition for any Cups or Medals at future Shows, or to withhold them if the Judges do not find sufficient merit.

28. The Society will devise and maintain a Safety Policy in accordance with the current statutory Health and Safety Regulations, and will ensure that the Policy is publicly advertised.

29. The Bye-Laws may be cancelled, amended or added to by a General Meeting only.

Clogher Valley Agricultural Society
Safety Policy

The Clogher Valley Agricultural Society - (The Society) will ensure, as far as is reasonably practical, the health and safety of all those who are affected by it's operations. The discharge of this responsibility will be an integral part of the duties and objectives of the Society. All those working for the Society either in a paid or voluntary capacity will implement this Safety Policy as far as is reasonably practical by ensuring the provision and maintenance of:-

1.) A safe environment and means of access and egress to any place within the sphere of operations of the Society.

2.) Plant and structure (provided by and catered for by the Society) which are safe and without risk to health.

3.) Such information, instruction and supervision as is necessary to ensure the health and safety of all affected by the Society's operations.

4.) Adequate first aid provision.

The above is a general statement of the health and safety policy of the Society. However detailed arrangements for safety at shows and events sponsored by the Society are laid out below.

HEALTH AND SAFETY AT THE CLOGHER VALLEY SHOW

1.) General - It is the responsibility of exhibitors, employees and the general public to co-operate fully with the Society on all matters affecting safety. The following personnel have responsibility for health and safety:-

   Mr Harold Erskine - Safety Advisor and Chief Safety Steward.
   Mr W H Boyd - Cattle Rings
   Mr Philip Montgomery - Horse Rings
   Mr John Chambers - Jumping Arena
   Mrs Joan Boyd - Ponies
   Mr Eddie Boyd - Sheep Rings
   Mr Harold Erskine - Trade Stand Area
   Mr. Noel Erskine - Admissions
   Mr Harry Alexander - Car Parks
   Mr. William Boyd - Food Hall
   Mr. Gordon McLaren - Craft Marquee
   Mrs F Hardy - Home Industries & Schools
   Richard Mulligan - Vintage

However, all those working for the Society will have a responsibility for health and safety.

2.) Access - All those arriving at events sponsored by the Society will obey instructions from Society Employees. All those arriving at events are expected to drive in a safe manner.

3.) Emergency Arrangements - It is not possible to be specific about procedures arising from emergencies. In event of evacuation of the Showgrounds becoming necessary, clear instructions will be given by loud speaker. In general all those evacuated from the Showgrounds will assemble in the car parking fields. Emergency services may be alerted from the telephones in the Show Office or by informing a steward or a member of the Security Forces.
Emergency procedures for escaped or fractious animals:-
Additional ropes and leading poles may be obtained from the stewards. Any such animal will be removed to a secure and secluded pen; or the exhibitor may be requested to remove such animals from the Show. As a last resort such animals may be humanely destroyed, if there is no other means of preventing risk to others.

Exhibits & Animals

1.) All animals are accepted for showing on the condition that they are adequately trained and acclimatised to such events. Any animal which appears to be unprepared will not be allowed to participate.
2.) All handlers, stockmen and grooms must be physically capable of controlling their animals. Stewards may instruct that another handler be appointed, if in their opinion, the original handler is not capable of adequately controlling his/her exhibit.
3.) All animals are to be securely fastened to the exhibitor's trailer or lorry trailers must be secured to vehicles. Vehicles must be parked in an orderly manner in accordance to Stewards’ instructions.
4.) The Society Employ a number of veterinary surgeons whose services may be obtained by contacting a steward.
5.) Exercise and practice will be carried out in clearly designated separate sections.
6.) It is the responsibility of exhibitors to ensure that vehicles are handled in a safe manner. In particular large vehicles should be reversed in a safe manner - 2 persons must be present when vehicles are reversed.

Machinery & Trade Exhibits

All exhibited machinery must be shown in a safe manner, with all guards in place, in particular:-
1.) Unauthorised access to machinery must be prevented or discouraged. Where this is not possible the machine must be rendered incapable of accidental operation.
2.) All tines, cutting edges and rotating machinery must be securely guarded or fenced so as to ensure that no-one can approach the danger area.
3.) All hydraulically supported equipment must be securely propped and rendered incapable of accidental operation.
4.) All mobile demonstrations must be carried out in a designated area separated by adequate fencing from the general public.
5.) All electric installations will be checked by a qualified electrician. All exhibitors are reminded that extension leads should not lie exposed on the ground. Portable generators must be sited so that they do not present any hazard to visitors.
6.) Any chemicals, small machinery and other trade exhibits will be shown in a safe manner and adequately guarded from the general public to prevent contact. No dangerous substance will be allowed on display except in a sealed container. It is suggested that water should be substituted for chemicals for display purposes.

First Aid

First aid will be provided at all events of the Society by St John Ambulance Brigade. Additionally the Society will have a number of Honorary Doctors on call

Infringements

Persistant infringement of safety procedures will cause the offenders to be removed from the Society's premises and may result in permanent disqualification.
The Irish Shows Association is proud to present the following Championships and wishes to acknowledge the generous sponsorships which make these competitions possible. For the efficient running of the Championships all concerned are requested to read and observe the Rules set out below.

Shows wishing to participate in the 2016 Championships and be eligible to hold qualifiers must have collected the Championship Fund (currently 5%) from Horse, Pony, Cattle & Sheep. Class prize money for the year 2016 and forwarded the amount so collected, in full to the Irish Shows Association within the stipulated period of not more than 30 days from the date of the show. Alternative methods of meeting this obligation are not acceptable.

Any show or competitor in breach of the Rules set out below will be disqualified from participating or competing in these Championships.

These General Rules and those relating to individual championships (where applicable) should be published in the show schedule and catalogue of the participating shows and must be strictly observed.

Qualifying Rounds: (Qualifiers)
Qualifying rounds will take place at shows designated by the Irish Shows Association.

Responsibility of Shows holding qualifying rounds:
Selected Shows should hold a separate class for each qualifier from which the highest placed animals will qualify.
The Qualifier class should be held as the first (1st) class in the relevant section of the show.
Shows must ensure that the qualifiers are held strictly in accordance with the relevant Rules.
No other sponsor maybe involved in qualifying classes.
Shows may charge an entry fee for each qualifying class. The I.S.A. will award a rosette to the successful animal(s) on appearance at the final.

No show hosting a Championship Final may hold a qualifying class for that championship on the day of the final other than by agreement with the Irish Shows Association. However Shows who hold qualifiers for Horses, Ponies & Cattle may ask exhibitors to enter the exhibit in at least one other class at their show on the day.
Animals qualified for finals are not eligible to enter in any other show class where the final is held, other than a qualifying class for another Championship.
Shows should appoint competent, well briefed persons to act as stewards, who must ensure that only animals (or other exhibits) which are eligible to compete and whose documentation is in order, are allowed to proceed to the judging ring.
Animal Passports & 'Micro chips where applicable' should be read by a Veterinary Surgeon appointed by the show. On completion of judging, Stewards must inform the successful competitors to visit the Secretary's Office at the show within one hour, and complete the necessary arrangements for entry to the final.
The show must appoint a well briefed officer who will be available at the Secretary's Office to assist exhibitors to complete the entry cards for participation in the final and collect the entry fee.
Show Secretaries must forward completed result cards, together with appropriate fees to the Irish Shows Association within three days following the holding of the show.

NB. Shows must return results card marked "No Competition" for any or all of the events for which no animal (or exhibit) has been selected.

Responsibility of Exhibitors:
Exhibitors accept that the Judges decision is final in all cases. Any abuse of Judges will not be tolerated. Where a dispute or case for complaint arises, the matter should only be dealt with under 6. below.
Winners of Qualifiers are themselves responsible for entering their qualifiers (or exhibits) for the final in accordance with 10 & 11 above, within one hour of qualifying.
Winners of qualifiers will compete in the final.
The Irish Shows Association in conjunction with the sponsor reserve the right to alter or amend the rules of the competition as may be necessary where appropriate.
Shows and competitors must contact the ISA for details of any championships and not the sponsor involved.
Objections must be lodged in writing with the I.S.A. representative at the show and the Show Secretary within half an hour following the completion of judging, together with a fee of €50, or other stated fee, which is refundable in the event of the objection being upheld.
Any exhibitor who makes a false declaration or misrepresents a fact regarding themselves or their exhibit are liable to disqualification and/or forfeiture of any prizes awarded.
CUPS AND SPECIAL PRIZES

Until a Cup or Medal is finally won the person to whom it is awarded shall give security to the Society that it will be delivered up to the Secretary in as good condition as when received, at least one month previous to the date of the succeeding Show. The Society reserves the right to altering the terms and conditions of competition for any Cups or Medals at future Shows, or of withholding them if the Judges do not find sufficient merit. (Bye Law 27)

HORSES AND PONIES

Prize No. 1 - Lt. Col. John Hamilton-Stubber Memorial Perpetual Trophy:
For the Overall Champion Horse.
Won in 2014 - Hurst Show Horse

Prizes No. 2 and 3 - Overall Show Champion Horse and Reserve:
Special Prizes with Rosette and Sash for the ‘Overall Show Champion Horse’ - (Mare or Gelding) (excluding Qualifiers) and Rosette and Sash for the ‘Reserve Champion.
Prize No. 2: Won in 2014 - Hurst Show Horse
Prize No. 3: Won in 2014 -

Prize No. 4 - Perpetual Trophy: Presented by Dungannon & South Tyrone District Borough Council for the champion Thoroughbred Horse
Not Awarded in 2014

Prize No. 5 - Special Prize of £70 for the Champion Thoroughbred. Presented by Killyhevlin Hotel, Enniskillen.
Not Awarded in 2014

Prize No. 6 - Perpetual Trophy: Presented by “Horse and Field” for the best Thoroughbred Brood Mare
Not Awarded in 2014

Prize No. 7 - The Sheila Malley Memorial Perpetual Silver Salver:
For the Champion Hunter-type Brood Mare, presented by Mr.J. Malley, 55 Old Dundonald Road, Belfast
Won in 2014 - Nuala O'Hare

Prize No. 8 - The ‘Silver Dawn’ Perpetual Trophy: Mr R.C. McIlroy, ‘Monroe House’, Killyman, Dungannon, has presented a bronze trophy for the Champion Registered Irish Draught Mare.
Won in 2014 - Charmaine Kee and Jim Steel

Prize No. 9 - The Blandford Perpetual Cup: Mr.J.J. Willis, 88-90 Main Street, Lisnaskea, Co. Fermanagh, has presented a Perpetual Silver Cup for the Champion Foal likely to make a Hunter.
Won in 2014 - Nuala O’Hare

Prize No. 10 - The John Haire Memorial Perpetual Cup for the Champion Yearling.
Won in 2014 - Desmond Gibson, Dromara

Prize No. 11 - A.N. Irwin & Sons Perpetual Cup. A.N. Irwin & Sons have presented a Perpetual Silver Cup for the Champion two-year-old horse.
Not Awarded in 2014

Prize No. 11A The Uel Little Perpetual Cup. Mr. Uel Little Aughnacloy has presented a Silver Cup for the Champion Three-Year-old horse.
Won in 2014 - Hurst Show Horses

Prize No. 12 - The Progressive Building Society Challenge Cup for the Champion 1, 2 or 3 year old filly.
Won in 2014 - Valerie McCallister
Prize No. 13 - Mrs. Helen Troughton, Ballinteggart Stud, Portadown, has sponsored special prizes for the 1, 2 or 3 year old Filly - 1st, £50; 2nd, £40; 
Won in 2014 
1st Miss Valarie McCallister 
2nd Mr. Richard Hughes 

Prizes No. 14 and 15 - Champion Young Horse and Reserve: 
Sashes and Rosettes are presented 
Champion £150.00 Won in 2014 - Hurst Show Horses 
Reserve £100.00 in 2014 - Desmond Gibson 

Prize No. 16 - The Desmond Gibson Perpetual Challenge Trophy: 
Mr. Desmond Gibson, Hillside House, 250 Rathfriland Road, Dromara, Dromore has presented a Perpetual Trophy for the Champion Young Horse. 
Won in 2014 - Hurst Show Horses 

Prizes No. 17 and 18 - Champion Ridden Hunter and Reserve: Special Prize of £150 for the Champion Riding Horse and £100 for the Reserve Champion have been Sponsored by Bluegrass Horse Feeds  
1st - Mr. Richard Iggulden 
2nd - Mrs Toni Donnelly 

Prize No. 19 - The Annagarvey Perpetual Cup: The Johnston Family have presented a Perpetual Cup in memory of the late Ray Johnston, to be awarded to the Champion Ridden Hunter 
Won in 2014 - Richard Iggulden 

Prize No. 19 A - The "Gloster" Trophy presented by Hayes Saddlery To be awarded for the winner in Ladies Side Saddle. 
Won in 2014 - Mrs. Sylvia Steel 

Prize No. 20 - The Morrison Cup: (Replica Augher Perpetual Challenge Cup) 
to be awarded for the Champion Working Hunter Horse 
Won in 2014 - Sarah Moore 

Prize No 21 - The Royal Glen Champion Miniature Horse Trophy 
Mr. & Mrs. Eric Cobane have presented a trophy for the Champion Miniature Horse 
Won in 2014 - Mrs Y McAlister 

Prize No 21A -The Royal Glen Champion Miniature Horse Private Drive Trophy 
Mr. & Mrs. Eric Cobane have presented a trophy for the Champion Miniature Horse in the private drive 
Not Awarded in 2014 

PONIES 

Prize No. 22 - The Edna Patterson Perpetual Cup: Mrs. Edna Patterson has presented a Perpetual Silver Cup for the best Pony Brood Mare 
Won in 2014 - Conor McCormick 

Prize No. 23 - The Liggett Shield: Mr. J. Liggett, 46 Glendavagh Road, Caledon, has presented a Perpetual Shield to be awarded to the winner of the Champion Pony Foal. 
Won in 2014 - William Lyttle 

Prize No. 24 - The Joseph Liggett Memorial Perpetual Cup: The family of the late Joseph Liggett, ‘Minterburn Pony Stud’, Caledon, has presented a Perpetual Silver Cup to be awarded to the champion young pony. 
Won in 2014 - J & T Harper
Prizes No. 25 and 26 - Champion Young Pony and Reserve: Special Prizes of for the champion young pony and £ for the Reserve Champion
Won in 2014
1st - J & T Harper
2nd - Conor McCormick

Prize No. 27 - The Guys and Dolls Perpetual Cup: To be awarded to the Champion Welsh Pony.
Won in 2014 - Miss Sarah Beers

Prize No. 27A - The Castle Bar Perpetual Cup: Presented by Nigel and Kathleen Loughran, Ballygawley, to be awarded to the winner of the Tiny Tots lead rein class.
Won in 2014 - Zoe Prince

Prize No. 28 – Edward “Teddy” Irwin Boyd Perpetual Trophy:
Awarded to the winner of the family pony class for children under 8 years old
Ponies must be led
Won in 2014 - Kelly Hoey

Prize No. 28A - The Boyd Perpetual Trophy: Presented by Mrs. Gail Boyd, Killyfaddy, to be awarded to the winner of the family pony class for children under 8 years old
Won in 2014 - Hannah Robinson

Prize No. 28B - The Rehill-McKeown Cup: To be awarded to the winner of the Family Pony Class for children aged 9-13 years old
Won in 2014 - Amy McLaughlin

Prize No. 28C - The Ballyrennan Cup: Awarded to the winner of the family pony class
For children 9 – 13 years old – Ponies unled
Won in 2014 - Saoirse McCarra

Prize No 28D – The Dungannon & South Tyrone Borough Council Cup: Awarded to the winner in the open family pony class
Won in 2014 - Katie Gibson

Prize No 29 - Dungannon & South Tyrone Borough Council Cup for Working Hunter Pony Cradle Starter Stakes.
Child must be under 10 years old – Pony Lead Rein
Won in 2014 - Lucy Donnan

Prize No 29A - Dungannon & South Tyrone Borough Council Cup for Working Hunter Pony Cradle Starter Stakes: Child must be under 10 years – Pony Unled
Won in 2014 - Matthew Hampton

Prize No 29B – Dungannon & South Tyrone Borough Council Cup for Working Hunter Pony up to 122cms-
Child must be under 12 years
Won in 2014 by Matthew Hampton

Prize No 29C - Dungannon & South Tyrone Borough Council Cup for Working Hunter Pony up to 133 cms.
Child must be under 14 years
Won in 2014 - Jennifer Torrens

Prize No 29D - Dungannon & South Tyrone Borough Council Cup for Working Hunter Pony up to 143 cms.
Child must be under 17 years
Won in 2014 - Olivia Hughes

Prize No. 29E – Dungannon & South Tyrone Borough Council Cup for Working Hunter pony up to 153 cms–Rider must be under 25 years
Won in 2014 by Olivia Hughes
**Prize No. 30 - The Wigmore Perpetual Cup:** Miss Ann Morrison has presented a Silver Cup for the best pony, any age, 128 cms or under (limited to Open 128cm Riding Class only).
Won in 2014 - Anne Torrens

**Prizes No. 31 and 32 - Champion Ridden Pony and Reserve:** Special Prizes of £30 for the Champion Riding Pony and £20 for the Reserve Champion.
Won in 2014 by
1st - Hurst Show Horses
2nd - Zoe Prince

**Prize No. 33 - The Patterson Cup:** Mr. Gordon Patterson has presented a Perpetual Silver Cup for the best pony
Won in 2014 - Conor McCormick

**Prize No. 34 - Trophies for Shetland Ponies:** Mrs. Fiona Hamilton-Stubber, Aughentaine Fivemiletown, has presented trophies which will become the property of the prizewinners.

**Prize No. 35 - The Aughentaine Perpetual Cup:** Mrs. John Hamilton-Stubber has presented a Perpetual Silver Trophy for the Champion Shetland pony.
Won in 2014 - Helen Coxan

**Prize No. 36 - The Glenkee Perpetual Cup:** Mr. W.R. Kee, 34 Curley Hill Road, Strabane, Co. Tyrone, has presented a Perpetual Silver Trophy for the Junior Champion Shetland pony,
Won in 2014 - Mr. A.R. Bell

**Prize No. 37 - The Armstrong Perpetual Cup:** Mr. Deering Armstrong, Doon, Tempo Co Fermanagh. has presented a Perpetual Cup for the best Connemara Foal.
Won in 2014 - Mick McMenamen

**Prize No. 38 - The Glenburn Perpetual Cup:** Mr James Trotter Favour Royal Road Augher, has presented a Perpetual Cup for the Champion Connemara pony.
Won in 2014 - Francis O’Reilly

**Prize No. 39 - Trophy** presented by Mrs. Nancy Currie for the best 1, 2 or 3 year old Connemara.
Won in 2014 - Denver Logan C/O Francis & Deirdre O’Reilly

**Prize No. 40 - The Glenner Perpetual Trophy:** Presented by Mutt Stephenson, Glenvale, 46 Glencрегagh Road, Belfast for the best young handler
Won in 2014 - Glenlough Shetland Stud

**Prize No 40A - The Lord & Lady Morrow of Clogher Valley Trophy:**
Lord & Lady Morrow of Clogher Valley have presented a trophy for the best turned out Pony / Rider combination
Not Awarded in 2014

**Prize No 41 - The Alan A., Alcorn Memorial Perpetual Trophy**
Awarded for the Champion Working Hunter Pony
Won in 2014 - Jennifer Torrens

**Prize No 41A - Jimmy Trotter Perpetual Cup**
Awarded for the Overall Champion Pony
Won in 2014 - Sarah Beers
DAIRY SHORTHORN CATTLE

Prize No. 42 - The Moutray Perpetual Cup: Presented to the Clogher Valley Agricultural Society in Memory of the late Alexander Moutray, long time Show Steward, by his daughter, Mrs. Eleanor Mulligan, to be awarded to the Best Shorthorn cow
Won in 2015 - A & T Irwin, Clogher

Prize No. 43 - The Colebrooke Perpetual Cup: The late Rt. Hon. The Viscount Brookeborough, C.B.E., D.L., M.C., has presented a Silver Challenge Cup for the best Shorthorn bull exhibited at the Show.
Not Awarded in 2015

Prize No. 44 - The Brooke Cup: The late Rt. Hon. The Viscount Brookeborough, C.B.E., D.L., M.C., has presented a Silver Challenge Cup for the best Shorthorn heifer
Not Awarded in 2015

Prizes No. 45, 46 and 47 - Special Prizes £15 £12 and £8 The Ulster Shorthorn Breeders Association are presenting Special Prizes of £15.00 for the champion and Reserve and £8 for the Runner Up. (Prizes are confined to members of the Ulster Shorthorn Breeders Association and the parent Society.

PEDIGREE ABERDEEN ANGUS

Prize No. 48 - Northern Bank Perpetual Trophy: Presented by the Northern Bank Limited. To be awarded to the Best Aberdeen Angus at the Show, registered in the Scottish Herd Book and which is the property of a Member of the Irish Aberdeen Angus Association.
Won in 2015 - James Porter

Prizes No. 49 and 50 - Sess Perpetual Trophy plus £25: In memory of Albert J Buchanan, Sess Farm Augher. Presented by Margaret and the late Tom for the best Aberdeen Angus animal bred by the exhibitor.
Won in 2015 - S & S Matchett

Prize No. 51 - The Gledstanes Memorial Perpetual Cup: The late Mr. P. F. Gledstanes Verschoyle, Fardross, presented a Silver Cup for the Best Aberdeen Angus female
Won in 2015 - S & S Matchett

Prize No. 52 - The Ernie Smith Memorial Perpetual Cup: The late Mr Ernie Smith has presented a Perpetual Cup for the best Aberdeen Angus junior bull.
Won in 2015 - S & S Matchett

Prize No. 53 - The Templeton Perpetual Challenge Cup: Mr. J.D. Templeton, Islandmagee, Larne, has presented a Perpetual Challenge Cup for the best Aberdeen Angus calf
Won in 2015 - S & S Matchett

Prize No. 53A The Lexie McLaren Perpetual Cup: Mrs. Ida McLaren & her family have presented a Perpetual Challenge Cup in memory of Lexie for best Aberdeen Angus Junior heifer
Won in 2015 - S & S Matchett

Prize No 54 - John Thompson & Sons Perpetual Challenge Cup: John Thompson & Sons Ltd., has presented a Silver Cup for the best group of 3 Aberdeen Angus cattle exhibited by one Exhibitor
Not Awarded in 2015

Prize No. 55 - Champion Aberdeen Angus and Reserve: CVAS have presented £60 for the Champion Aberdeen Angus plus an engraved crystal whiskey glass and also £40 for the Reserve Champion.
Champion - James Porter
Reserve - S & S Matchett
PEDIGREE HEREFORD CATTLE
Prizes No. 56 and 57 - N.I. Hereford Breeders’ Association Perpetual Cup: The N.I. Breeders’ Association have presented a Silver Cup for the best Pedigree Hereford animal exhibited by a member of the N.I. Hereford Breeders’ Association and a silver inscribed Tankard which shall become the property of the winner.
Won in 2015 - John & William McMordie

Prize No. 58 - The Johnston Cup: Mr. Alexander Johnston, Ballymacan, Clogher, has presented a Perpetual Cup for the Best Hereford heifer.
Won in 2015 - John & William McMordie

DAIRY CATTLE

PEDIGREE AYRSHIRE CATTLE
Prize No. 59 - Rank Hovis Ltd., Perpetual Cup: Rank Hovis Ltd., have presented a Perpetual Silver Cup for the Champion Ayrshire at the Show.
Won in 2015 - Cromie & McLean

Prize No. 60 - Ayrshire Special Award: The Ayrshire Cattle Society have presented a Silver Award for the Best Pure Irish-Bred Ayrshire, any age, exhibited and owned by a member of the Ayrshire Cattle Society and entered in the Society’s Herd Book.
Won in 2015 - Cromie & McLean

Prize No. 60A - Fermanagh Creameries Ayrshire Cow Derby Rose Bowl.
Fermanagh Creameries has presented a Rose Bowl for the Ayrshire Cow Derby
Won in 2015 - Cromie & McLean

Prize No. 61 - Excelsior Perpetual Cup: Presented by W. and C. Scott Ltd., Omagh, for the best Pedigree dairy cow.
Won in 2015 - McLean Family

Prize No. 62
Not Awarded in 2015

Prize No. 63 - Clogher Valley Perpetual Challenge Cup: The Committee of Management of the Clogher Valley Railway has presented a Silver Perpetual Challenge Cup for the best Dairy cow, any breed.
Won in 2015 - McLean Family

Prize No. 64 - The Browne Perpetual Challenge Silver Cup: presented by Mr. K.W. Browne and daughters, Hillcrest, 73 Main Street, Sixmilecross for the best Non-pedigree cow at the Show.
Won in 2015 - S Gunn

Prize No. 65 - Special Prize of £50: Capt. R.H. Lowry, D.L., Blessingbourne, Fivemiletown, has presented a special prize of £50 for the best Dairy cow exhibited.
Won in 2015 - McLean Family

Prize No. 66 - John Thompson & Sons Cup: John Thompson & Sons Ltd., have presented a Silver Cup for the best Non-Pedigree Dual Purpose-type heifer, any age, at the Show.
Won in 2015 - McLean Family

PEDIGREE HOLSTEIN FRIESIAN CATTLE
Prize No. 67 - John Thompson & Sons Ltd. Perpetual Cup: John Thompson & Sons Ltd., have presented a Silver Cup for the Champion Pedigree Friesian bull.
Not Awarded in 2015

Prize No. 68 - The W.D. Marshall Memorial Perpetual Cup: Messrs. Cyril and Leslie Marshall have presented a Silver Cup for the best Pure-bred Holstein cow, any age,
Won in 2015 - McLean Family
Prize No. 69 - W. & C. Scott Perpetual Cup: A Perpetual Cup has been presented by W. & C. Scott Ltd., Omagh, for the Champion Holstein at the Show.
Won in 2015 - McLean Family

PEDIGREE JERSEY CATTLE
Prizes No. 70 and 71 - John Thompson & Sons Ltd. Cup, Tankard and special prize of £50 for the Champion Jersey and £25 for the Reserve Champion
Won in 2015 - McLean Family

PEDIGREE CHAROLAIS CATTLE
Prize No. 72 - Hydro Fertilisers Ltd. Perpetual Challenge Cup: Hydro Fertilisers Ltd. have presented a Silver Cup for the Champion Charolais in the Show.
Won in 2015 - WD & JA Connolly

Prize No. 73 - Special Prize
Mr. Gilbert Crawford has presented £60.00 for the Champion Charolais and £40.00 for the Reserve Champion
Champion - WD & JA Connolly
Reserve - Sean McGovern

PEDIGREE SIMMENTAL CATTLE
Prize No. 74 - The Guinness Cup: Arthur Guinness Son & Co. (Belfast Ltd.), have presented a Perpetual Cup for the Champion Simmental at the Show.
Won in 2015 - WD & JD Hazelton

Prize No. 75 - A N Irwin & Son Cup: For the best Junior Simmental bull at the Show.
Not Awarded in 2015

Prize No. 76 - The Edward Orr Memorial Perpetual Cup: Presented in memory of the late Edward W. Orr by his daughter Miss Isabel Orr, 'Waterside House', Clogher to be awarded to the best Pedigree Simmental Calf
Won in 2015 - Mr & Mrs Basil Liggett

Prize No. 77 - The Valley Hotel, Fivemiletown, Perpetual Cup: For the Best Pedigree Simmental calf, born in the year of the Show.
Won in 2015 - WD & JA Hazelton

Prizes No. 78 and 79 - Special Prizes of £30 an £20: The N.I. Simmental Cattle Breeders’ Club have presented special prizes of £30 to the Champion animal and £20 to the Reserve Champion plus 2 special rosettes.
Won in 2015
1st - WD & JA Hazelton
2nd - Chris Traynor

COMMERCIAL BEEF CATTLE
Prize No. 80 - T.J. Booth & Sons Ltd. Perpetual Cup
The Booth Family Ballygawley have presented a Perpetual Cup for the Champion Commercial Animal of the Show
Won in 2015 - Corrie & Neil

PEDIGREE LIMOUSIN CATTLE
Prize No. 81 - The Valley Hotel Perpetual Cup: Mr. John Williamson, Valley Hotel, Fivemiletown, has presented a Perpetual Silver Cup for the Champion Limousin at the Show.
Won in 2015 - Brian and Gordon Snodgrass

PEDIGREE BLONDE CATTLE
Prize No. 82 - Clogher Valley Perpetual Cup for the Champion Blonde
Won in 2015 - I & R McElroy & Son

Prize No 82A - The Mary Dorman Memorial Perpetual Cup
The Dorman Family have presented a cup for the Champion Blonde Calf
Won in 2015 - I & R McElroy & Son
PEDIGREE BRITISH BLUE CATTLE
Prize No. 83 - S & K Pallets Billy Kennedy Perpetual Cup: Mr. Billy Kennedy, 9 Castle Heights, Dundrum, Newcastle has presented a Perpetual Cup for the Champion Belgian Blue.
Won in 2015 - Trevor Dodds

PEDIGREE SALER CATTLE
Prize No. 83A - Wm. Bell (Tractors) Perpetual Cup: Wm. Bell (Tractors) Ltd., Clabby Road Fivemiletown have presented a Perpetual Cup for the Champion Saler.
Won in 2015 - J & E Elliott

Prize No.83B - Gormley Motors Perpetual Cup Have presented a Perpetual Silver Cup for the Reserve Champion Saler.
Won in 2015 - J & E Elliott

RARE BREEDS
Prize No. 84 - Ulster Bank Ltd: Have presented a Perpetual Silver Cup for the Champion Rare Breed.
Won in 2015 - Fintan Murphy

INTERBREED CHAMPIONSHIP
Prize No. 85 - The Northern Bank Perpetual Challenge Cup for the Overall Beef Champion.
Won in 2015 - WD & JA Connolly

Prize No. 86 - The ‘Dalgety Agriculture Ltd.’ Overall Dairy Championship Cup and Sash
Won in 2015 - McLean Family

YOUNG HANDLER’S
Prize No. 86A - Clogher Valley Perpetual Cup Champion Young Handler Dairy Section
Won in 2015 - Karen Gunn

Prize No. 86B - Beryl Boyd Perpetual Cup Champion Young Handler Beef Section
Won in 2015 - Jason Whitcroft

Prize No. 86D - The Kirkpatrick Cup for the Champion Senior Young Handler - Dairy Section
Won in 2015 - Laura Gunn

Prize No 86E - Champion Senior Young Handler in the Beef Section
Won in 2015 - Sam Matchett

SUPREME CHAMPION
Prize No 86C - William Wilson Cup - Champion of Champions
Won in 2015 - McLean Family (Diary Champion)

SHEEP
Prize No. 87 - The Belfast Newsletter Cup: The Directors of the Belfast Newsletter have presented a Perpetual Silver Cup for the Champion sheep at the Show.
Won in 2015 - Liggett & Williamson

Prize No. 87A - T W Scott Cup: for the Reserve Champion sheep at the show
Won in 2015 - David Brown

Prize No. 88 - The Northern Ireland Texel Club £20 Prize: For the Champion Texel sheep at the Show.
Won in 2015 - Liggett & Williamson

Prize No 88A - The John Killen Memorial Perpetual Trophy: The family of the late John Killen have presented a perpetual trophy for the Champion Hampshire Down Sheep.
Won in 2015 - Stirling Manson
Prize No 88B - The John Killen Memorial Perpetual Trophy - NI Hampshire Down Sheep Breeders Club £20 To Breed Champion
Won in 2015 - Stirling Manson
£10 To Reserve Breed Champion
Won in 2015 - Rodney Wilson

Prize No. 89 - Dungannon Meats Cup: for the best pair of Butcher’s Lamb at the Show
Won in 2015 - CB Hylands

Prize No. 89A - The Blue Faced Leicester Cup : Awarded for the Champion Blue Faced Leicester Sheep
Won in 2015 - McCormick Brothers

Prize No. 89B - Young Handlers Cydectin Shield: Awarded to the Champion Young Sheep Handler
Won in 2015 - Adam McConnell

Prize No. 89C - The Robin Wylie Cup: Awarded to the Champion Young Sheep Handler
Won in 2015 - Adam McConnell

Prize No. 89D - The Blackburn Perpetual Cup : Awarded to the winner of the Clogher Valley Show Class Young Sheep Handler
Won in 2015 - Alex Colhoun

Prize No. 89E – The Dorothy Pendry Perpetual Cup
Awarded for the winner the Champion Jacob Sheep.
Won in 2015 - P & S Colhoun

Prize No. 89G - A.S.C - Livestock Haulage Logistics has presented £100 for the Champion Sheep of the Show and £50. for the Reserve Champion.
Champion in 2015 - Liggett & Williamson
Reserve in 2015 - David Brown

GOATS
Prize No. 90 - The Edward Johnston Memorial Perpetual Cup: The family of the late Edward Johnston, Station Road, Clogher (formerly of Fardross) has presented a Memorial Perpetual Silver Cup for the Champion Goat at the Show.
Won in 2015 - Linda Cowan

Prize No 90 A – The Clarke Perpetual Shield: Roger & Elaine Clarke have presented a cup for the Champion Pygme Goat at the Show
Won in 2015 - Emma Moulds

DOGS
Prize No. 91 - The Tawnawully Trophy
A perpetual Silver Cup has been presented by Mrs. Shirley M. Scott.
Rossinnan Rua for Best in Show
Won in 2015 -

Prize No. 91A The Katsden Mosquito Cup
A Perpetual Silver Trophy has been presented by Mrs. Kath Turner Clabby for Best Cross Bred Terrier
Won in 2015 -

Prize No 91B: Katsden Minestra’s Ringlet Cup
Won in 2015 -

Prize No 91C: Walter G Browne Perpetual Cup
Won in 2015 -
VEGETABLES AND FLOWERS
Prize No. 92 - The Tracey Perpetual Cup: The late Lt. Col. Tracey J.P., Cottagehill, Augher, has presented a Silver Cup which will be awarded to the exhibitor with the most points in the Vegetable Section.
Won in 2015 - Marjory Blackburn

Prize No. 92A - John Shannon Cup: has been presented for the best decorated vegetable for school children.
Won in 2015 - Hannah Wilson

Prize No. 93 - The David Jackson Memorial Perpetual Cup: Mrs. Nola Wright has presented a Perpetual Silver Cup which will be awarded to the exhibitor with the most points in the Flower Section
Won in 2015 - Barbara Carleton

Prize No. 93A The Allan Montgomery Trophy: Mr. Allan Montgomery has presented a Silver Perpetual Cup: For the best-dressed scarecrow
Won in 2015 - Henry & Thomas Barnett

DECORATIVE CLASSES
Prize No. 94 - The Gillespie Perpetual Cup: The late Dr. George Gillespie, Ballygawley, has presented a Silver Cup for the Best Arrangement of Flowers.
Won in 2015 - Kate Millar

Prize No. 95 - Fivemiletown Floral Art Club Perpetual Cup: Fivemiletown Floral Art Club have presented a Perpetual Cup for the highest number of points
Won in 2015 - MFM Burrows

HOME BAKING AND JAM
Prize No. 96 - The Barbara Tracey Perpetual Cup: The late Mrs. Tracey, Cottagehill, Knockmany Road, Augher, has presented a Silver Cup, which will be awarded to the exhibitor with the most points in the Home Baking and Jam Section.
Won in 2015 - Pearl Elliott

Prize No. 97 - The Elizabeth Kirkpatrick Perpetual Cup: The late Mrs Elizabeth Kirkpatrick, Glenhoy, Augher, has presented a Silver Cup for the best exhibit in the Home Baking Section
Won in 2015 - Rose Treanor

Prize No. 98 - Calor-Kosangas Perpetual Silver Cup: Presented for the best exhibit in the Jam Section
Won in 2015 - Lynne McLaren

COUNTRY CRAFTS AND HOME INDUSTRIES
Prize No. 99 - The Gamble Perpetual Cup: Mrs. K. Gamble, Charlemont Gardens, Armagh, has presented a Silver Cup which will be awarded to the exhibitor with the most points in the Knitting and Embroidery Section. (Special Care exhibitors excluded).
Won in 2015 - Mary McGirr

Prize No. 100 - The Caledon Arms Perpetual Cup: Mr. Reuben Mulligan, 35 Old Omagh Road, Ballygawley, has presented a Silver Cup which will be awarded to the competitor with the most points in the ‘Special Care’ Classes. To be awarded to the exhibitor with the most points in the Knitting and Embroidery Section.
Won in 2015 - Vera McCruddin

Prize No. 101 - ‘Age Care’ Perpetual Silver Cup: Presented by ‘Age Care’, Dungannon, to the winner of the Crochet Class - Confined to Special Care Competitors
Won in 2015 - Anne Marie Fee

Prize No. 102 - Age Concern Dungannon Association Perpetual Cup
Presented to the winner of the best piece of Patchwork
Won in 2015 - Valerie McKeown

Prize No 102A Tyrone Crystal Perpetual Trophy (W I Section)
Won in 2015 - Augher W.I & Beragh W.I
Prize No 102B - Brigid Cassidy Cup - Best Overall Hand Sewn Needlework Exhibit
Won in 2015 - Mary McGirr

SCHOOL CHILDREN’S CLASSES

Prize No. 103 - The Graham Perpetual Cup: Presented by Graham & Son (Printers) Ltd., Omagh, for the most points in the School Children’s Section (Boys).
Won in 2015 - Brookeborough Primary School

Prize No. 104 - The Little Perpetual Cup: Presented by the late Mrs. George Little, Lismore, Aughnacloy, for the most points in the School Children’s Section (Girls).
Won in 2015 - Carntall Primary School

Prize No. 105 - The McKenna (Kilrudden) Perpetual Challenge Cup: Presented by the late Mrs. M.E. McKenna, J.P., Kilrudden, Augher open to all Primary School Children
Won in 2015 - Chloe Presho (Brookeborough P.S)

Prize No. 106 - The ‘Adam Lambert Memorial Perpetual Cup’: Presented by Mr.& Mrs.Brian Lambert, ‘Westerin’ Home, Dungannon Road, Ballygawley, to the winner (Hand Writing for School Children under 8 years).
Won in 2015 - Lauren Moane (Brookeborough P.S)

Prize No. 107 - Clogher Valley Award for winner of the Secondary School 2D Art/Design Class
Won in 2015 - Jamie Orr (Clogher Valley Independent Christian School)

Prize No 108 - Clogher valley Award for winner of the Secondary School 3D Art/Design Class
Not Awarded in 2015

Prize No. 109 - The ‘Margaret Mulligan Memorial Perpetual Cup’:
The Late Mr Noel Mulligan, Cavanakirk, Clogher, has presented a Perpetual Cup for the winner (Creative Poem for under 12 years) in memory of his wife, Margaret.
Won in 2015 - Megan Withers (Carntall P.S)

Prize No, 109A - The "Noel Mulligan Memorial Perpetual Cup” The family of the late Noel Mulligan have presented a Perpetual Cup for the winner (handwriting confined to Primary 6 & 7pupils)
Won in 2015 - Rachel Wilson (Clogher Valley Independent Christian School)

Prize No. 110 - ‘The Story Cup’: presented by the late Mrs. Jean Maclagan, Oxford and formerly of Corick, Clogher, for the best exhibit in the Adults’ Arts and Crafts.
Won in 2015 - Elizabeth Allen

Prize No. 110A - Glenview Cup - P6/P7 Girls.
Won in 2015 by Clogher Valley Independent Christian School
TRADE EXHIBITORS' SECTION

Prize No. 111 - The Samuel Trotter Perpetual Cup: Presented by Mr. S.A. Trotter, 64 Scotch Street, Dungannon, Co. Tyrone, for the most outstanding Trade Exhibit.
Won in 2015 - Donnelly Group

Prize No. 112 - Cavan Crystal: presented by C.V.A.S. (to become the property of the winner) for the most outstanding Trade Exhibit.
Won in 2015 - Donnelly Group

Prize No. 113 - Cavan Crystal: for the best Large Trade Stand.
Won in 2015 - Donnelly Group

Prize No. 114 - The Rupert Kirkpatrick Memorial Shield for the Best Medium Trade Stand.
Won in 2014 - John Deere Agri-Power Omagh

Prize No. 115 - Cavan Crystal: for the best Medium Trade Stand.
Won in 2015 - John Deere Agri-Power Omagh

Prize No. 116 - Cavan Crystal: for the best Small Trade Stand.
Won in 2015 - Skinner’s Dog Food

Prize No. 117 - Cavan Crystal: for the most suitably dressed lady at the Show.
Won in 2015 - Penny Evans

Prize No. 118 - Silver Trophy: Presented by Councillor Kenneth Reid Mayor of Dungannon for Best Exhibit in The Food Hall
Won in 2015 - Mr Muffin Man - John Roche

Prize No. 119 - Cavan Crystal: for the most attractive display in the Food Hall:
Won in 2015 - Mr Muffin Man - John Roche

Prize No 120 - The Tony Thompson Memorial Trophy: The family of the late Tony Thompson has presented a trophy in his memory for the most Outstanding Craft Stand Display
Won in 2015 - Wood Carving

Prize No. 121 - Cavan Crystal: (to become the property of the winner) for the most Outstanding Crafts Stand:
Won in 2015 - Wood Carving
EQUESTRIAN EVENTS
(TWO ARENAS)
COMMENCING AT 9.30 A.M.

(Affiliated with the N.I.S.A., N.P.S., The Irish Shows Association, The Show Jumping Association of Ireland, The Association of Shows and Agricultural Organisations and Ponies Association (UK) 5% and 10% (according to S.J.A.I. Rules) will be deducted from all prize-money and forwarded to the S.J.A.I.

Safety Officers: Mrs Joan Boyd and Mr Junior Boyd.
Course Builders: Mr John Chambers, (Ring 1) and Seamus McCaffrey, (Ring 2)
Standard of Course - Normal.
Field Steward: Miss Ann McDermott

ALL ENTRIES TO BE TAKEN ON THE FIELD
Members of C.V.A.S. Ltd. must pay full entry fees.

RING 1 Horses (Commencing at 9.30 a.m.)
N.B. Entries for the first Class close 30mins after first horse jumps

EVENT 1 - HORSES, (90 cms)  Prize Money: £100  Entry Fee £10
kindly sponsored by T.P. Topping Ltd. (Landrover)

EVENT 2 - HORSES, (1.00m)  Prize Money: £150.  Entry Fee £15

EVENT 3 - HORSES, (1.10m)  Prize Money: £200.  Entry Fee £15
kindly sponsored by Green Gold Equine

EVENT 4 - HORSES, (1.20m)  Prize Money: £250.  Entry Fee £15

EVENT 5 - HORSES, (1.30m)  Prize Money: £300.  Entry Fee £20

RING 2 Ponies (Commencing at 9.30 a.m.)

EVENT 6 - 128 (60 cms) Under 8  Prize Money: £50.  Entry Fee: £10

EVENT 7 - 128 (70 cms) Over 8 & Under 10  Prize Money: £50.  Entry Fee: £10


EVENT 10 - 128 (1.00 m)  Prize Money: £100.  Entry Fee: £10

Kindly Sponsored by Mr & Mrs D Waterson

EVENT 12 - 138 (1.00 m)  Prize Money: £50. Entry Fee: £10.
Kindly Sponsored by Mr & Mrs D Waterson.

EVENT 13 - 138 (1.10 m)  Prize Money: £100. Entry Fee: £10.

EVENT 14 - 148 (90 cms)  Prize Money: £50.  Entry Fee: £10

EVENT 15 - 148 (1.00 m)  Prize Money: £50.  Entry Fee: £10

EVENT 16 - 148 (1.10 m)  Prize Money: £50.  Entry Fee: £10.

EVENT 17 - 148 (1.20 m)  Prize Money: £100  Entry Fee £10

Full details of Show-Jumping Events will be published in the July Edition of S.J.A.I. Bulletin.
EQUESTRIAN EVENTS REGULATIONS

The organisers reserve the right to alter the sequence & times of events if necessary. Members of CVAS must pay full entry fees.

The Prize Fund May be adjusted according to SJI Rules

Course Designer: Mr John Chambers (Sen Nat) & Seamus McCaffrey (Reg)
Safety Officers: Mrs Joan Boyd, Mr Junior Boyd

SHOW-JUMPING ENTRIES WILL BE TAKEN ON THE FIELD.
HORSES

We will be operating 6 showing rings at the same time. All entries should be on the field by 9.15 a.m. for judging to commence at 9.30a.m

RING 1: BROOD MARES AND FOALS AND R.I.D HORSES, HORSES (YOUNG STOCK)
RING 2: PONIES IN-HAND (YOUNG STOCK)
RING 3: RIDDEN PONIES
RING 4: CONNEMARAS
RING 5: SHETLAND PONIES & MINATURE HORSES
RING 6: RIDDEN HORSES & WORKING HUNTER HORSES
RING 7: FAMILY PONY (Judging commencing @ 10AM SHARP)
RING 8: WORKING HUNTER PONIES (Judging commencing @ 10AM SHARP)

NOTE - In Classes 1 to 50 no prize will be awarded in respect of any animal, which in the opinion of the Society’s Honorary Veterinary Surgeons, is not sound.

ENTRY FEE TO ALL HORSE CLASSES £ 8.00 (unless otherwise stated)
ENTRY FEE TO ISA QUALIFIERS £8.00/€10

1st Prize: £20; 2nd Prize: £15; 3rd Prize: £10, 4th Prize: £5 (unless otherwise stated)

Class 1 -
Brood Mare, likely to produce a high-class hunter, with foal at foot or stinted. (Thoroughbred and R.I.D mares excluded).

Class 2 -
THE IRISH SHOW ASSOCIATION & WEST CORK HORSE BREEDERS PRESENT
All Ireland Breeders Championship

Prize Fund: €2,000

The aim of the class is to give recognition to Breeders who breed suitable mares to produce top quality foals with performance potential

Rules & Conditions

Entries are confined to Mares 10 years old & under registered in the Irish Horse Register with the breed codes ISH,RID or ID; & must have Sire & Dam recorded on the passport.
Mares must be Sired by a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Sport Horse Stud Book as either: Approved /Preliminary Approved/Supplementary Approved/ Recognised/Preliminary Recognised / Not Approved 1 (NA1) or a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Draught Stud Book as either CLASS 1/Class 2/ RID (GB)/RID (Can)/Grade 2 (GB)
The class is also open to Weatherby’s registered animals, progeny of Weatherby’s Thoroughbred Stallions that are not classified in the Irish Horse Register as Not Approved 2 (NA2)
All mares must have a foal at foot by by a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Sport Horse Stud Book as either: Approved /Preliminary Approved/ Supplementary Approved/ Recognised/Preliminary Recognised / Not Approved 1 (NA1) or a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Draught Stud Book as either CLASS 1 /Class 2/ RID (GB) /RID (Can) /Grade 2 (GB)
The class is also open to Weatherby’s registered animals, progeny of Weatherby’s Thoroughbred Stallions that are not classified in the Irish Horse Register as Not Approved 2 (NA2)
Each Mare & Foal will be judged as a Unit (Mare 40%, Foal 60%) The Mare’s passport will be inspected before judging commences at both the qualifiers and the Final & the Foal’s I.D. Cert at the Final, Exhibitors failing to produce a Passport will be debarred from competing.

Two Mares & Foals may qualify if the judges and the I.S.A. agree that the standard is high enough.

All Foals must be led at both the qualifiers and the Final.
Mares & Foals qualified for Final are not eligible to enter any other Classes at the Show other than a qualifying Class for other Finals.

These Rules should be read in conjunction with the Irish Shows Association Rules.
ENTRY FEE: To Qualifying Show €10. To Final: €20.
PRIZES: Champion €500 and Sash. Reserve Champion €300. Third €200. Fourth €60. Fifth €50. All other competitors who attend €50.

A Prize will be presented for Combination of Best Turned out Mare & Foal and Most Suitably Dressed Handler.

Please Note: Stabling will be available, enquiries to the Sec. 086–1689536, from July 25th.

Qualifying Shows:
Armagh, Athlone, Bannow & Rathangan, Bridgetown, Carnew, Castlewellan, Charleville, Clogher Valley, Clonakilty, Clonmel, Cork, Corofin, Dungarvan, Dunmanway, Galway, Kildysart, Newcastle West

Final: WEST CORK HORSE BREEDERS SHOW, SATURDAY AUGUST 6th at 2.00 p.m.

Class 3 - IVERK SHOW SOCIETY & Irish Shows Association

Present

The “Investec Wealth and Investment”

All Ireland Broodmare and Foal Team Championship

www.investec.ie

Prize Fund approx: €4300

RULES AND CONDITIONS
1. Entries are confined to non-thoroughbred broodmares registered in the Irish Horse Register with a foal at foot.

2. Each mare and her foal will be judged as a unit: 60% for the mare and 40% for the foal.

3. Mares and foals must be sired by a stallion that is classified in either the Irish Sport Horse stud book as Approved, Preliminary Approved, Supplementary Approved, Recognised, Preliminary Recognised, Not Approved 1, (NA1) or a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Draught stud book as Class / Class 2 RID (GB)/ RID (CAN)/ Grade 2 (GB)

4. The class is also open to Weatherby’s Registered Animals Progeny of Weatherby’s Thoroughbred Stallions that are not classified in the Irish Horse Register as Not Approved 2 (NA2)

5. The mare’s passport will be inspected before judging commences. Exhibitors failing to produce a passport will be debarred from competing.

6. Qualified mares may not compete in other classes at Iverk Show.

7. Foals are eligible to compete in the foal classes at Iverk Show.

8. Foals must be led at all times.

9. These rules must be read in conjunction with the Irish Shows Association rules and the Iverk Show rules.

ENTRY FEE €25

PRIZES:
Champion €1000; 2nd €600; 3rd €400; 4th €300; 5th €200; 6th €150; 7th to end €120

ENTRY FEE: to qualifying show €10; to final €20;

An extra prize of €100 will be awarded to the highest placed Mare six years old & younger
Qualifiers
Adamstown, Armagh, Athenry, Bannow & Rathangan, Barryroe, Bridgetown, Carbery, Carnew, Charleville, Clarecastle Show, Clogher Valley, Clonakilty, Clonmel, Dungarvan, Galway, Gorey, Loughrea, Mullingar, Omagh, Tullow


Class 4 - Colt Foal: the progeny of mares in Classes 1 and 11.

Class 5 - HE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & BALLINASLOE AGRICULTURAL SHOW SOCIETY PRESENT
The Ballinasloe Colt Foal All-Ireland Championship
Sponsored by: Ballinasloe Businesses
(PRIZE FUND: €2,000)

RULES AND CONDITIONS
Entries are confined to Foals eligible to be registered if not already Registered in the Irish Horse Register with the breed codes ISH, or ID;
Animals must be Sired by a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Sport Horse Stud Book as either: Approved /Preliminary Approved/Supplementary Approved/ Recognised/Preliminary Recognised / Not Approved 1 (NA1) or a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Draught Stud Book as either CLASS 1 /Class 2/ RID (GB) / RID (Can) /Grade 2 (GB)
The class is also open to Weatherby’s registered animals, progeny of Weatherby’s Thoroughbred Stallions that are not classified in the Irish Horse Register as Not Approved 2 (NA2)
One foal from selected shows may qualify, provided the judges and the I.S.A. agree the standard is high enough. Foals must be led at all times.
Exhibitors to both the qualifier and the final must have the mare’s passport ready for inspection prior to entry to the judging ring, “if the Foals passport is not to hand”. Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification.
Passports & (Microchips if applicable) should be read by a Vet at the Final
Foals Qualified for Final are not eligible to enter any other class at the show in which the final is held other than qualifying classes for other Finals
These rules should be read in conjunction with the I.S.A Rules
ENTRY FEE: To Qualifying Show €10. To Final €20
PRIZES: 1st prize €500; 2nd €300; 3rd €200; 4th €150; 5th €150; 6th €100; 7th to end €50
A prize will be presented for Combination of Best Turned out Foal and Most Suitably Dressed Handler.
Qualifying Shows
Ardrahan, Armagh, Athenry, Athlone, Ballinrobe, Bantry, Barryroe, Bonniconlon, Cappamore, Carnew, Castleblayney, Castletownsend, Clogher Valley, Clonakilty, Dunmanway, Ennistymon, Eyrecourt, Gorey, Iverk, Kildysart, Longford, Loughrea, Moate, Mountbellew, Roscommon, Saintfield, Strokestown, Tinahely, Tullow, Tydavnet, West Cork Horse Breeders

Final: Ballinasloe Show - Saturday 1st October 2016

Class 6 - Filly Foal: the progeny of Mares in Classes 1 and 11.
Class 7 - THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION AND Moate Show SOCIETY PRESENT
The A. Browne Filly Foal All Ireland Championship part of the Horse Sport Ireland National Showing Championship series.
Sponsored by: A. Browne Limited Prize Fund: €2,500

RULES AND CONDITIONS
Entries are confined to Foals eligible to be registered if not already Registered in the Irish Horse Register with the breed codes ISH, or ID;
Foals must be Sired by a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Sport Horse Stud Book as either: Approved /Preliminary Approved/Supplementary Approved/ Recognised/Preliminary Recognised / Not Approved 1 (NA1) or a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Draught Stud Book as either CLASS 1/Class 2/ RID (GB)/RID (Can)/Grade 2 (GB)
The class is also open to Weatherby’s registered animals, progeny of Weatherby’s Thoroughbred Stallions that are not classified in the Irish Horse Register as Not Approved 2 (NA2)
One foal from selected shows may qualify, provided the judges and the I.S.A. agree the standard is high enough.
Foals must be led at all times.
Exhibitors to both the qualifier and the final must have the mare’s passport ready for inspection prior to entry to the judging ring, “if the Foals passport is not to hand”. Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification.
Passports & (Microchips if applicable) should be read by a Vet at the Final
Foals Qualified for Final are not eligible to enter any other class at the show in which the final is held other than qualifying classes for other Finals
These rules should be read in conjunction with the Irish Shows Association Rules
ENTRY FEE: To Qualifying Show €10 to Final €20
PRIZES:
Champion: €1000; 2nd €500; 3rd €400; 4th €250; 5th €200; 6th €150; 7th to end - Horse Sport Ireland will provide premiums of €50 each.
A prize will be presented for Combination of Best Turned Out Foal & Most Suitably Dressed Handler Qualifying Shows
Armagh, Athlone, Ballina, Bannow & Rathangan, Bridgetown, Carbery, Carnew, Castlerea, Castlewellan, Clogher Valley, Clonakilty, Corofin, Drimoleague, Dungarvan, Gort, Kildysart, Longford, Loughrea, Nenagh, Newry, Oldcastle, Roscommon, Saintfield & District, Tullamore, Tullow, Tydavnet
Final: MOATE SHOW — SUNDAY 28th August 2016
THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & MOUNTBELLEW SHOW SOCIETY PRESENT
The Traditional Irish Sport Horse Foal All Ireland Championship
PART OF THE HORSE SPORT IRELAND NATIONAL SHOWING CHAMPIONSHIP
SERIES. SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF HSI
Sponsored By:
Malthouse Bar & Restaurant, Briggs Fashions & Ganly’s Hardware
(All of Mountbellew) Prize Fund: €2,000

RULES AND CONDITIONS
Entries are confined to Foals eligible to be registered if not already Registered in the Irish Horse Register with the breed codes ISH, or ID;
Foals must be Sired by a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Sport Horse Stud Book as either: Approved /Preliminary Approved/Supplementary Approved/ Recognised/Preliminary Recognised / Not Approved 1 (NA1) or a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Draught Stud Book as either CLASS 1 / Class 2/ RID (GB) /RID (Can) /Grade 2 (GB)
The class is also open to Weatherby’s registered animals, progeny of Weatherby’s Thoroughbred Stallions that are not classified in the Irish Horse Register as Not Approved 2 (NA2)
(Warm Blood Breeding not acceptable)
Two foals one Filly & one Colt from selected shows may qualify, provided the judges and the I.S.A. agree the standard is high enough.
Foals must be led at all times.
Exhibitors to both the qualifier and the final must have the Mare’s passport ready for inspection prior to entry to the judging ring, “if the Foals passport is not to hand”. Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification.
Passports & (Microchips if applicable) should be read by a Vet at the Final Foals Qualified for Final are not eligible to enter any other class at the show in which the final is held other than qualifying classes for other Finals
These rules should be read in conjunction with the Irish Shows Association Rules
ENTRY FEE: To Qualifying Show €10. To Final €20
PRIZE FUND FOR FINAL:
Colt: 1st - €400, 2nd - €250, 3rd - €150, 4th -€100, 5th -8th (Inc) €50
Filly: 1st - €400, 2nd - €250, 3rd - €150, 4th -€100, 5th – 8th (Inc) €50
Colt & Fillies will be judged separately at Final. Sir Henry Grattan Bellew Salver will be presented to the overall champion foal. A replica of the Salver will be given to the winner, Runner-up foal will receive a cup.
A prize will be presented for Combination of Best Turned Out Horse and Most Suitably Dressed Handler.
Qualifying Shows
Adamstown, Athenry, Athlone, Ballyvourney, Bantry, Cappamore, Carbery, Carnew, Clogher Valley, Cork, Fingal, Gorey, Gort, Limerick, Longford, Loughrea, Louisburgh, Moate, Mohill, Mullagh, Oughterard, Roscommon, Saintfield & District, Scariff, Schull, Tinahely, Virginia

Final Mountbellew Show Saturday 17th September 2016.

Class 8 - Foal Championship 1st and 2nd Prizewinners in classes 4 and 6 (The Blandford Cup).

Class 9 - Mare Championship
(The Sheila Malley Memorial Perpetual Silver Salver)
**IRISH DRAUGHT HORSES (RING 1)**

ENTRY FEE TO ALL IRISH DRAUGHT CLASSES £8.00 (unless otherwise stated)

**Class 11** - R.I.D. Mares with foal at foot or stinted. The Winners in this class will receive the Silver Dawn Perpetual Trophy.
Foal by Thoroughbred or Irish Sport Horse Stallion are eligible to compete in the half-bred foal Classes.

**Class 12** - THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & LEITRIM IRISH DRAUGHT BREEDERS PRESENT THE LEITRIM IRISH DRAUGHT BREEDERS CHAMPIONSHIP PART OF THE HORSE SPORT IRELAND NATIONAL SHOWING CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES.
SPONSORED BY HORSE SPORT IRELAND & LEITRIM I.D. HORSE BREEDERS ASSOCIATION

**RULES AND CONDITIONS**

Entries are confined to: Irish Draught Mares with ID Foal at Foot, Mares must be registered in the Irish Horse Register with the breed codes ID; Mares & Foals must be sired by a stallion that is classified as CLASS 1 /Class 2/ RID (GB) /RID (Can) /Grade 2 (GB)
Mares must have both sire and dam recorded on their passport And have an Irish Draught Foal at foot, to be judged as a unit.
Foals must be led at all times.
One Mare and Foal may qualify at each Show.
Exhibitors to both the qualifier & Final must have their Mares passport available for inspection prior to entry to Judging Ring Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification.
Passports & (Microchips if applicable) should be read by a Vet at the Final
One of the judges at the qualifying show must be a qualified Irish Draught Horse Judge.
Animals qualified for Final are not eligible to enter any other class at Mohill Show other than qualifying classes for other ISA Finals
These rules should be read in conjunction with the General I.S.A. Rules.
ENTRY FEE: To Qualifying Show €10. To Final €20
PRIZES 1st €500 and the Central Motors Perpetual Trophy presented by Mr Patsy Walpole: 2nd €300; 3rd €260; 4th €200; 5th €150: 6th €100; 7th upwards will receive €80 on appearance at Final.

Qualifying Shows
Armagh, Arva, Athenry, Athlone, Ballinamore, Carnew, Castleblayney, Castlerea, Castlewellan, Clogher Valley, Corrandulla, Finn Valley, Gorey, Granard, Longford, Loughrea, Louisburgh, Manorhamilton, Mullingar, Omagh, Riverstown, Tinahely, Westport

Final: MOHILL SHOW–Sunday 21st August 2016
Class 13 - THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION
Ballinrobe Show Society & Ireland West Irish Draught Horse Organisation Present
The All Ireland Irish Draught Mare and Foal Team Championship. Prize Fund €2000

Sponsored By: Chen Tan, Shanghai, China/Cappa Stud and I.W.I.D.O Ltd (Ireland West Irish Draught Horse Organisation)

The aim of this Championship is to give recognition to Irish Draught mares who are producing good quality purebred foals.

Rules and Conditions
1. Each mare and foal will be judged as a unit with stronger emphasis placed on the foal. 65% for the foal and 35% for the mare.
2. Entries are confined to Irish Draught Mares with ID Foal at Foot, Mares must be registered in the Irish Horse Register with breed code ID and must be classified as Class 1 or Class 2 in the Irish Draught Horse studbook. Foals must be sired by a stallion that is classified as Class 1/Class 2/RID (Can)/Grade 2(GB).
3. Mares must have both sire and dam recorded on their passport and have an Irish Draught colt or filly foal at foot. Foals must be led at all times.
4. One mare and foal may qualify at each show provided the judges agree the standard is high enough.
5. Exhibitors to both the qualifier and the final must have their mare’s passport available for inspection prior to entry to the Judging Ring. Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification.
6. Passports & (Microchips if applicable) should be read by a vet at the final.
7. One of the judges at the qualifying show must be an Irish Draught Horse Judge.
8. Animals qualified for the final are not eligible to enter any other class at Ballinrobe show other than qualifying classes for other ISA Finals.

PRIZES 1st €600 and Perpetual Trophy 2nd €400 3rd €300 4th €200 5th €100 6th €100 7th upwards will receive €50 on appearance at the Final.

Entry Fee: To Qualifying Show €10. To Final €20

Qualifiers:
Adamstown, Arva, Athlone, Barryroe, Bonniconlon, Claregalway, Clogher Valley, Clonmel, Corrandulla, Crossmolina, Dunmanway, Enniscrone, Ennistymon, Fingal, Louisburgh, Mohill, Nenagh, Omagh, Oughterard, Roscommon, Virginia, Westport

Final Ballinrobe Show Sunday 4th September 2016

Class 14 - Irish Draught Colt Foal
THIS CLASS IS KINDLY SPONSORED BY IRISH DRAUGHT HORSE SOCIETY (NORTHERN BRANCH)
Prizes 1st £25; 2nd £20; 3rd £15; There will be £10 appearance money will be paid to all other Foals.
Class 15 -

THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & BALLINASLOE SHOW PRESENT

The Irish Draught Colt Foal Championship Prize Fund: €1,000
Part of the Horse Sport Ireland National Showing Championship series

RULES AND CONDITIONS

Entries are confined to: Irish Draught Colt Foals eligible to be registered if not already Registered in the Irish Horse Register.

Foals must be the progeny of a class 1(ID) or class 2 Irish Draught Mare & by a stallion that is classified as CLASS 1/Class 2/ RID (GB) RID (Can) / Grade 2(GB)

If the Foals passport is not to hand the mare’s passport must be ready for inspection prior to entry to the Judging ring, Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification.

Foals must be led at all times. 3. Passports & (Microchips if applicable) should be read by a Vet at the Final

One foal from selected shows may qualify for the final if the judges and the I.S.A. agree the standard is high enough

One of the judges at the qualifying show must be from the I D H Judges List.

Foals qualified for Final are not eligible to enter any other class at the Show where the final is held

These rules to be read in conjunction with the General I.S.A. Rules.

ENTRY FEE To Qualifying Show €10. To Final €20

Prizes: 1st €500 & Trophy. 2nd: €200, 3rd €100, 4th €100, 5th €50, 6th €50.

A prize will be presented for Combination of Best Turned out Foal and Most Suitably Dressed Handler.

Qualifying Shows
Adamstown, Ballinrobe, Ballyshannon, Ballyvourney, Bantry, Barryroe, Bonniconlon, Carbery, Claregalway, Clougher Valley, Clonaslee, Drimoleague, Fingal, Gorey, Gort, Granard, Loughrea, Moate, Mountbellew, Omagh, Roscommon, Strokestown, Tinahely, Tralee, Virginia

Final: Ballinasloe Show Saturday 1st October 2016

Class 16 -

Irish Draught Filly Foal.

THIS CLASS IS KINDLY SPONSORED BY IRISH DRAUGHT HORSE SOCIETY
(NORTHERN BRANCH)

Prizes 1st £25; 2nd £20; 3rd £15; there will be £10 appearance money will be paid to all other foals.
**Class 17**
THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & BALLINASLOE SHOW
PRESENT
The Irish Draught Filly Foal Championship
Part of the Horse Sport Ireland National Showing Championship series
Prize Fund: €1,500

RULES AND CONDITIONS

Entries are confined to: Irish Draught Filly Foals eligible to be registered if not already Registered n the Irish Horse Register.
Foals must be the progeny of a class 1(ID) or class 2 Irish Draught Mare & by a stallion that is classified as CLASS 1/Class 2/ RID (GB) RID (Can) / Grade 2(GB)
If the Foals passport is not to hand the mare’s passport must be ready for inspection prior to entry to the Judging ring. Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification.
Foals must be led at all times.
Passports & (Microchips if applicable) should be read by a Vet at the Final
One foal from selected shows may qualify for the final if the judges and the I.S.A. agree the standard is high enough
One of the judges at the qualifying show must be from the I D H Judges List.
Foals qualified for Final are not eligible to enter any other class at the Show where the final is held
These rules to be read in conjunction with the General I.S.A. Rules.
ENTRY FEE: To Qualifying Show €10. To Final €20

Prizes: 1st €600 & Trophy, 2nd: €300, 3rd €200, 4th: €150, 5th: €100, 6th: €100
A prize will be presented for Combination of Best Turned out Foal and Most Suitably Dressed Handler.

Qualifying Shows
Arva, Athenry, Ballinrobe, Bantry, Bonniconlon, Carbery, Castleblaney, Claregalway, Clogher Valley, Cork, Dunmanway, Fingal, Gorey, Loughrea, Louisburgh, Moate, Mountbellew, Omagh, Oughterard, Roscommon, Schull, Tullow

Final: BALLINASLOE SHOW SATURDAY 1st October 2016

---

**Class 18**
Registered Irish Draught Yearling Filly
**Class 19 -** THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & Roscommon Show Society
PRESENT
The Roscommon Irish Draught Yearling Filly Championship
part of the Horse Sport Ireland National Showing Championship series.
Sponsored By Hannons Hotel Roscommon Prize Fund €1500.

RULES AND CONDITIONS
Entries are confined to: Yearling Fillies registered in the Irish Horse Register with the breed codes ID; Fillies must be sired by a stallion that is classified as CLASS 1 /Class 2/ RID (GB) /RID (Can) /Grade 2 (GB)
Fillies must have both sire and dam recorded on their passport
Exhibitors to both the qualifier & Final must have their animals passport available for inspection prior to entry to Judging Ring Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification.
One Animal in each qualifying class may be selected to compete in the final provided the judges and the I.S.A. agree the standard is high enough.
One of the judges at the qualifying show must be a qualified Irish Draught Horse Judge.
Passports & Microchips should be read by a Vet at the Final
Animals Qualified for Final are not eligible to enter any other class at show where final is held other than qualifying classes for other Finals
These rules should be read in conjunction with the General I.S.A. Rules.
ENTRY FEE: To Qualifying Show; - €10. To Final; - €20
PRIZES Champion €500: 2nd €300: 3rd €200: 4th €150 5th €125: 6th €100 7th to End €50.
A prize will be presented for Combination of Best Turned Out Animal & Most Suitably Dressed Handler.

Qualifying Shows
Ardrahan, Armagh, Arva, Athlone, Ballymoney, Carbery, Castlerea, Clogher Valley, Cork, Corrandulla, Crossmolina, Drimoleague, Dunmanway, Ennistymon, Finn Valley, Kilgarvan, Kilmacanogue, Longford, Louisburgh, Mullingar, Nenagh, Omagh, Tinahely, Tralee, Westport

FINAL ROSCOMMON SHOW SATURDAY 20th AUGUST 2016

**Class 20 -** Registered Irish Draught 2 & 3 Year Old Filly
Class 21 - T.I.H.A. FESTIVAL OF TRADITIONAL IRISH BREEDING AT LIMERICK SHOW
LIMERICK LADY 2016

CONDITIONS:
1. For two-year–old Traditionally Bred Fillies, suitable for producing High Quality Traditionally Bred Sport Horses, (ie. NO continental breeding in the pedigrees).
2. Fillies must have been registered as foals in the I.H.R. and must be by: APPROVED Thoroughbred Stallions, Connemara Stallions, ISH Stallions, Irish Draught Stallions OR any cross of the afore mentioned.
3. Dams of the fillies must also be by the Stallions as above and registered in the I.H.R.
4. All Exhibitors must have their fillies passports available for inspection at the Qualifying show and at the Championship.
5. Entry fee for the Qualifier is €15, Entry fee to the Championship is €25.
6. More than one filly may be selected at any qualifying show, provided that the standard of entries warrants such selection.
7. Should the standard of entries be insufficient, no filly will be selected.
8. Infringement of these conditions or Championship regulations may lead to disqualification.

Each filly selected at the qualifying shows is eligible to compete in the T.I.H.A. Limerick Lady Championship on Saturday 27th August 2016.

PRIZE FUND:
Champion: €500 & The T.I.H.A. Perpetual Challenge Trophy
Reserve: €300, Third €200, Fourth: €100
*Special Reward to the Breeder of the Champion

Limerick Lady Qualifying Shows: Athlone, Bailieborough, Bandon, Carnew, Clogher Valley, Clonakilty, Clonmel, Dunmanway, Gorey, Kildysart, Loughrea, Midleton, Mullingar, Nenagh, Saintfield, Tralee, Westport

Class 22 - THE I.S.A & LIMERICK SHOW SOCIETY PRESENT
The Irish Draught 2 Year Old Filly Championship
Part of the Horse Sport Ireland National Showing Championship series

RULES AND CONDITIONS
Entries are confined to: Two Year Old Fillies registered in the Irish Horse Register with the breed codes ID; Fillies must be sired by a stallion that is classified as CLASS 1 /Class 2/ RID (GB) /RID (Can) /Grade 2 (GB) Fillies must have both sire and dam recorded on their passport

Exhibitors to both the qualifier & Final must have their animals passport available for inspection prior to entry to Judging Ring Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification.
Passports & Microchips should be read by a Vet at the Final
Two Animals in each qualifying class may be selected to compete in the final provided the judges agree the standard is high enough.
One of the judges at the qualifying show must be a qualified Irish Draught Horse Judge.
Animals qualified for Final are not eligible to enter any other class at Show where the final is held

These rules should be read in conjunction with the General I.S.A. Rules.
Entry fee to qualifying show €10 To Final €20
Prizes: 1st €500; 2nd €300; 3rd €250; 4th €200; 5th €150; 6th €100; from 7th to end HORSE SPORT IRL will provide premiums of €50.
A prize will be presented for combination of best turned out animal and most suitably dressed handler. See www.limerickshow.com for further information

Qualifying Shows: Armagh, Athlone, Ballina, Ballymoney, Ballyshannon, Ballyvourney, Bandon, Castleblayney, Clogher Valley, Clonakilty, Cork, Corrandulla, Crossmolina, Dunmanway, Erris, Kilgarvan, Kilmacanogue, Longford, Lurgan, Nenagh, Omagh, Thomastown, Tinahely, Tralee, Tullamore, Westport

Final: LIMERICK SHOW – Sunday 27th August 2016
Class 23 -  THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION AND BONNICONLON SHOW PRESENT
The Irish Draught 3 Year Old R.I.D Mare Championship
Sponsored by The Diamond Coast Hotel Bartragh Enniscrone, Co Sligo
Prize Fund: €2000

RULES AND CONDITIONS
Entries are confined to: Three Year Old Fillies registered in the Irish Horse Register with the breed codes ID; Fillies must be sired by a stallion that is classified as CLASS 1 /Class 2/ RID (GB) /RID (Can) /Grade 2 (GB) Mares must have both sire and dam recorded on their passport

Mares must have both sire and Dam recorded on their passport.
Exhibitors to both the qualifier & Final must have their animals passport available for inspection prior to entry to Judging Ring Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification.
Passports & Microchips should be read by a Vet at the Final
Two Mares in each qualifying class may be selected to compete in the final provided the judges agree the standard is high enough.
One of the judges at the qualifying show must be a qualified Irish Draught Horse Judge.
Mares qualified for Final are not eligible to enter any other class at the Show where the final is held
These rules should be read in conjunction with the I.S.A. Rules.
Entry Fee: To Qualifying Show €10. €20 To Final
PRIZES:  1st: €600; 2nd: €400; 3rd: €200; 4th: €150; 5th: €100; 6th: €80; 7th & following will receive €50 on appearance at the final.
A prize will be presented for Combination of Best Turned out Animal and Most Suitably Dressed Handler.

Qualifying Shows
Ardrahan, Armagh, Athlone, Ballina, Ballymoney, Bandon, Carbery, Clogher Valley, Cork, Corrandulla, Finn Valley, Galway, Gorey, Louisburgh, Mullingar, Omagh, Tralee, Westport

Final: BONNICONLON SHOW MONDAY 1st AUGUST 2016

Class 24 -  Irish Draught Championship 1st and 2nd Prize Winners in classes 11, 18 & 20
HORSES (YOUNG STOCK) (RING 1)

Exhibitor’s please note that young horses will be exhibited in Ring 1 after the Mare & Foals and Irish Draught classes

ENTRY FEE TO YOUNG HORSE CLASSES £8.00 (unless otherwise stated)

Class 25 - One year old Colt or Gelding, likely to make a Hunter.

Class 26 - One year old filly, likely to make a Hunter.

Class 27 - YEARLING CHAMPIONSHIP (1st and 2nd Prize Winners in Classes 25 and 26 are eligible to compete) (The John Haire Memorial Perpetual Cup.)

Class 28 - Two year old Colt or Gelding, likely to make a Hunter.

Class 29 - THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & Tinahely SHOW SOCIETY Present
The Red Mills Non-Thoroughbred Colt/Gelding Two-Year-Old All Ireland Championship
Sponsored by: Red Mills Goreshbridge Prize Fund: €3,000

RULES AND CONDITIONS
Entries are confined to Animals registered in the Irish Horse Register with the breed codes ISH, RID or ID; & must have Sire & Dam recorded on the passport. Animals must be Sired by a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Sport Horse Stud Book as either: Approved /Preliminary Approved/ Supplementary Approved/ Recognised/Preliminary Recognised / Not Approved 1 (NA1) or a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Draught Stud Book as either CLASS 1 /Class 2/ RID (GB) /RID (Can) /Grade 2 (GB) The class is also open to Weatherby’s registered animals, progeny of Weatherby’s Thoroughbred Stallions that are not classified in the Irish Horse Register as Not Approved 2 (NA2) in the Two Animals may be selected to qualify for the final if the judges and the I.S.A. agree the standard is high enough. Exhibitors to both the qualifier and the final must have the Animals pass- port available for inspection prior to entry to the judging ring. Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification. Passports & Microchips should be read by a Vet at the Final Animals Qualified for Final are not eligible to enter any other class at the show at which the final is held These rules should be read in conjunction with the I.S.A. Rules
ENTRY FEE: To Qualifying Show: €10. To Final: €20

PRIZES:
Champion €1000; Reserve Champion €600; 3rd €350; 4th €200; 5th €100; From 6th place upward a Red Mills voucher value €75 will be presented on appearance in the Final. A Prize will be presented for combination of Best Turned out Horse & Most Suitably Dressed Handler.

Qualifying Shows
Adamstown, Ardrahan, Athlone, Ballina, Ballivor, Bandon, Bannow & Rathangan, Bridgetown, Carnew, Castlewellen, Charleville, Clogher Valley, Clonakilty, Dunmanway, Ennistymon, Gorey, Lurgan, Midleton, Mullingar, Newcastle West, Omagh, Saintfield & District, Thomastown, Westport

Final: Tinahely Show Monday 1st August 2016

Class 30 - Two year old Filly, likely to make a Hunter.

Class 31 - TWO YEAR OLD CHAMPIONSHIP (1st and 2nd Prize Winners in Classes 28 and 30 are eligible to compete) (The A.N. Irwin & Sons Perpetual Cup.)
Class 32 - Three year old Gelding, likely to make a Hunter.

Class 33 - Three year old Filly, likely to make a Hunter

Class 34 - HE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & BANTRY SHOW SOCIETY -PRESENT
The Three Year Old Filly All Ireland Championship
Sponsored by: Phillips 66 Bantry Bay Terminal Ltd & Bantry Show Society
Prize Fund: €2,000

RULES AND CONDITIONS
Entries are confined to Animals registered in the Irish Horse Register with the breed codes ISH,RID or ID; & must have Sire & Dam recorded on the passport.
Animals must be Sired by a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Sport Horse Stud Book as either: Approved /Preliminary Approved/Supplementary Approved/ Recognised/Preliminary Recognised / Not Approved 1 (NA1) or a Stallion that is classified in the Irish Draught Stud Book as either CLASS 1 /Class 2/ RID (GB) / RID (Can) / Grade 2 (GB)
The class is also open to Weatherby’s registered animals, progeny of Weatherby’s Thoroughbred Stallions that are not classified in the Irish Horse Register as Not Approved 2 (NA2)
Two Animals may be selected to qualify for the final if the judges and the I.S.A. agree the standard is high enough.
Exhibitors to both the qualifier and the final must have the Animals passport available for inspection prior to entry to the judging ring. Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification.
Passports & Microchips should be read by a Vet at the Final Animals Qualified for Final are not eligible to enter any other class at the show at which the final is held
These rules should be read in conjunction with the I.S.A. Rules
ENTRY FEE: Qualifying Show €10. To Final €20
PRIZES: Champion €800 and Sash; Reserve €400; 3rd €250; 4th €200; all other competitors who attend €100.
A prize will be presented for Combination of Best Turned out Horse and Most Suitably Dressed Handler.
Please Note Bantry Show also provides B&B for exhibitors and stabling for horses as a complimentary gesture. Enquiries to office Mid August 2016 Tel:027-52117

Qualifying Shows
Athenry, Ballina, Ballyvourney, Bansha, Barryroe, Carbery, Carnew, Clogher Valley, Drimoleague, Gorey, Kildysart, Limerick, Lurgan, Moate, Mullingar, Riverstown, Roscommon, Schull, Thomastown, Tinahely, Tralee, Tullow

Final: Bantry Show - Sunday 4th September 2016

Class 35 - THREE YEAR OLD CHAMPIONSHIP (1st and 2nd Prize Winners in Classes 32 & 33 eligible to compete) (Uel Little Perpetual Trophy)

Class 36 - The Progressive Building Society Champion 1, 2 or 3 year old Filly. (Progressive Building Society Cup) Prizes sponsored by Mrs. Helen Troughton, Ballinteggart Stud, Portadown, Co. Armagh - 1st, £45; 2nd, £35; 3rd, £20. (1st and 2nd Prize Winners in Classes 25, 30 & 33 are eligible to compete).

Class 37 - CHAMPION YOUNG HORSE & RESERVE
Champion:- £150 plus Desmond Gibson Perpetual Cup & Sash
Reserve:- £100
RIDDEN HUNTER (RING 6)

ENTRY FEE TO RIDDEN HUNTER CLASSES £10.00 (unless otherwise stated)

Class 38 - Newcomers Ridden Hunter, (4 years old and over).
To enter this class Horse nor Rider to have won 1st or 2nd prize in any ridden class at Dublin, Balmoral or at any Royal show in GB

Class 39 - Small Hunter, up to 15.2 h.h. (4 years old and over).

Class 40 - Cob, up to 15.1 h.h. (4 years old and over).

Class 41 - Ridden Hunter, Gelding or Mare, four years old and over. (Lightweight).

Class 42 - Ridden Hunter, Gelding or Mare, four years old and over. (Mediumweight).

Class 43 - Ridden Hunter, Gelding or Mare, four years old and over. (Heavyweight)

Class 44 - LADIES' HUNTERS - (SIDE SADDLE) MARE or GELDING 4 years old or over, to be ridden by Ladies in hunting Costume riding side saddle. The “gloster” trophy presented by hays saddlery to the winner in this class

Class 45 - Coloured Sport Horse Ridden Gelding or Mare, four years old and over

Class 46 - RACE HORSE TO RIDING HORSE (to be held in the show jumping ring approx 2pm)

Very kindly Sponsored by The Killyhevlin Hotel in memory of Racing enthusiast, (Race Horse to Riding Horse), the late Mr Rodney Watson MBE.

Thoroughbred Mare/Gelding,  4 Years and upwards, named with Weatherby’s, raced, including Point to Points or Track. 
Passport and racing details must be produced on the day of the Show. 
Ridden in a Snaffle, Pelham or Double Bridle. 
All animals must be plaited. 
Judged on Manner, Ride and Conformation, with emphasis on manners and training. 
Each competitor will give a short show consisting of walk, trot, canter on correct leg, gallop, halt and stand still (approx 5 secs). 

Prize Fund: In Kind Entry fee £13.00

Final at Clogher Valley Show on Wednesday 27th July 2016 where the League winner will receive the Killyhevlin Cup.

Class 47 - Champion Ridden Hunter of the Show

Kindly Sponsored by Bluegrass Horse Feeds

Champion:- £150 plus Annagarvey Perpetual Cup & Sash 
Reserve Champion:- £100

Class 48 - OVERALL SHOW CHAMPION AND RESERVE (Horses).

WORKING HUNTER

Champion:- £150 plus Hamilton Stubber Perpetual Trophy & Sash 
Reserve:- £100
WORKING HUNTER - HORSES
Ring 6 - To be held after Ridden Horse Classes are finished approx 2pm

Class 49 - THE £2000 ALL IRELAND WORKING HUNTERS 153 cms. and over

ENTRY FEE £20.00

1st Prize: £800; 2nd Prize: £500; 3rd Prize: £300, 4th Prize: £200, 5th £100; 6th £100.

Prize No 20 Morrison Cup for Champion Working Hunter Horse.

THE COURSE
The course shall consist of 8 to 12 fences. It shall have a combination of upright and spread fences and may include a double or a small bounce fence. The fences shall be natural in type with copious sensible filling and not be easily dislodged. Only white or rustic poles shall be used. A small gate, bank or water jump may also be included. The fences shall have a maximum height of 1.00 m.

JUDGING PHASES
Phase 1: Jumping: Each horse will be required to jump the course. To be judged 60% for jumping performance (40% for actual jumping and 20% style and presence).
Phase 2: Ride: The judge may ride all horses in all paces on either or both reins they may jump the horse over one fence.
Phase 3: Conformation and movement: The conformation and movement of the horse in-hand will be assessed by the judge.

NOTES
1. The same rider must ride the horse throughout.
2. A rider may ride several horses in the jumping phase of the competition but will have to choose one horse to compete the remainder of the competition.
3. Tack, No brushing boots will be worn in the showing phase. A running martingale with a snaffle bridle only. Double bridle may be worn. The same tack must be worn in all phases.

MARKING SCHEME
Phase 1: Jumping .............................................60 marks
Phase 2: Ride ....................................................20 marks
Phase 3: Conformation and Movement ...........20 marks
Total .................................................................100 marks

PENALTIES
1 10 marks for pole knocked.
2 15 marks for first refusal.
3 20 marks for second refusal.
4 Third refusal - elimination.
5 Elimination. For a fall of either horse or rider.
Class 50 - OPEN WORKING HUNTER

ENTRY FEE £ 8.00

1st Prize: £20; 2nd Prize: £15; 3rd Prize: £10, 4th Prize: £5,

RULES:
Open Working Hunter for horses, 4 years old and over, exceeding 153 cm (15hh approx.), to be judged in accordance with the rules herein set out. To be judged 60% for jumping performance, 40% as for Hunter Classes. The jumping to be judged 40% for actual jumping and 20% style and presence. Ride and conformity 40%. Fences to be a minimum of 8 in number and a maximum height of 90 cms at the discretion of the Judges. Fences should have a natural appearance and not be easily dislodged. No un-numbered obstacle can be included in the course. The manner of going to be taken into account. No change of rider or tack will be allowed.
A rider may ride several horses in the jumping phase of the competition but will have to choose one horse to complete the remainder of the competition.
ALL competitors must wear a skullcap or hat and safety harness according to the current probed BSI of European Standard in the jumping phase of Working Hunter Classes. Skullcaps must have a navy blue or black cover. Horses may be equipped with boots of a plain colour in the jumping phase only. On completion of the jumping phase all clear rounds and any other horses the judges should be asked to return to the ring. If a horse positively stops, or turns its quarters to a fence, or has a complete turnaround these constitute refusals. If a horse jumps the incorrect fence out of a pen or lane it will be eliminated. Horses displaying continued disobedience, or horses leaving the ring whether mounted or dismounted will be eliminated.

PENALTIES
First Refusal: 15
Second Refusal: 20
Third Refusal: Elimination
Jumping Knockdown: 10
Fall of Horse or Rider: Elimination
PONIES
ENTRY FEE £8 IN ALL PONY CLASSES (UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED)

1st Prize, £15; 2nd Prize, £12; 3rd Prize, £8; 4th Prize, £5.

THE CLOGHER VALLEY SHOW WILL HOST THE FINAL OF THE NATIONAL PONY SOCIETY - AREA 32 CHAMPIONSHIPS.

THE FINAL WILL COMMENCE ON CONCLUSION OF THE CLOGHER VALLEY SHOWING CLASSES

THIS SHOW IS A QUALIFIER FOR THE PONIES (UK) SUMMER CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW, to be held on the 2nd - 4th August 2016 at Three Counties Showground, Malvern

THE 1ST, 2ND & 3RD IN EACH QUALIFYING CLASS WILL QUALIFY
No qualification cards will be awarded in the ring, placing will be confirmed by results sent in by the Show Secretary.

Affiliation number 013/SUM/7061

These Championships include:
Glyn Grenwood Memorial M&M in Hand Summer Championship.
Kingsford M & M Ridden Pony of the Year Summer Championship.
Confined Novice Kingsford M&M Ridden Pony of the Year Summer Championship
Lobster Pot M & M Leading Rein Summer Championship.
Brineton M & M first Ridden Summer Championship.
Brineton confined novice M&M First Ridden Summer Championship.
Timberwolf Show Hunter Pony Summer Championship, inc SHP Lead Rein

MOUNTAIN & MOORLAND IN HAND (RING 2)

ENTRY FEE £8.00 (unless otherwise stated)
1st Prize, £15; 2nd Prize, £12; 3rd Prize, £8; 4th Prize, £5.

No child under 16 years on 1st January of current year may lead a pony in any of the M&M In Hand, Breeding and Young Stock Classes. In the event of insufficient entries, classes may be suitably amalgamated.

Class 51 - Mixed Small Breeds, any age, shown in-hand

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 52 - Mixed Large Breeds, any age, shown in-hand

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 53 - MOUNTAIN & MOORLAND IN-HAND CHAMPIONSHIP
1st & 2nd prize winners from classes 51 & 52 are eligible
ENTRY FEE TO HUNTER PONY BREEDING CLASSES £8.00 (unless otherwise stated)
1st Prize, £15; 2nd Prize, £12; 3rd Prize, £8; 4th Prize, £5.

No child under 16 years on 1st January of current year may lead a pony in any of the Breeding and Young Stock Classes. In the event of insufficient entries, classes may be suitably amalgamated.

HUNTER PONY BREEDING
Hunter Ponies not exceeding 153cms must be registers in the N.P.S. Riding Pony Stud Book, Register or Appendix, the GSB, the AHSB the AASB or registered in the main body of their Respective Mountain & Moorland Stud Books. Part-Breds are not eligible unless entered in the NPS stud Book, Register or Appendix.

Class 54 - HUNTER PONY YEARLING
1 YEAR OLD COLT, GELDING OR FILLY, NOT TO EXCEED 145 CMS, LIKELY TO MAKE A CHILDS RIDING PONY.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 55 - HUNTER PONY TWO & THREE YEAR
2 YEAR OLD COLT, GELDING OR FILLY AND 3 YEAR OLD GELDING OR FILLY, LIKELY TO MAKE A CHILDS RIDING PONY.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 56 - HUNTER PONY BROODMARE, not exceeding 153 cms 4 year old and over, in foal or with foal at foot.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 57 - PONY FOALS, the progeny of Mares in Class 56. Foal to be led.

Class 58 - HUNTER PONY BREEDING CHAMPIONSHIP:
1st and 2nd Prize Winners in classes 54, 55 and 56 are eligible to compete.

Class 59 - HUNTER PONY Stallion, Mare or Gelding 4 year old and over, In Hand.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 60 - SHOW PONY Stallion, Mare or Gelding 4 year old and over, In Hand.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.
Class 61 - 4 YEAR OLD AND OVER, IN HAND CHAMPIONSHIP.
1st and 2nd Prize Winners in classes 59 and 60 are eligible to compete.

SHOW PONY BREEDING (RING 2)

ENTRY FEE TO SHOW PONY BREEDING CLASSES £8.00 (unless otherwise stated)
1st Prize, £15; 2nd Prize, £12; 3rd Prize, £8; 4th Prize, £5.

Class 62 - SHOW PONY BROODMARE.
Not Exceeding 138 cms but not exceeding 148 cms, 4 years and over, in foal to or with her own foal at foot by a Pony Stallion, not exceeding 153 cms, with Stud Book qualification as set out below. In the case of a Brood Mare without a foal at foot, covering Sire must be named and certificate produced if required.
Pony Stallion qualification:
a) Registered in Weatherby’s Stud Book (including Pure-bred Arabs)
b) Registered in the Arab Stud Book or Anglo Arab Stud Book
c) Registered in the Part-bred Arab Stud Book
d) Registered in any recognized Pony Stud Book or register.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 63 - SHOW PONY FOALS. The progeny of mares in Class 62: Sire of foal to be named. Foal to be led.

Class 64 - SHOW PONY BROODMARE. Exceeding 138 cms but not exceeding 148 cms 4 years and over, in foal to or with her own foal at foot by a Pony Stallion, not exceeding 153 cms, with Stud Book qualification as set out below. In the case of a Brood Mare without a foal at foot, covering Sire must be named and certificate produced if required.
Pony Stallion qualification:
a) Registered in Weatherby’s Stud Book (including Pure-bred Arabs)
b) Registered in the Arab Stud Book or Anglo Arab Stud Book
c) Registered in the Part-bred Arab Stud Book
d) Registered in any recognised Pony Stud Book or register.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 65 - SHOW PONY FOALS. The progeny of mares in Class 64: Sire of foal to be named. Foal to be led.

Class 66 - SHOW PONY BROODMARE CHAMPIONSHIP 1st and 2nd Prize Winners in classes 62 & 64 are eligible to compete.
(The Edna Patterson Perpetual Cup.)

Class 67 - SHOW PONY FOAL CHAMPIONSHIP. 1st and 2nd Prize Winners in classes 63 & 65 are eligible to compete. (The Liggett Shield.)
Class 68 - SHOW PONY YEARLING 1 year old Colt, Gelding or Filly, not exceeding 140 cms, likely to make a child’s Riding Pony.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 69 - SHOW PONY TWO YEAR OLD, 2 year old Colt, Gelding or Filly, not exceeding 143 cms, likely to make a child’s Riding Pony.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 70 - SHOW PONY THREE YEAR OLD, 3 year old, Colt, Gelding or Filly, not exceeding 145 cms. likely to make a child’s Riding Pony.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 71 - SHOW PONY YOUNGSTOCK CHAMPION AND RESERVE.
Open to 1st and 2nd Prize Winners in Classes 68 to 70. (The Joseph Liggett Memorial Perpetual Cup.) And Prize No.25 and 26.
**WELSH PONY CLASSES (RING 2)**

ENTRY FEE TO WELSH PONY CLASSES £8.00 (unless otherwise stated)
1st Prize, £15; 2nd Prize, £12; 3rd Prize, £8; 4th Prize, £5.

**Class 72 -** WELSH SECTION A,B,C,D. 3 YEAR OLD AND UNDER - ANY SEX.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

**Class 73 -** WELSH SECTION A, ANY AGE, ANY SEX.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

PONIES (UK) THE GLYN GREENWOOD MEMORIAL M&M IN-HAND CHAMPIONSHIP (Qualifier )
The 1st 2nd & 3rd in each qualifying class will Qualify. No qualification cards Will be awarded in the ring, placing will be confirmed by results sent in by the show secretary.

**Class 74 -** WELSH SECTION B, ANY AGE, ANY SEX.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

PONIES (UK) THE GLYN GREENWOOD MEMORIAL M&M IN-HAND CHAMPIONSHIP (Qualifier )
The 1st 2nd & 3rd in each qualifying class will Qualify. No qualification cards Will be awarded in the ring, placing will be confirmed by results sent in by the show secretary.

**Class 75 -** WELSH SECTION C or D, ANY AGE, ANY SEX.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

PONIES (UK) THE GLYN GREENWOOD MEMORIAL M&M IN-HAND CHAMPIONSHIP (Qualifier )
The 1st 2nd & 3rd in each qualifying class will Qualify. No qualification cards Will be awarded in the ring, placing will be confirmed by results sent in by the show secretary.

**Class 76 -** WELSH PONY CHAMPIONSHIP.
1st and 2nd Prize Winners from class 72-75 are eligible for this Championship.
(The Guys and Dolls Perpetual Cup.)
PART-BRED (Ring 2)

ENTRY FEE TO PART-BRED CLASSES £8.00 (unless otherwise stated)
1st Prize, £15; 2nd Prize, £12; 3rd Prize, £8; 4th Prize, £5.

Class 77 - PART-BRED - 1, 2, 3 year old, Colt,Gelding or Filly, to be shown in-hand all ponies must be registered

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 78 - PART-BRED - 4 year old and over any sex to be shown in-hand all ponies must be registered

Class 79 - PART-BRED CHAMPIONSHIP
1st and 2nd Prize Winners from classes 77&78 are eligible for the Part-Bred Pony Championship.

Class 80 - COLOURED PONY, any age, not exceeding 148 cms, shown in hand.

MINATURE HORSES (RING 5)
Sponsored by ERIC COBANE

ENTRY FEE TO MINATURE HORSE CLASSES £8.00 (unless otherwise stated)
1st Prize, £15; 2nd Prize, £12; 3rd Prize, £8; 4th Prize, £5.

JUDGING OF THESE CLASSES WILL COMMENCE AFTER THE SHETLAND PONY CLASSES ARE OVER

Class 81 - 1 YEAR OLD COLT, GELDING OR FILLY, NOT TO EXCEED 34”
Class 82 - 2 YEAR OLD COLT, GELDING OR FILLY, NOT TO EXCEED 34”
Class 83 - 3 YEAR OLD COLT, GELDING OR FILLY, NOT TO EXCEED 34”
Class 84 - 4 YEAR OLD AND OVER MARE, STALLION, OR GELDING, NOT TO EXCEED 34”
Class 85 - MINATURE HORSES CHAMPIONSHIP
1st and 2nd Prize Winners from classes 81-84 are eligible for the MINATURE HORSES Championship.

PRIVATE DRIVE (RING 5)
Sponsored by ERIC COBANE

ENTRY FEE TO PRIVATE DRIVE CLASS £8.00
1st Prize, £15; 2nd Prize, £12; 3rd Prize, £8; 4th Prize, £5.

Class 86 - Minature Horse NOT TO EXCEED 38” Private Drive Competition (Any type of vehicle may be used)
RIDDEN PONIES (RING 3)

ENTRY FEE TO RIDDEN PONY CLASSES £8.00 (unless otherwise stated)
1st Prize, £15; 2nd Prize, £12; 3rd Prize, £8; 4th Prize, £5.

Riding Ponies not exceeding 148cms must be registeres in the N.P.S. Riding Pony Stud Book, Register or Appendix, the GSB, the AHSB the AASB or registered in the main body of their Respective Mountain & Moorland Stud Books. Part-Breds are not eligible unless entered in the NPS stud Book, Register or Appendix.

Class 87 - Lead Rein Class
(The Castle Bar Perpetual Cup.)
For Ponies, Mares or Geldings, 4 years old and over, not exceeding 122 cms, suitable for and to be ridden by riders who have not attained their 7th birthday on 1st January in the current year.
Ponies must be shown in snaffle bridles. They must be led by an adult and should be on a loose rein and will be required to trot.
The attendant must affix the lead rein to the noseband on which it must remain while the pony is in the ring.
The rein must go directly from the bit to the rider’s hand, with no extra aid or attachment to or on the saddle.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day

Class 88 - First Ridden Pony Class.
For ponies, mares or geldings, 4 years old and over, not exceeding 122 cms, suitable for and to be ridden by riders who have not attained their 10th birthday on 1st January.
Ponies must be shown in snaffle bridles. Riders in this class may not compete in any other show pony class at the same show. This restriction does not apply to the pony.
No cantering allowed except for individual performances. Ponies must leave the ring at the walk or trot.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day

Class 89 - Open 128 cms Riding Class.
(The Wigmore perpetual Cup.)
For ponies, mares or geldings, 4 years old and over, not exceeding 128 cms, suitable for and to be ridden by riders who have not attained their 13th birthday on 1st January in the current year.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day

Class 90 - Open 138 cms Riding Class.
For ponies, mares or geldings, 4 years old and over, exceeding 128 cms, but not exceeding 138 cms, suitable for and to be ridden by riders who have not attained their 15th birthday on 1st January in the current year.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.
Class 91 - Open 148 cms Riding Class.

For ponies, mares or geldings, 4 years old and over, exceeding 138 cms, but not exceeding 148 cms, suitable for and to be ridden by riders who have not attained their 17th birthday on 1st January in the current year.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 92 - Champion Riding Pony and Reserve. Open to 1st and 2nd Prize Winners in Classes 87 to 91. (The Patterson Perpetual Cup.) Prize 31and 32

OPEN SHOW HUNTER PONIES (RING 3)

ENTRY FEE TO OPEN SHOW HUNTER PONY CLASSES £8.00 (unless otherwise stated)
1st Prize, £15; 2nd Prize, £12; 3rd Prize, £8; 4th Prize, £5.

Riding Ponies not exceeding 153cms must be registeres in the N.P.S. Riding Pony Stud Book, Register or Appendix, the GSB, the AHSB the AASB or registered in the main body of their Respective Mountain & Moorland Stud Books. Part-Breds are not eligible unless entered in the NPS stud Book, Register or Appendix.

Class 93 - Pony Of Show Hunter Type.

Mare or Gelding, 4 year old and over, not exceeding 123 cms. Rider not to have attained their 11th birthday before 1st January in the current year.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

PONIES (UK)THE TIMERWOLF SHOW HUNTER PONY SUMMER CHAMPIONSHIP (Qualifier)
The 1st, 2nd & 3rd in each qualifying class will Qualify. No qualification cards Will be awarded in the ring, placing will be confirmed by results sent in by the show secretary.

Class 94 - Pony Of Show Hunter Type.

Mare or Gelding, 4 year old and over, exceeding 123 cms but not exceeding 133 cms. Rider not to have attained their 14th birthday before 1st January in the current year.

PONIES (UK)THE TIMERWOLF SHOW HUNTER PONY SUMMER CHAMPIONSHIP (Qualifier)
The 1st, 2nd & 3rd in each qualifying class will Qualify. No qualification cards Will be awarded in the ring, placing will be confirmed by results sent in by the show secretary.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.
Class 95 - Pony Of Show Hunter Type.

Mare or Gelding, 4 years old and over, exceeding 133 cms but not exceeding 143 cms. Rider not to have attained their 17th birthday before 1st January in the current year.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

PONIES (UK)THE TIMERWOLF SHOW HUNTER PONY SUMMER CHAMPIONSHIP (Qualifier)
The 1st, 2nd & 3rd in each qualifying class will Qualify. No qualification cards will be awarded in the ring, placing will be confirmed by results sent in by the show secretary.

Class 96 - Pony Of Show Hunter Type.

Mare or Gelding, 4 years old and over, exceeding 143 cms but not exceeding 153 cms. Rider not to have attained their 20th birthday before 1st January in the current year.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

PONIES (UK)THE TIMERWOLF SHOW HUNTER PONY SUMMER CHAMPIONSHIP (Qualifier)
The 1st, 2nd & 3rd in each qualifying class will Qualify. No qualification cards will be awarded in the ring, placing will be confirmed by results sent in by the show secretary.

Class 97 - Open Show Hunter Pony Ridden Championship:

1st and 2nd Prize Winners from Classes 93 to 93 are eligible.

MOUNTAIN & MOORLAND RIDDEN (RING 3)

Class 98 - Lead Rein Class,

Mare or Gelding, 4 year old and over, Rider not to have attained their 10th birthday before 1st January in the current year.

Open to Shetland, Welsh A & B, Dartmoor And Exmoor.

Qualifier for the P(UK) Lobster Pot M&M Leading Rein Championship

PONIES (UK)THE LOBSTER POT M & M LEAD REIN CHAMPIONSHIP (Qualifier)
The 1st, 2nd & 3rd in each qualifying class will Qualify. No qualification cards will be awarded in the ring, placing will be confirmed by results sent in by the show secretary.

Class 99 - First Ridden Class.

Mare or Gelding, 4 year old and over, Rider not to have attained their 11th birthday before 1st January in the current year.

Open to Shetland, Welsh A & B, Dartmoor And Exmoor.

PONIES (UK)THE BRINETON M&M FIRST RIDDEN PONY CHAMPIONSHIP (Qualifier)
The 1st, 2nd & 3rd in each qualifying class will Qualify. No qualification cards
Class 100 - Mixed Small Breeds
Mare or Gelding, 4 year old and over

PONIES (UK) THE KINGSFORD M&M RIDDEN PONY OF THE YEAR CHAMPIONSHIP (Qualifier)
The 1st, 2nd & 3rd in each qualifying class will Qualify. No qualification cards will be awarded in the ring, placing will be confirmed by results sent in by the show secretary.

Class 101 - Mixed Large Breeds
Mare or Gelding, 4 year old and over,

PONIES (UK) THE KINGSFORD M&M RIDDEN PONY OF THE YEAR CHAMPIONSHIP (Qualifier)
The 1st, 2nd & 3rd in each qualifying class will Qualify. No qualification cards will be awarded in the ring, placing will be confirmed by results sent in by the show secretary.

Class 102 - MOUNTAIN & MOORLAND RIDDEN CHAMPIONSHIP:
1st and 2nd prize winners from Classes 98 - 101 are eligible.

SHETLAND PONIES (RING 5)
ENTRY FEE TO SHETLAND CLASSES £8.00 (unless otherwise stated)
1st Prize, £15; 2nd Prize, £12; 3rd Prize, £8; 4th Prize, £5.

Animals entered in these classes must be entered or eligible for entry in the Shetland Pony Stud Book. Ponies of 3 years of age or under must not exceed 40 inches in height and ponies, 4 years of age, must not exceed 42 inches in height.

Class 103 - Entire Male 4 Years old or over.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd place. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 104 - Gelding 4 Years old or over.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd place. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 105 - Broodmare, 4 years old or over with foal at foot

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd place. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 106 - Colt or Filly Foal

Class 107 - Yeld Mare 4 years old or over

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd place. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.
Class 108 - Colt, Gelding or Filly, 2 or 3 years old.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd place. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 109 - Colt, Gelding or Filly 1 year old

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd place. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 110 - Leading Rein Class. For Children under 9 years of age on the 1st January of this year. Shetland Ponies Only

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd place. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 111 - Junior Championship. 1st & 2nd Prize Winners in classes 106, 108 & 109 are eligible to compete.

Class 112 - Overall Championship. 1st & 2nd Prize Winners in Classes 103, 104, 105, 107 & 110 plus Junior Champion & Reserve are eligible to compete. (The Aughentaine Perpetual Cup.)

Class 113 - Young Handlers Class. To recognise ability in the art of showing for children under 16 years at the 1st January in the current year All children under 14 years of age must wear current British Standard Riding hats (Stallions & Colts excluded). Shetland Ponies Only (The Glenner Perpetual Trophy)
CONNEMARA PONIES (RING 4)
ENTRY FEE TO CONNEMARA PONY CLASSES £8.00 (unless otherwise stated)
1st Prize, £15; 2nd Prize, £12; 3rd Prize, £8; 4th Prize, £5.

Class 114 - 1-year old, in hand, registered Connemara Pony (colt, gelding or filly).

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 115 - 2-year old, in hand, registered Connemara Pony (gelding or filly).

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 116 - The Irish Shows Association & Ballinasloe Show Society Present

The Connemara Two Year Old Filly All Ireland Championship

Sponsored by:
Ballinasloe Registered Connemara Pony Owners Syndicate & Fr. Christy McCormack Prize Fund: €1,000

RULES AND CONDITIONS

This championship is confined to Registered Connemara. Two year Old Fillies
The progeny of Registered Connemara Sire & Registered Connemara Dam.
Exhibitors In both the Qualifier and the Final must have the CPBS Passport ready for inspection prior to entry to the judging ring. Failure to comply with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification.
More than one Filly may be selected at any qualifying Show to compete in the Final providing the judges & the ISA agree the standard of entries warrant such selection.
One of the Judges at the final must be from CPBS judges list.
Ponies qualified for Final are not eligible to enter any other class at Ballinasloe Show
Plaiting of Manes & Tails are not allowed for Qualifier or Final
These rules should be read in conjunction with the ISA Rules

ENTRY FEE: To Qualifying Show €10. To Final €20

PRIZE FUND: 1st €300; 2nd : €200; 3rd €150; 4th €125; 5th €100; 6th €100

Qualifying Shows
Adamstown, Armagh, Athenry, Athlone, Ballinalee, Ballymoney, Ballyshannon, Barryroe, Castleblayney, Charleville, Clogher Valley, Clonaslee, Cork, Corrandulla, Ennistymon, Galway, Gorey, Kerry Pony Society, Kilgarvan, Longford, Louisburgh, Midland C.P.S., Midleton, Moate, Mountbellew, Omagh, Oughterard, Riverstown, Swinford, Tydavnet, Westport

Final – Ballinasloe Show, SATURDAY 1st October 2016

Class 117 - 3-year old, in hand, registered Connemara Pony (gelding or filly).

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.
Class 118 - Connemara Mare. (In foal or with foal at foot) 4, 5 and 6 year old Mares.

Sponsored by Mrs Pauline McLaren Augher

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 119 - Connemara Mare. (In foal or with foal at foot) 7 year old and over.

Sponsored by Mr W Boyd, Hyfield House, Fivemiletown.

This Class is a qualifier for the National Pony Society - Area 32 Championships Final held today. 1st Prize winner will qualify, if already qualified it will be awarded no lower than 3rd. A qualifying rosette will be presented. Each exhibitor qualified must present their qualification card on the day.

Class 120 - Registered Connemara Colt or Filly Foal. (The Armstrong Perpetual Cup.)

This Class is also a qualifier for the The Ulster Connemara Pony Breeders Association All-Ireland Connemara Foal Championships 2016.

The highest placed colt and filly foals in their respective Classes, not already qualified, will qualify for The Ulster Connemara Pony Breeders All-Ireland Connemara Foal Championships 2016.

Rules and Conditions:
1) The Championship is confined to Connemara foals, the progeny of Registered Connemara Mares and Registered Connemara Stallions.
2) Each qualifier must send the details of their foal to the Secretary of The Ulster Connemara Pony Breeders Association within 14 days of qualifying.
3) At the Final, each entrant must produce the mare’s CPBS passport and the name and studbook number of the stallion.
4) The highest placed colt & filly foal, not already qualified, will qualify. If already qualified, the next highest placed foal will be chosen.
5) The judges at the Final will be chosen from the Approved List of the CPBS.
6) Entry Fee to the Final is €15.00.
7) All foals who qualify will receive a qualifying rosette at the Final.
8) We have a special prize this year of €150 for the stallion owner of the winning foal (Both the foal and the stallion will feature in a special article in all local press and on all social media reports.)

Final to be held at Bonniconlon Show, Ballina, Co Mayo on Monday 1st August 2016

Further details from the Secretary of the UCPBA
Mr Aidan Connolly, Tirnaskea South, Smithboro, Co. Monaghan.
Tel. 086 2266078
email. ulsterconnemaraponybreeders@gmail.com Facebook.com/UCPBA
www.ulsterconnemarapony.com

Class 121 - In - Hand Connemara Champion and Reserve.
(The Glenburn Perpetual Cup.)
Class 122 - CPPA RIDDEN CHAMPIONSHIP QUALIFIER FOR REGISTERED CONNEMARA PONY

Ponies 4 years old and over to be ridden by a rider under 16 on January 1st 2016 are eligible.

Rules for qualifying shows:
• Riders must have qualified at approved shows.
• Combination of Rider and Pony that qualifies must remain the same combination at the final.
• Riders may only qualify One pony for the Working Hunter finals.
• Judges at qualifying shows must be approved Working Hunter Judges and be on the relevant judging panels.
• Competitors must produce Connemara passports at final.
• Birth Cert. for under 16 riders to be produced on day of final.
• Stallions wishing to compete in Championship finals must seek prior approval from CPPA organising committee 1 month prior to finals. Riders over 14 only.
• Stallions are qualifying for a separate Championship class for, rider over 14. These stallions will be exempt from competing in the championship ridden under and over 16 classes.
• Fence heights at final: Under 16 = 2'9" (84cm), Over 16 = 3’ (92cm).
• Date of birth as of 1 January 2016.
• All classes run under show rules and the decision of the appeals committee in all classes will be final.
• No competitor is allowed to wear spurs. All Under 16s must wear Jodhpur boots, no long boots or gaiters allowed. All competitors must wear approved riding headwear at all times while mounted.
• Body / Back protectors are strongly recommended for all Working Hunter and Derby classes.

CPPA Connemara Performance Championship Finals will take place at Duffys Equestrian Centre, Rockwood, Claregalway, County Galway on Sunday 7th August 2016

Class 123 - CPPA RIDDEN CHAMPIONSHIP QUALIFIER FOR REGISTERED CONNEMARA PONY

Ponies 4 years old and over to be ridden by a rider over 16 on January 1st 2016 are eligible.

Rules for qualifying shows:
• Riders must have qualified at approved shows.
• Combination of Rider and Pony that qualifies must remain the same combination at the final.
• Riders may only qualify One pony for the Working Hunter finals.
• Judges at qualifying shows must be approved Working Hunter Judges and be on the relevant judging panels.
• Competitors must produce Connemara passports at final.
• Birth Cert. for under 16 riders to be produced on day of final.
• Stallions wishing to compete in Championship finals must seek prior approval from CPPA organising committee 1 month prior to finals. Riders over 14 only.
• Stallions are qualifying for a separate Championship class for, rider over 14. These stallions will be exempt from competing in the championship ridden under and over 16 classes.
• Fence heights at final: Under 16 = 2'9" (84cm), Over 16 3’ (92cm).
• Date of birth as of 1 January 2016.
• All classes run under show rules and the decision of the appeals committee in all classes will be final.
• No competitor is allowed to wear spurs. All Under 16s must wear Jodhpur boots, no long boots or gaiters allowed. All competitors must wear approved riding headwear at all times while mounted.
• Body / Back protectors are strongly recommended for all Working Hunter and Derby classes.

CPPA Connemara Performance Championship Finals will take place at Duffys Equestrian Centre, Rockwood, Claregalway, County Galway on Sunday 7th August 2016
Class 124 - CPPA RIDDEN STALLION CHAMPIONSHIP QUALIFIER FOR REGISTERED CONNEMARA PONY STALLION
Pony Stallion 4 years old and over to be ridden by rider over 14 on January 1st 2016.

Rules for qualifying shows:
• Riders must have qualified at approved shows.
• Combination of Rider and Pony that qualifies must remain the same combination at the final.
• Riders may only qualify One pony for the Working Hunter finals.
• Judges at qualifying shows must be approved Working Hunter Judges and be on the relevant judging panels.
• Competitors must produce Connemara passports at final.
• Birth Cert. for under 16 riders to be produced on day of final.
• Stallions wishing to compete in Championship finals must seek prior approval from CPPA organising committee 1 month prior to finals. Riders over 14 only.
• Stallions are qualifying for a separate Championship class for, rider over 14. These stallions will be exempt from competing in the championship ridden under and over 16 classes.
• Fence heights at final: Under 16 = 2’9” (84cm), Over 16 3’ (92cm).
• Date of birth as of 1 January 2016.
• All classes run under show rules and the decision of the appeals committee in all classes will be final.
• No competitor is allowed to wear spurs. All Under 16s must wear Jodhpur boots, no long boots or gaiters allowed. All competitors must wear approved riding headwear at all times while mounted.
• Body / Back protectors are strongly recommended for all Working Hunter and Derby classes.

CPPA Connemara Performance Championship Finals will take place at Duffys Equestrian Centre, Rockwood, Claregalway, County Galway on Sunday 7th August 2016

Class 125 - RIDDEN CONNEMARA CHAMPIONSHIP

Class 126 - OVERALL SHOW CHAMPION AND RESERVE. (Ponies)
Champion:- £150 plus Sash
Reserve:- £100

Class 127 - The £1000 NPS CHAMPIONSHIPS FINAL
(The NPS Finals classes will commence after all the pony classes at Clogher Valley have finished)
FAMILY PONY (RING 7) Showing starting at 10:00am sharp.  
(Organised by Mrs Gail Boyd) - **ENTRIES ON FIELD (No Pre Enties)**  
ENTRY FEE: £8

1st Prize, Rosette £10; 2nd Prize, Rosette £8; 3rd Prize, Rosette, £5; 4th Prize, Rosette. There is also a rosette for every competitor

Family Pony Classes from 128 to 133 will be held in Ring 7 at 10AM Sharp

**Class 128** - Family Pony Class Lead Rein (Ponies up to 13.3 h.h)  
For exhibitors 8 years and under  
This is not a show class and will be judged on temperament and reliability. (Ponies entered in the show classes are not eligible for this class. Ponies must be led.  
(The Mrs Gail Boyd Perpetual Trophy.)

**Class 129** - Family Pony Class Unled. (Ponies up to 13.3 h.h)  
For exhibitors 8 years and under  
This is not a show class and will be judged on temperament and reliability. (Ponies entered in the show classes are not eligible for this class. Ponies must not be led.

**Class 130** - Family Pony Class Lead Rein. (Ponies up to 13.3 h.h)  
For exhibitors 9 to 13 years old  
This is not a show class and will be judged on temperament and reliability. (Ponies entered in the show class are not eligible for this class. Ponies must be led.  
(The Rehill McKeown Cup.)

**Class 131** - Family Pony Class Unled. (Ponies up to 13.3 h.h)  
For exhibitors 9 to 13 years old  
This is not a show class and will be judged on temperament and reliability. (Ponies entered in the show class are not eligible for this class. Ponies must not be led.

**Class 132** - Open Family Pony Class (Ponies up to 148cms, jumps not exceeding 50cms)  
For exhibitors up to 17 years old  
This is not a show class and will be judged on temperament and reliability. (Ponies entered in the show class are not eligible for this class.

**Class 133** - Family Pony Championship 1st & 2nd Prize Winners from classes 128-132 are eligible to compete.
WORKING HUNTER PONIES (RING 8)
Working Hunter Pony Classes from 134 to 142 will be held in Ring 8 at 10AM Sharp

(Organised by Mrs Gail Boyd) - ENTRIES ON FIELD

ENTRY FEE: £8

1st Prize, Rosette £12; 2nd Prize, Rosette £10; 3rd Prize, Rosette, £8; 4th Prize, Rosette £5.

Course Builder: Mr Raymond Caldwell

Class 134 - Cradle Starter Stakes Lead Rein- Mare or Gelding, 4 years old and over not exceeding 122 cms. Riders not to have attained their 10th birthday before 1st January in the current year. Jumps not exceeding 30cms. (Ponies must be led). Simple show including Walk and trot only. (Dungannon & South Tyrone Borough Council Cup)

Class 135 - Cradle Starter Stakes Unled - Mare or Gelding, 4 years old and over not exceeding 122 cms. Riders not to have attained their 10th birthday before 1st January in the current year. Jumps not exceeding 30cms. (Ponies must be led). Simple show including Walk and trot only. (Dungannon & South Tyrone Borough Council Cup)

Class 136 - Cradle Starter Stake Championship 1st & 2nd Prize Winners from class 134 and 135 are eligible

Class 137 - Working Hunter Ponies not exceeding 122 cms (Starting at 2:30pm). Riders not to have attained their 12th birthday before 1st January in the current year. Maximum height of fences 1ft 6 inches. (Dungannon & South Tyrone Borough Council Cup)

Class 138 - Working Hunter ponies not exceeding 133 cms to be ridden by a child who has not attained its 14th birthday on 1st January this year. (Competitors from class 122 not eligible. Maximum height of fences 2ft). (Dungannon & South Tyrone Borough Council Cup)

Class 139 - Working Hunter ponies over 133 cms but not exceeding 143 cms to be ridden by a child who has not attained its 17th birthday on 1st January in the current year. (Maximum height of fences 2ft 6”). (Dungannon & South Tyrone Borough Council Cup)

Class 140 - Working Hunters over 143 cms but not exceeding 153 cms. Riders not to have attained their 25th birthday before 1st January in the current year. (Maximum height of fences 3ft) (Dungannon & South Tyrone Borough Council Cup)

Class 141 - Championship Working Hunter Pony 1st and 2nd Prize Winners from classes 137 to 140 are eligible (Alan A Alcorn MBE Memorial Perpetual Cup).
Class 142 - CPPA WORKING HUNTER CHAMPIONSHIP QUALIFIER FOR REGISTERED CONNEMARA PONY
Ponies 4 years old and over to be ridden by a rider under 16 on January 1st 2016 are eligible.

Rules for qualifying shows:
• Riders must have qualified at approved shows.
• Combination of Rider and Pony that qualifies must remain the same combination at the final.
• Riders may only qualify One pony for the Working Hunter finals.
• Judges at qualifying shows must be approved Working Hunter Judges and be on the relevant judging panels.
• Competitors must produce Connemara passports at final.
• Birth Cert. for under 16 riders to be produced on day of final.
• Stallions wishing to compete in Championship finals must seek prior approval from CPPA organising committee 1 month prior to finals. Riders over 14 only.
• Stallions are qualifying for a separate Championship class for, rider over 14. These stallions will be exempt from competing in the championship ridden under and over 16 classes.
• Fence heights at final: Under 16 = 2'9" (84cm), Over 16 3’ (92cm).
• Date of birth as of 1 January 2016.
• All classes run under show rules and the decision of the appeals committee in all classes will be final.
• No competitor is allowed to wear spurs. All Under 16s must wear Jodhpur boots, no long boots or gaiters allowed. All competitors must wear approved riding headwear at all times while mounted.
• Body / Back protectors are strongly recommended for all Working Hunter and Derby classes.

CPPA Connemara Performance Championship Finals will take place at Duffys Equestrian Centre, Rockwood, Claregalway, County Galway on Sunday 7th August 2016

Class 143 - CPPA WORKING HUNTER CHAMPIONSHIP QUALIFIER FOR REGISTERED CONNEMARA PONY
Ponies 4 years old and over to be ridden by a rider over 16 on January 1st 2016 are eligible.

Rules for qualifying shows:
• Riders must have qualified at approved shows.
• Combination of Rider and Pony that qualifies must remain the same combination at the final.
• Riders may only qualify One pony for the Working Hunter finals.
• Judges at qualifying shows must be approved Working Hunter Judges and be on the relevant judging panels.
• Competitors must produce Connemara passports at final.
• Birth Cert. for under 16 riders to be produced on day of final.
• Stallions wishing to compete in Championship finals must seek prior approval from CPPA organising committee 1 month prior to finals. Riders over 14 only.
• Stallions are qualifying for a separate Championship class for, rider over 14. These stallions will be exempt from competing in the championship ridden under and over 16 classes.
• Fence heights at final: Under 16 = 2'9" (84cm), Over 16 3’ (92cm).
• Date of birth as of 1 January 2016.
• All classes run under show rules and the decision of the appeals committee in all classes will be final.
• No competitor is allowed to wear spurs. All Under 16s must wear Jodhpur boots, no long boots or gaiters allowed. All competitors must wear approved riding headwear at all times while mounted.
• Body / Back protectors are strongly recommended for all Working Hunter and Derby classes.

CPPA Connemara Performance Championship Finals will take place at Duffys Equestrian Centre, Rockwood, Claregalway, County Galway on Sunday 7th August 2016
CATTLE

All entries should be on the field by 9.15 a.m for Judging to commence at 9.30am

Department of Agriculture and Rural Development Important Note for Cattle Exhibitors 2013

Procedure for Movement of Northern Ireland (NI) Cattle into and out of Local Agricultural Shows

Disease Control

Note - only animals free from disease restrictions, including Tuberculosis, Brucellosis and Bluetongue (herd or individual animal restrictions), may be permitted to move to a Show.

To minimise the risk to other livestock, exhibitors are encouraged to have show animals tested for Tuberculosis by their Private Veterinary Practitioner in the 30 days beforehand.

All bovine animals that are more than 12 months of age (with the exception of bullocks) must have a ‘clear’ Brucellosis test for a sample taken within the 30 days prior to movement to a show. Exhibitors should bring proof of this negative Brucellosis test result to the Show.

Cattle, pre-movement tested in a herd, can move to a Show but must return directly to the same herd in which they were tested. These cattle can then move to another Show provided the move occurs within 30 days of the original date of sampling.

Identification

All cattle must be properly identified and comply with the Cattle Identification Regulations.

General Principles

• Cattle going to a Show(s) must be accompanied by a fully completed MC2 document or 3 copies of the electronic movement document (EMD) identifying the Show premises as the destination.
• Cattle moving from a Show must return to the herd they came from.

The number of Shows to which cattle may travel is not limited provided these conditions are met on all occasions.

Movements to or from a Show

Movements to a Show

On arrival at the Show, the cattle must be accompanied by a fully completed MC2 document or 3 print outs of the EMD and proof of a negative result to the Brucellosis Pre-Movement Test if appropriate. The top 3 copies (MC2A-White, MC2B-Yellow and MC2C-Pink) must be brought to the Show. All 3 copies will be checked by a Show Representative and stamped with the Show stamp. The MC2A (white) or 1 copy of the EMD will be retained by the Show Operative.

Additional rule for 2016: Bovines born on or after 1st March 2016 presented at a livestock show MUST have returned a NEGATIVE BVD test result prior to appearing at the show.

Movements from a Show (including Show Operator’s Responsibilities)

1. Where the exhibitor has their Sticker Book with them the Show will issue a movement out MC2 endorsed with the herd number of the exhibitor and the serial number of the ‘move in’ MC2 or EMD. The MC2A (White) and MC2B(Yellow) ‘move out’ copies should be stapled to the Yellow ‘move in’ copy or the second copy of the EMD and have a yellow confirmation sticker applied. This should then be sent to the local DARD office by the Show Operatives. The MC2C (Pink) ‘move out’ copy should be stapled to the Pink ‘move in’ copy or the third copy of the EMD and have the corresponding pink sticker applied. This should be given to the herd keeper for his/her own records.

2. Where the exhibitor does not have their sticker book with them the Show will issue a ‘move out’ MC2 with ALL details completed (including animal details). The move out MC2A (White) copy with the move in MC2B (yellow copy) or the second copy of the EMD should be sent to the local DARD office and the move out MC2B (Yellow) and MC2C (Pink) copies with the move in MC2C (pink) copy or the third copy of the EMD should be given to the exhibitor. The herd keeper must return the MC2B, with a yellow sticker attached to his/her local DARD office within 7 days (to avoid an NMN status) and the MC2C, with corresponding pink sticker attached, should be kept for his/her records (see Annex B).
DAIRY SHORTHORNS
Entry Fee £10.00

Prizes 1st Prize: £50; 2nd Prize: £30; 3rd Prize: £20;

Class 144 - Pedigree, Grade Registered or Dairy Shorthorn type Cow in milk or in calf, any age.
Class 145 - Pedigree Grade Registered Shorthorn Heifer in milk, any age
Class 146 - Dairy Shorthorn Heifer, born on or after 1st January, 2014, and before 1st January 2015.
Class 147 - Dairy Shorthorn Heifer, born on or after 1st January, 2015 and before 1st January 2016.
Class 148 - Dairy Shorthorn Heifer, born on or after 1st January, 2016.
Class 149 - Champion Shorthorn

PEDIGREE AYRSHIRE CATTLE
Sponsored by Eprizero
Entry Fee £10.00

Prizes 1st Prize: £50; 2nd Prize: £30; 3rd Prize: £20;

Class 150 - Pedigree Ayrshire Heifer, (maiden).
Class 151 - Pedigree Ayrshire Heifer in milk or in calf.
Class 152 - Pedigree Ayrshire Cow in milk or in calf.

JUDGING OF THE CHAMPION AYRSHIRE AT THE SHOW WILL TAKE PLACE.

PEDIGREE HOLSTEIN CATTLE
Sponsored by Fane Valley
Entry Fee £10.00

Prizes 1st Prize: £50; 2nd Prize: £30; 3rd Prize: £20;

Class 153 - Pedigree Holstein Heifer (Maiden).
Class 154 - Pedigree Holstein Heifer, in Calf.
Class 155 - Pedigree Holstein Cow, not in milk (Any Age)
Class 156 - Pedigree Holstein Heifer, in milk.
Class 157 - Pedigree Holstein Cow, in milk (Any age).
Class 158 - Champion & Reserve Holstein
Sponsored by Fane Valley Feeds Ltd

Champion £30 Reserve £20
PEDIGREE JERSEY CATTLE

Entry Fee £10.00

Prizes 1st Prize: £50; 2nd Prize: £30; 3rd Prize: £20;

Class 159 - Pedigree Jersey Maiden heifer
Class 160 - Pedigree Jersey Heifer in calf or in milk
Class 161 - Pedigree Jersey Cow in calf, but not in milk
Class 162 - Pedigree Jersey Cow in milk
Class 163 - Champion & Reserve

JOHN THOMPSON & SONS LTD have awarded a Tankard and a Special Prize of £50 to the Champion Jersey and £25 for the Reserve Champion

Northern Ireland Maiden Dairy Heifer Championship.
Sponsored by Devenish Nutrition

Entry Fee: £10
Prizes: 1st: £200; 2nd: £150; 3rd: £100; 4th: £50.

Class 164 - Devonish Nutrition Maiden Dairy Heifer Championship.
Born after 30 October 2014

Northern Ireland Ayrshire Cow Derby
Sponsored by Eprizero

Entry Fee: £10
Prizes: 1st: £150; 2nd: £75; 3rd: £50; 4th: £25.

Class 165 - Ayrshire Cow Derby

£1100 SONI DAIRY COW CHAMPIONSHIP

Entry Fee: £10
Champion: £500; Reserve: £300; 3rd: £200; 4th: £100

Class 166 - Pedigree & Non Pedigree Dairy Cow (open to all Dairy Breeds)
Class 167 - MCLARNON’S FEEDS / NISA DAIRY COW CHAMPIONSHIP 2016

(Pedigree or Non-Pedigree)

All Exhibits wishing to qualify for the McLARNON’S Feeds / NISA Dairy Cow Championship Final, must enter the name of their animals(s) in the Show Programme. The Qualifiers for the final will be the first and second prize winners in the McLARNON’S Feeds /NISA class.

This qualifying class is open to all dairy animals at the (name of show), which have not already qualified for the Final. To maximise attendance of qualifiers at the Final, Stewards will enquire from the Qualifying Exhibitors if it is their intention to be present at Clogher Valley Show on Wednesday, 27th July 2016.

In the event of qualifiers not wishing to attend the Final, then the Judge will be asked to identify further qualifying animals.

Qualifying Exhibitors who do not appear at the Final may be disqualified from competing in Championships organised by NISA in 2017, unless good reason is given for such non-appearance.

No Exhibitor may qualify more than two exhibits for the Championship. Animals cannot qualify for the Championship in dairy classes at Clogher Valley Show.

McLarnon’s will present special rosettes to the Exhibitors of both qualifying animals at each qualifying show. Each animal forward at the Final will be paid attendance money in the form of a £50 feed Voucher.

Animals placed 1st to 6th in the Championship will receive Prize Money as follows:

Champion - £500 plus sash
Reserve Champion - £300
2nd Reserve Champion - £200
4th Place - £150
5th Place - £100
6th Place - £50

In addition £100 plus Sash will be awarded to the highest placed Exhibitor-bred animal at the Championship (born on farm, not purchased embryo), and the exhibit with the Best Udder will also receive £100 plus Sash.

The McLARNON’S Feeds Perpetual Shield will also be presented to the Champion.

The Qualifying Shows are: Ballymena, Ballymoney, Lurgan, Armagh, Lisburn and Saintfield District, Newry, Omagh, Castlewellan and Antrim.

THE OVERALL DAIRY CHAMPION ANIMAL
Sponsored by Gretta Mullan Natural Health

Class 168 - JUDGING OF THE OVERALL DAIRY CHAMPION ANIMAL
(Champion and Reserve Champion of each Dairy breed are eligible to compete. No entries required).

Prize Money
Champion £100
Reserve Champion £65
PEDIGREE ABERDEEN ANGUS CATTLE
Sponsored by Linden Foods
Entry Fee £10.00

Prizes 1st Prize: £50; 2nd Prize: £30; 3rd Prize: £20;

The Irish Aberdeen Angus Association will present the Champion Aberdeen Angus animal with a special commemorative medal. This animal must be registered in the Herdbook of the Aberdeen Angus Cattle Society and be exhibited by a member of the Aberdeen Angus Cattle Society. The medal will only be presented if there are a minimum of 5 Aberdeen Angus Cattle exhibited at the show. Rosettes will also be presented for the Champion and Reserve Champion of the show.

Class 169 - Pedigree Aberdeen Angus Bull, born before 1st September 2014
Class 170 - Pedigree Aberdeen Angus Bull, born between 1st September 2014 and 31st August 2015
Class 171 - Pedigree Aberdeen Angus Bull, born between 1st September 2015 and 31st December 2015
Class 172 - Pedigree Aberdeen Angus Bull Calf, born on or after 1st January 2016
Class 173 - Pedigree Aberdeen Angus Cow, in calf or in milk, born prior to 1st January 2013
Class 174 - Pedigree Aberdeen Angus Cow, born after 1st January 2013
Class 175 - Pedigree Aberdeen Angus Heifer, born between 1st September 2013 and 31st August 2014
Class 176 - Pedigree Aberdeen Angus Heifer, born between 1st September 2014 and 31st August 2015
Class 177 - Pedigree Aberdeen Angus Heifer, born between 1st September 2015 and 31st December 2015
Class 178 - Pedigree Aberdeen Angus Heifer Calf, born after 1st January 2016
Class 179 - Group of 3 Aberdeen Angus
Class 180 - Champion & Reserve Male Aberdeen Angus

Champion £60 and Reserve Champion £40

The Champion and Reserve will also receive a meal voucher for Corby Rock Mills

Class 181 - Champion & Reserve Female Aberdeen Angus

Champion £60 and Reserve Champion £40 Kindly sponsored by Corby Rock Mills.

The Champion and Reserve will also receive a meal voucher for Corby Rock Mills

Class 182 - Best Aberdeen Angus animal bred by the exhibitor - Sess Perpetual Trophy

PEDIGREE BEEF SHORTHORNS
Entry Fee £10.00

Prizes 1st Prize: £50; 2nd Prize: £30; 3rd Prize: £20;

Class 183 - Pedigree Beef Shorthorn Junior Bull born between 1st January 2015 and 31st August 2015
Class 184 - Pedigree Beef Shorthorn Heifer born in 2014
Class 185 - Pedigree Beef Shorthorn Heifer born between 1st January 2015 and 31st August 2015
Class 186 - Pedigree Beef Shorthorn Calf born on or after 1st September 2015

JUDGING OF THE CHAMPION SHORTHORN AT THE SHOW WILL TAKE PLACE.
PEDIGREE HEREFORD CATTLE

Entry Fee £10.00
Prizes 1st Prize: £50; 2nd Prize: £30; 3rd Prize: £20;

Class 187 - Pedigree Hereford Cow or Heifer born before 31/12/2013
Sponsored by Dungannon Farmers’ Mart

Class 188 - Pedigree Hereford Heifer born on or after 01/01/2014 and on or before 31/12/2014
Sponsored by Dungannon Farmers’ Mart

Class 189 - Pedigree Hereford Heifer born between 01/01/2015 and 31/12/2015
Sponsored by Dungannon Farmers’ Mart

Class 190 - Pedigree Hereford Heifer Calf born after 01/01/16
Sponsored by Dungannon Farmers’ Mart

Class 191 - Pedigree Hereford Bull born before 31/12/14
Sponsored by Robert & Eleanor Mulligan

Class 192 - Pedigree Hereford Bull born after 01/01/15 and on or before 31/12/15
Sponsored by Robert & Eleanor Mulligan

Class 193 - Pedigree Hereford Bull Calf born after 01/01/16
JUDGING OF THE CHAMPION HEREFORD WILL TAKE PLACE
PEDIGREE CHAROLAIS CATTLE

Sponsored by Bank Of Ireland

Entry Fee £10.00

Prizes 1st Prize: £50; 2nd Prize: £30; 3rd Prize: £20;

The Council of Management of the British Charolais Cattle Society has stated the following Rules for Charolais Cattle at all Shows:
1. All Cows in milk should either be shown with a calf at foot or her calf should at least be on the Show ground.
2. All cows shown should have produced a calf naturally within the last 15 months.
3. Any animal which has been used as an embryo transfer donor can not be shown until she has produced a calf by natural birth, and then will follow on from 2. above.

Class 194 - Pedigree Charolais Bull born before 1st January 2015
Class 195 - Pedigree Charolais Bull born on or after 1st January 2015 and before 31st July 2015

This class is a qualifier for the MINSUPS Charolais Championship (NI)

Class 196 - Pedigree Charolais Bull born on or after 1st August 2015 and before 31st December 2015

This class is a qualifier for the MINSUPS Charolais Championship (NI)

Class 197 - Pedigree Charolais Bull Calf, born on or after 1st January 2016.

This class is a qualifier for the MINSUPS Charolais Championship (NI)

Class 198 - Pedigree Charolais Cow, any age
Class 199 - Pedigree Charolais Heifer, born on or before 1st January 2015
Class 200 - Pedigree Charolais Heifer, born after 1st January 2015 and before 1st January 2016

This class is a qualifier for the MINSUPS Charolais Championship (NI)

Class 201 - Pedigree Charolais Heifer Calf, born on or after 1st January 2016.

This class is a qualifier for the MINSUPS Charolais Championship (NI)

Class 202 - Pair of Charolais Male or Female any age

Class 203 - Champion Charolais

British Charolais Society present a plaque to the Champion & NI Charolais Club present a sash to the breed Champion of the show

CHAMPION CHAROLAIS £60 & RESERVE CHAMPION £40
Sponsored by Mr Gilbert Crawford Maghera.
Class 204 - MINSUPS Charolais Championship (NI)

The following classes will be held at Qualifying shows.

First and second placed animal in each Qualifying Charolais class will qualify for the MINSUPS Charolais Final at Clogher Valley Show on Wednesday 27th July 2016.

Cattle entered must be in the British Herd book six months on the date of the Grand Final of this championship.

Owners of the cattle must be current members of the NI Charolais Club. Cattle entered for this competition must also be entered in their relevant classes at Clogher Valley Show.

Qualifiers at local shows will receive a qualifying rosette and will be photographed for pre final coverage in local press.

Qualifiers details must be forwarded by breeders immediately to Club Secretary Ann Orr for inclusion on database.

Bulls born from 1st April 2015 to 31st July 2015
Bulls born from 1st August 2015 to 31st December 2015
Bulls born on or after 1st January 2016
Heifers born 1st January 2015 to 30th June 2015
Heifers born 1st July 2015 to 31st December 2015
Heifers born on or after 1st January 2016

**£40.00 - Attendance money will be awarded to each qualifying animal exhibited at Ballymena, Ballymoney, Lurgan, Armagh, Saintfield, Newry, Omagh & Castlewellan who attend the final at Clogher Valley Show.

***£20.00 - Attendance allowance will be awarded to animals qualifying at Clogher Valley Show who participate in final.

Prize money in each of the 6 classes at the final will be:

1st - £80.00; 2nd - £60.00; 3rd - £40.00; 4th - £20.00

Qualifying shows are Ballymena; Ballymoney; Lurgan; Castlewellan; Armagh; Saintfield; Newry; Omagh; Clogher Valley.

Breeders who wish to join the NI Charolais Club should contact: Charolais Club Secretary, Ann Orr, E: annorr@btconnect.com
T: 02866342996 or visit www.charolaismni.com to download a membership form.
PEDIGREE SIMMENTAL CATTLE

Entry Fee £10.00

Prizes 1st Prize: £50; 2nd Prize: £30; 3rd Prize: £20;

**Class 205** - Pedigree Simmental Bull, born before 1st January 2015

Sponsored by First Trust Bank

**Class 206** - Pedigree Simmental Bull, born on or after 1st January 2015

Sponsored by A.N. Irwin & son

**Class 207** - Pedigree Simmental Heifer, born between 1st January 2014 and 31st December 2014

Sponsored by First Trust Bank

**Class 208** - Pedigree Simmental Heifer, born between 1st January 2015 and 31st December 2015

Sponsored by First Trust Bank

**Class 209** - Pedigree Simmental Cow born before 1st January 2013 in calf or milk having had at least one calf.

Sponsored by First Trust Bank

**Class 210** - Pedigree Simmental Cow or Heifer, born in 2013 in calf or calf at foot having had a calf by three years old.

Sponsored by Three Valleys Veterinary Group

**Class 211** - Best Pedigree Simmental Calf, born in the year of the show.

**Class 212** - Champion & reserve Simmental

**Class 213** - THE IVOMEC SIMMENTAL “PAIR OF THE YEAR” CHAMPIONSHIP QUALIFIER

Kindly sponsored by IVOMEC

The Clogher Valley Agricultural Show is a qualifying Show for the Ivomec Super Best Pair of Simmental Cattle, male or female, exhibitor owned Championship. Where already qualified the next in line will qualify. Animals must be shown in their respective classes at the Show. No one should enter this Competition unless they are prepared to show at the Final at Fermanagh County Show on Wednesday 3rd August 2016

Prizes at the Final: Champion - £30.00; Reserve Champion - £20.00

This qualifier is to be administered by the NI Simmental Cattle Breeders Club.

**Class 214** - Champion £30 & reserve £20

Sponsored by NI Simmental Cattle Breeders’ Club
PEDIGREE LIMOUSIN CATTLE
Sponsored by Ulster Bank

Entry Fee £10.00

Prizes 1st Prize: £50; 2nd Prize: £30; 3rd Prize: £20;

Class 215 - Pedigree Limousin cow any age, in calf or having had a calf in the last 12 months.
Class 216 - Pedigree Limousin heifer born in 2014
Class 217 - Pedigree Limousin heifer born in 2015
Class 218 - Pedigree Limousin senior bull born before 1st January 2015
Class 219 - Pedigree Limousin junior bull born in 2015
Class 220 - Pedigree Limousin bull or heifer Calf, born in the year of the show.

JUDGING OF THE CHAMPION LIMOUSIN WILL TAKE PLACE AT THE SHOW

PEDIGREE BRITISH BLONDE CATTLE
Entry Fee £10.00

Prizes 1st Prize: £50; 2nd Prize: £30; 3rd Prize: £20;

SHOW HERD OF THE YEAR
Rules:
1. Competition open to fully paid up members by the 1st of February of the N. Ireland Blonde Cattle Club.
2. Competition will be judged on a points Basis.
3. 10 points awarded for the first Blonde animal presented at each show followed by 5 points for the next two animals. Max points that can be awarded for turnout of cattle at any show is 20 points.
4. You will only be awarded points for your TOP THREE PLACED BLONDE CATTLE at any show. Pairs and Interbreed classes are not counted. Animals entered in multiple classes will only be awarded points for their highest place
Points awarded will be as follows:
5 points awarded for 1st placing
4 points awarded for 2nd Placing
3 points awarded for 3rd placing
2 points awarded for 4th placing
1 point awarded for 5th placing.

Champion will be awarded 2 points
Reserve Champion 1 point.

5. Participating shows;
Balmoral show (1/2 POINTS ONLY), Ballymena, Lurgan, Ballymoney, Armagh, Saintfield, Newry, Omagh, Castlewelian, Antrim, Clogher Valley, Enniskillen
6. Points will be allocated from shown animal(s) to the herd they are registered to on the Society database (either British or Irish) on the day of showing. It is the exhibitor’s responsibility to ensure the online database is correct.
ODDBALL ENGINEERING CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS

Rules:
1. The Oddball Engineering Perpetual Challenge Cup will be presented to the club member(s) whose animal wins the most individual Blonde breed Championships at the following shows throughout the year.
2. Participating shows:
   Balmoral show, Ballymena, Lurgan, Ballymoney, Armagh, Saintfield, Newry, Omagh, Castlewellan, Antrim, Clogher Valley and Enniskillen.
3. In the event of a tie the cup will be shared.
4. The animal must be registered to the club member on the society database, it is the exhibitors responsibility to ensure the online database is correct. Should any dispute arise for which no specific rule is provided, such matter in dispute shall be referred to the club committee in writing, whose decision will be binding and in no case can there be an appeal.

Class 221 - Pedigree British Blonde Heifer born on or after 1st January 2014 and on or before 31st December 2014

Class 222 - Pedigree British Blonde Heifer born on or after 1st January 2015 and on or before 31st December 2015

Class 223 - Pedigree British Blonde Bull born on or before 31st December 2014

Class 224 - Pedigree British Blonde Bull born on or after 1st January 2015

Class 225 - Pedigree British Blonde Cow any age.

Class 226 - Bull or Heifer Calf born in 2016

Class 227 - Pedigree Blonde Cattle Pair of male or female, exhibitor-owned

JUDGING OF THE CHAMPION BLONDE WILL TAKE PLACE AT THE SHOW
Sponsored by A. Johnston & Family

Class 228 - £500 Blonde Calf Championship

YOUNG HANDLERS CHAMPIONSHIP
Entry Fee £10.00

Prize Money for the Championship 1st £200, 2nd £150, 3rd £100, 4th £50

There are no pre-qualification events for this class all at is required is that the calf Bull or Heifer to be exhibited is less than One Year Old on the day of the show, Wednesday 27th July 2016 and Must be registered with either the Irish Blonde D’Aquitaine Society or the British Blonde

Class 229 - Young Handler Under 14 years– Annahilt Residential Perpetual Trophy

Rules:
1. The competition is open to member of the N. Ireland Blonde Cattle Club (either full or associate)
2. Entrants must be under 14 on the 1st January of that show year.
3. Competition will be judged on a points Basis;
4 Points for a first Placing.
3 Points for a second Placing.
2 Points for a third Placing.
1 Point for a fifth placing.
Class 230 - Young Handler 14 - 23 years - Whelan Juvenile Perpetual Trophy

Rules:
1. The competition is open to member of the N. Ireland Blonde Cattle Club (either full or associate)
2. Under 23 entrants must be under 23 on the 1st January of that show year.
3. Competition will be judged on a points Basis;
   5 Points for a first Placing.
   4 Points for a second Placing.
   3 Points for a third Placing.
   2 Points for a fourth Placing.
   1 Point for a fifth placing.

PEDIGREE BRITISH BLUE CATTLE

The Clogher Valley Show is a recognised show for points scoring for ‘Best Show Exhibitor of the Year Award’ kindly sponsored by Chestnutt Animal Feeds Ballymoney and administered by the NI Blue Cattle Club.

Entry Fee £10.00

Prizes 1st Prize: £50; 2nd Prize: £30; 3rd Prize: £20;

Class 231 - Pedigree British Blue Bull any age
Class 232 - Pedigree British Blue Cow any age.
Class 233 - Pedigree British Blue Heifer any age.
Class 234 - Pedigree British Blue Bull or Heifer, under 12 months on show day.
   JUDGING OF THE CHAMPION BRITISH BLUE WILL TAKE PLACE AT THE SHOW

PEDIGREE SALERS CATTLE

Entry Fee £10.00

Prizes 1st Prize: £50; 2nd Prize: £30; 3rd Prize: £20;

Class 235 - Pedigree Salers Cattle Cow in calf or with calf at foot
   Sponsored by McAleer Jackson Ltd Chartered Accountants

Class 236 - Pedigree Salers Cattle Calf Bull or Heifer born the year of the Show
   Sponsored by McAleer Jackson Ltd Chartered Accountants

Class 237 - Pedigree Salers Cattle Heifer Born on or before 31st December 2015
Class 238 - Pedigree Salers Cattle Heifer born on or before 1st January 2014
Class 239 - Pedigree Salers Cattle Bull any age
Class 240 - Pedigree Salers Cattle Pair of male or female, exhibitor-owned.
   JUDGING OF THE CHAMPION SALERS WILL TAKE PLACE AT THE SHOW.
Class 241 - THE DANSKE BANK OVERALL PEDIGREE BEEF CHAMPIONSHIP
The prizes in this Class are presented by the DANSKE BANK.
PRIZES: Overall Champion £60; Overall Reserve Champion £40; Overall 3rd: £30; Overall 4th: £20.
(Champion and Reserve Champion of each beef breed eligible to compete. No entries required).

Class 242 - LINDEN FOODS / NISA PEDIGREE BEEF HEIFER CHAMPIONSHIP 2016

For the best pedigree beef heifer born on or after 1st January 2014

The Clogher Valley Show is a qualifying show for the Linden foods/NISA Pedigree Beef Heifer Championship organised by the Northern Ireland Shows Association. Eligible animals will be those entered in the appropriate class at the show and included in the show catalogue.

The two highest placed eligible animals will qualify for the final at Co. Fermanagh Show on Wednesday, 3rd August 2016. To maximise attendance of qualifiers at the final, stewards will enquire from the qualifying exhibitors if it is their intention to be present at the final. In the event of qualifying exhibitors not wishing to attend the final, the judge will be asked to identify further qualifying animals.

Animals cannot qualify at the show hosting the final.

To maximise the promotion of the championship, qualifying exhibitors and their animals are required to participate in the Linden Foods promotional photographs at the final.

No exhibitor may qualify more than two animals for the final.

Special rosettes and attendance money of £20 will be awarded to the exhibitor of each qualifying animal forward at the final. Exhibitors of qualifying animals who do not appear at the final may be disqualified from participating in the 2017 championship unless an acceptable reason is given for such absence.

Prize money at the final will be:
1st - £300
2nd - £200
3rd - £100
4th - £50

(The above prize money includes the £20 attendance monies).

The qualifying shows are: Ballymena, Ballymoney, Lurgan, Armagh, Lisburn and Saintfield District, Newry, Omagh, Castlewellan, Antrim, Co Londonderry and Clogher Valley.
COMMERCIAL BEEF CLASSES  
*Sponsored by T. J. BOOTH & SONS LTD*

Entry Fee £10.00

Prizes 1st Prize: £50; 2nd Prize: £30; 3rd Prize: £20;

**Class 243** - Suckler calf any breed born in 2016. (halter led)

Kindly sponsored by T. J. BOOTH & SONS LTD.

Prize money 1st £50, 2nd £35, 3rd £25, 4th £15

**Class 244** - Store Heifer any breed. (Halter Led)

Kindly sponsored by T. J. BOOTH & SONS LTD.

Prize money 1st £50, 2nd £35, 3rd £25, 4th £15

**Class 245** - Beef Heifer, any breed. (Halter Led)

Kindly sponsored by T. J. BOOTH & SONS LTD.

Prize money 1st £50, 2nd £35, 3rd £25, 4th £15

**Class 246** - Store Bullock, any breed. (Halter Led)

Kindly sponsored by T. J. BOOTH & SONS LTD

Prize money 1st £50, 2nd £35, 3rd £25, 4th £15

**Class 247** - Beef Bullock, any breed. (Halter Led)

Kindly sponsored by T. J. BOOTH & SONS LTD.

Prize money 1st £50, 2nd £35, 3rd £25, 4th £15

**Class 248** - CHAMPION AND RESERVE CHAMPION

1st 2nd prize winners in classes 243 to 248 are eligible to compete in this Championship
Class 249 - THE £ 500.00 T. J. BOOTH & SONS LTD.COMMERCIAL BEEF HEIFER CHAMPIONSHIP

SPONSORED BY T. J. BOOTH & SONS LTD

ENTRY FEE £ 10.00

RULES & CONDITIONS
1. The competition is confined to Crossbred Animals with no more than 2 broad teeth showing on day of Show and from NI registered herds.
2. Pedigree or Tattooed Cattle are not eligible to take part.
3. All animals must be halter led.
4. Animals entered in this Championship cannot enter in any other class.

PRIZE FUND
1st £200. 2nd £100. 3rd £75. 4th £50. 5th to 7th £25

Class 250 - THE £ 500.00 CLOGHER VALLEY CREDIT UNION COMMERCIAL BEEF BULLOCK CHAMPIONSHIP

SPONSORED BY: CLOGHER VALLEY CREDIT UNION

ENTRY FEE £ 10.00

RULES & CONDITIONS
1. The competition is confined to Crossbred Animals with no more than 2 broad teeth showing on day of Show and from NI registered herds.
2. Pedigree or Tattooed Cattle are not eligible to take part.
3. All animals must be halter led.
4. Animals entered in this Championship cannot enter in any other class.

PRIZE FUND
1st £200. 2nd £100. 3rd £75. 4th £50. 5th to 7th £25

Class 251 - OVERALL COMMERCIAL CATTLE CHAMPIONSHIP

CHAMPION £80 - Kindly sponsored by Valley Pharmacy Clogher

RESERVE CHAMPION £40 - Kindly sponsored by O’Neills Pharmacy Ballygawley

1st and 2nd prize winners in classes 248, 249 & 250 are eligible to compete in this Championship provided they are members of the NI COMMERCIAL CATTLE EXHIBITORS’ CLUB

Class 252 - DONNELLY MOTORS CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS
For the overall supreme champion in cattle section

Sponsored by Donnelly Motors

Winner will be presented with the WILLIAM J WILSON AWARD

Prize Money:
Champion £300
Reserve Champion £200
YOUNG HANDLER’S
SPONSORED BY: NOEL ERSKINE AUCTIONEER

Entry Fee £3.00

Prizes 1st £12; 2nd £10; 3rd £8; 4th £6

DAIRY SECTION
Class 253 - Junior Handler’s age 14yrs and under on Show Day
Class 254 - Senior Handler 15yrs and no older that 25yrs on Show Day

BEEF SECTION
Class 255 - Junior Handler’s age 14yrs and under on Show Day
Class 256 - Senior Handler 15yrs and no older that 25yrs on Show Day

RARE BREEDS

Entry Fee £10.00

Prizes 1st Prize: £50; 2nd Prize: £30; 3rd Prize: £20;

Class 257 - Any Rare Breed, Cow or Heifer (over 12 months)
Class 258 - Any Rare Breed, Calf (less than 12 months)
Important Note for Sheep Exhibitors 2016
Procedure for Movement of Northern Ireland Sheep into and out of Shows

All sheep, irrespective of their date of birth, must be identified and comply with the Sheep and Goats Identification Regulations and be registered in the flock of the exhibitor.

Movement of Sheep to a Show
- Movement of sheep to Shows must be accompanied by a fully and accurately completed SG2 self-written movement document.
- The individual identification numbers should be recorded on the SG2 document (it is acceptable to attach a printed schedule listing the tag numbers to the SG2). These numbers should be checked by the Show Operators against the animals presented before the animals are allowed entry to the show.
- The SG2 movement document authorises the movement of sheep or goats from the farm to Show premises. The SG2 movement documents must be stamped by the Show Secretary. The white copy should be sent to the local DARD Office within 7 days.
- Show Operators should have books of movement documents (SG2s) for sheep and separate ones for goats.

Movement of Sheep from a Show
- The yellow copy of the SG2 provided by the Show Operator should accompany the animals back from the Show. This should include details of the Show and receiving flock, the individual tag numbers (it is acceptable to attach a printed schedule listing the tag numbers to the SG2) or be cross referenced/stapled to the pink copy of the incoming SG2 (only if the whole batch moves out at the same time). Section 3 of the outgoing SG2 should be signed by the flock keeper.
- Both move in and move out white copies of the SG2 should be sent to the Show’s local DARD Office by the Show Operator within 7 days.

All entries should be on the field by 9.30 a.m.

Entry Fee in All Sheep Classes: £5.00 (unless otherwise stated)
Prizes in Sheep Classes (unless otherwise stated)

1st Prize, £20; 2nd Prize, £15; 3rd Prize, £10.
HAMPSHIRE DOWN

Kindly sponsored by Caltech/Scotmin

Class 259 - Novice Class

Novice Breeders Class open to club members who have not previously won a 1st place at Clogher Valley Show. If a 1st prize is taken on the day by a Novice breeder they are still eligible for this year only. Open to ram lambs or ewe lambs - Trimming optional. One entry per

Class 260 - Hampshire Down Ram, two shear and above.
Class 261 - Hampshire Down Shearling Ram.
Class 262 - Hampshire Down Ewe, two shear and above.
Class 263 - Hampshire Down Shearling Ewe.
Class 264 - Hampshire Down Ram Lamb.
Class 265 - Hampshire Down Ewe Lamb.
Class 266 - Judging of the Champion Hampshire Down

The Champion Hampshire Down will receive £20 and the Reserve Champion Hampshire Down will receive £10.

SUFFOLK

Sponsored by Thompson Family, Corboe

This year the show has been designated as one of the ‘points’ shows by the Suffolk Sheep Society and will include the following special classes:-

Show team of the year- sponsored by the F A McCaughan Animal Health Supplies.
Male of the Year- Smith/Kline Trophy.
Female of the Year- Suffolk Sheep Society N.I. Branch Trophy.
Best Pair of lambs entered for the class in which they are eligible (must be exhibitor bred).
Awards to be presented at the Annual Dinner Dance

Class 267 - Suffolk Ram, two shear and above.
Class 268 - Suffolk Shearling Ram.
Class 269 - Suffolk Ewe, two shear and above.
Class 270 - Suffolk Shearling Ewe.
Class 271 - Suffolk Ram Lamb,
Class 272 - Suffolk Ewe Lamb,

JUDGING OF THE CHAMPION SUFFOLK AT THE SHOW WILL TAKE PLACE
VENDEEN
Sponsored by Mr Richard Hawkes

Class 273 - Vendeen Ram, two shear and above
Class 274 - Vendeen Shearling Ram
Class 275 - Vendeen Ewe, two shear and above
Class 276 - Vendeen Shearling Ewe
Class 277 - Vendeen Ram Lamb
Class 278 - Vendeen Ewe Lamb
Class 279 - Judging of the Champion & Reserve Vendeen

Champion £20
Reserve Champion £10

TEXEL
Sponsored by Animax Ltd

N I TEXEL CLUB are presenting £20 to the Champion Texel and £10 to the best Ram Lamb (provided the Ram Lamb is not already the Champion, in which case the £10 Prize goes to the Reserve Champion. Points may gained in all the classes which will be counted towards the Volac NI Texel Show Flock

Class 280 - Texel Ram, two shear and above.

The Volac Aged Ram Show Champion and Reserve Award’ will be presented to the First and second placed Aged Rams at this Show.

Class 281 - Texel Shearling Ram
Class 282 - Texel Ewe, two shear and above.
Class 283 - Best Pure-bred Texel Shearling Ewe
Class 284 - Best Pure-bred Texel Ram Lamb
Class 285 - Best Pure-bred Texel Ewe Lamb
Class 286 - Judging of the Champion & Reserve Texel

The Champion Texel will receive £20 and the Reserve Champion Texel will receive £10.

CHAROLLAIS

Class 287 - Charollais Ram, two shear and above.
Class 288 - Charollais Shearling Ram
Class 289 - Charollais Ewe, two shear and above.
Class 290 - Charollais Shearling Ewe
Class 291 - Charollais Ram Lamb
Class 292 - Charollais Ewe Lamb
Class 293 - Judging of the Champion & Reserve Charollais

The Champion Charollais will receive £30 and the Reserve Champion Charollais will receive £20.
ILE DE FRANCE
Sponsored by Davis Clements & Son

Class 294 - Ile de France Ram, two shear and above.
Class 295 - Ile de France Shearing Ram.
Class 296 - Ile de France Ewe two shear and above.
Class 297 - Ile de France Shearing Ewe
Class 298 - Ile de France Ram Lamb,
Class 299 - Ile de France Ewe Lamb,
Class 300 - Judging of the Champion & Reserve Ile de France
   The Champion Ile de France will receive £20 and the Reserve Champion Ile de France will receive £10.

BELTEX
Sponsored by Provita

Class 301 - Beltex Ram two shear and above.
Class 302 - Beltex Shearing Ram.
Class 303 - Beltex Ewe two shear and above.
Class 304 - Beltex Shearing Ewe
Class 305 - Pedigree Beltex Ram Lamb
Class 306 - Pedigree Beltex Ewe Lamb
   JUDGING OF THE CHAMPION BELTEX AT THE SHOW WILL TAKE PLACE

ZWARTBLES

Class 307 - Zwartbles Ram, two shear and above.
Class 308 - Zwartbles Shearing Ram
Class 309 - Zwartbles Ewe two shear and above.
Class 310 - Zwartbles Shearing Ewe
Class 311 - Zwartbles Ram Lamb.
Class 312 - Zwartbles Ewe Lamb,
   JUDGING OF THE CHAMPION ZWARTBLES AT THE SHOW WILL TAKE PLACE

BORDER LEICESTER

Class 313 - Border Leicester Ram, two shear and above.
Class 314 - Border Leicester Shearing Ram.
Class 315 - Border Leicester Ewe, two shear and above.
Class 316 - Border Leicester Shearing Ewe
Class 317 - Border Leicester Ram Lamb
Class 318 - Border Leicester Ewe Lamb
Class 319 - Judging of the Champion & Reserve Border Leicester
BLUE FACED LEICESTER

Class 320 - Bluefaced Leicester Ram two shear and above.
Class 321 - Bluefaced Leicester Shearling Ram
Class 322 - Bluefaced Leicester Ewe two shear and above.
Class 323 - Bluefaced Leicester Ewe Shearling Ewe
Class 324 - Bluefaced Leicester Ram Lamb
Class 325 - Bluefaced Leicester Ewe Lamb

JUDGING OF THE CHAMPION BLUEFACED LEICESTER AT THE SHOW WILL TAKE PLACE

KERRY HILL SHEEP

Class 326 - Kerry Hill Ram two shear and above.
Class 327 - Kerry Hill Shearling Ram
Class 328 - Kerry Hill Ewe two shear and above.
Class 329 - Kerry Hill Shearling Ewe
Class 330 - Kerry Hill Ram Lamb
Class 331 - Kerry Hill Ewe Lamb
Class 332 - Kerry Hill Group of three to include, one Ram, one Ewe and one Lamb

JUDGING OF THE CHAMPION KERRY HILL AT THE SHOW WILL TAKE PLACE

JACOB SHEEP

Sponsored by Mistec

Class 333 - Jacob Ram two shear and above.
Class 334 - Jacob Shearling Ram
Class 335 - Jacob Shearling Ewe two shear and above.
Class 336 - Jacob Shearling Ewe
Class 337 - Jacob Ram Lamb
Class 338 - Jacob Ewe Lamb
Class 339 - Jacob Group of 3, One Ram, One Ewe and One Lamb
Class 340 - Jacob Pair of Lambs
Class 341 - Judging of the Champion & Reserve Jacob

JUDGING OF THE CHAMPION JACOB AT THE SHOW WILL TAKE PLACE

CROSS BRED

Classes are kindly sponsored by Dunbia

Class 342 - Cross-bred Ewe, two shear and above.
Class 343 - Cross-bred Shearling Ewes
Class 344 - A pair of Cross-bred Butcher’s Lambs.
Class 345 - Cross-bred Ewe Lambs suitable for breeding.

JUDGING OF THE CHAMPION CROSS-BRED AT THE SHOW WILL TAKE PLACE
RARE OR MINORITY BREEDS OF SHEEP

Rare Breeds.

Any Breed listed as Rare or Minority by The Rare Breeds Survival Trust

(Re-established breeds will be included)

Clogher Valley Show is a Qualifying Show for the Tesco Rare Breeds Sheep Derby.

The highest placed adult male animal and the highest placed adult female animal, a total of 2 qualifiers from each show, will go forward to the final at Gosford on the 3rd September provided that the animal has not already qualified at a previous show, in which case the next highest placed animal will be selected. Qualifiers will only be chosen from 1st, 2nd and 3rd placings. Junior classes, with the exception of those selected as Champion or Reserve Champion, will not be eligible. All animals must be pedigree registered with the relevant breed society. Sheep which do not carry DARD approved EID tags will not be eligible. Qualifiers will only be drawn from Interbreed Rare Breed classes. The Derby is kindly sponsored by Tesco.

All animals must be owned and exhibited by a fully paid up member of the

Class 346 - Ram any age
Class 347 - Ewe any age
Class 348 - Ram Lamb
Sponsored by The Wee Chippy, Augher

Class 349 - Ewe Lamb

JUDGING OF THE CHAMPION RARE BREED AT THE SHOW WILL TAKE PLACE
SHEEP CHAMPIONSHIPS

Class 350 - DANSKE BANK / NISA SHEEP CHAMPIONSHIP 2016

For the best ewe, any breed, any age, having reared a lamb in 2016

The Clogher Valley Show is a Qualifying Show for the Danske Bank / NISA Sheep Championship, organised by the Northern Ireland Show Association, in 2016.

The two highest placed eligible animals will qualify for the Final at Co Londonderry Show on Saturday 30th July 2016. Where already qualified, the next in line will be selected for the Final.

Where an Exhibitor qualifies as above, but does not intend to compete in the Final, the next in line will be selected.

No Exhibitor may qualify more than two exhibits for the Final. Animals cannot qualify for the Championship in sheep classes at Co Londonderry Show.

Exhibitors of qualifying animals who do not appear in the Final, may be disqualified from competing in Championships organised by NISA in 2017, unless good reason is given for non-appearance.

Special rosettes will be awarded to Qualifiers and £10 will be given provided the qualifying sheep compete in the Final.

Prizes at the Final
1st Prize - £100 plus Crystal Trophy and Sash
2nd Prize - £75
3rd Prize - £60
4th Prize - £40
5th Prize - £25

(The above prize monies include the £10 attendance monies).

The Qualifying Shows are: Ballymena, Ballymoney, Lurgan, Armagh, Lisburn & Saintfield District, Newry, Omagh, Castlewellan, Antrim and Clogher Valley.
Class 351 - THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & CLOGHER VALLEY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
PRESENT

The Northern Ireland Continental Sheep Final

For Ewe or Ram Any Age

Sponsored By: ISA/Clogher Valley Show/ Danske Bank

Prize Fund £500

RULES AND CONDITIONS

1. Competition confined to Continental Ewe or Ram any age.
2. Three sheep to qualify three at each qualifying show.
3. A competitor may only qualify (max) three sheep for the final.

Entry Fee: £5.00

Prize Fund: Champion £200; Reserve £100; 3rd £75; 4th £50; 5th to 7th £25.

Qualifying Shows: Armagh, Ballymoney, Castlewellan, Lurgan, Newry, Omagh, Lisburn & Saintfield.

Final: Clogher Valley Show - Wednesday 27th July 2016

Class 352 - THE BRITISH AND IRISH NATIVE SHEEP CHAMPIONSHIP FOR A EWE OR RAM
ANY AGE.

Sponsored by JIMMY JOHNSTON’S BAR, AUGHER.

RULES AND CONDITIONS:
Completion confined to British or Irish Native Ewe or Ram, any age.

ENTRY FEE: £8.00

PRIZE FUND: 1st £120; 2nd £85; 3rd £60; 4th £35.

Class 353 - YOUNG HANDLER

1st Prize winner in this class will receive the Blackburn Perpetual Cup
ANY BREED OR AGE OF SHEEP - Handlers to be aged 8-14 years of age

Sponsored by Miss Marjory Blackburn

Entry fee £3.00

Prizes: 1st £15; 2nd £12; 3rd £8; 4th £5.
Class 354 - THE CLOGHER VALLEY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY PRESENT
THE CYDECTIN YOUNG HANDLERS CHAMPIONSHIP QUALIFIER

Sponsored by Zoetis

1. Three Young Handlers can qualify (if not already qualified at a previous Show).
2. The handler can use any breed of sheep.
3. All qualifiers will receive their Qualifying Rosette when entering the Final at the Clogher Valley Show.
4. This event is open to those aged 8-14 at the date of the Final.
5. Final: Clogher Valley Show - Wednesday 27th July 2016
6. Winner will receive The Robin Wylie Perpetual Cup & Cydectin Challenge Shield & Prizes sponsored by Zoetis.

Entry Fee: £3.00

Class 355 - CYDECTIN YOUNG HANDLERS’ CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL
Sponsored by Zoetis

Winner will receive The Robin Wylie Perpetual Cup & Cydectin Challenge Shield

Class 356 - SURPEME SHEEP CHAMPIONSHIP
Sponsored by ASC Farm Services

Prize Fund: Champion £100.00; Reserve £50.00.
GOATS
Sponsored by Portadown & Clogher Valley Chiropractic Clinic

Identification - For Moves to and from a Show
All goats, irrespective of their date of birth, must be identified and comply with the Sheep and Goats Identification Regulations and be registered in the herd of the exhibitor.

Movement - Goats Going to a Show
• Movement of goats to Shows must be accompanied by a fully and accurately completed SG2 self-written movement document.
• The individual identification numbers should be recorded on the SG2 document (it is acceptable to attach a printed schedule listing the tag numbers to the SG2). These numbers should be checked by the Show Operators against the animals presented before the animals are allowed entry to the Show.
• The SG2 movement document authorises the movement of sheep or goats from the farm to Show premises. The SG2 movement documents must be stamped by the Show Secretary. The white copy should be sent to the local DARD Office within 7 days.
• Show Operators should have books of movement documents (SG2s) for goats and separate ones for sheep.

Movement - Goats Going from a Show
• The yellow copy of the SG2 provided by the Show Operator should accompany the animals back from the Show. This should include details of the Show and receiving herd, the individual tag numbers (manually added or scanned list) or be cross referenced/stapled to the pink copy of the incoming SG2 (only if the whole batch moves out at the same time). Section 3 of the outgoing SG2 should be signed by the herd keeper.
• Both move in and move out white copies of the SG2 should be sent to the Show’s local DARD Office by the Show Operator within 7 days.

All entries should be on the field by 9.30 a.m.

Entry Fee in All Goat Classes: £5.00 (unless otherwise stated)
Prizes in Goat Classes (unless otherwise stated)
1st Prize, £15; 2nd Prize, £10; 3rd Prize, £5.

Class 357 - Female Goat in Milk any age, having produced a Kid entered in any section of the British Goat Society Herd Book.

Class 358 - Female Goatling over one year old and not exceeding two years old on day of Judging not having had a Kid entered in any section of the British Goat Society Herd Book.

Class 359 - Kid under 1 year old. Entered in any section of the British Goat Society Herd Book.

Class 360 - Champion Goat

Young Handlers
Class 361 - Young Handler for age 8 - 16 - any breed of Goat

Pigmy Goats
Sponsored by Amberly Alpacas Clogher

Class 362 - Male Kid under 1 year
Class 363 - Female Kid under 1 year
Class 364 - Male Kid over 1 year
Class 365 - Female Kid over 1 year
Class 366 - Group of 3 animals exhibited in classes above
Class 367 - Champion & Reserve Pigmy Goat
DOGS
Sponsored by Jollys, Mr John & Mrs Mary Potter and Mr Phil & Mrs Maisie Grosse

JUDGING WILL COMMENCE AT 12NOON

Class 368 - Any variety of gun dog, e.g. spaniel, pointer, retriever or setter.

TERRIER GROUP
Class 369 - Any variety of terrier, e.g. Jack Russel, Cairn, Irish, Fox, Airedale or West Highland.
Class 370 - Cross-bred Terrier.
Class 371 - Puppy (any variety), 6 to 12 months old.

TOY GROUP
Class 372 - e.g. Cavalier, Pom, Pug or Yorkshire Terrier.

UTILITY GROUP
Class 373 - e.g. Boston Terrier, Dalmatian, Poodle, Bull Dog or Chow-Chow.

WORKING GROUP
Class 374 - Rough Collie (Lassie type).
Class 375 - Border Collie.
Class 376 - Any other variety, e.g. St Bernard, Samoyed, Doberman, Boxer or German Shepherd.

SPORTING GROUP
Class 377 - Any Breed of hound e.g. Irish Wolfhound, Basset Hound, Afghan Hound or Dachshund.
Class 378 - Best Rehomed Dog
Class 379 - The dog I would like to take home.

BEST IN SHOW
Judging of the best dog will take place at the show.
Class 380 - THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & CLONASLEE SHOW SOCIETY PRESENT

The Gain Dog Food All Ireland Championship

Sponsored by: Gain Foods Prize Fund: €500.

RULES AND CONDITIONS

1. Toy or miniature dog any breed to be handled by a child under 15 yrs.
2. Large dog any breed to be handled by teenager or adult.
3. One dog from each class to qualify.
4. Dogs in final not eligible to compete in other classes at Clonaslee show.
5. These rules should be read in conjunction with the Irish Shows Association Rules

Entry Fee: To Qualifying Show €3. To Final €6

PRIZES: 1st €100 2nd €50 3rd €30 4th €20 (in each class) Gain Dog Food Perpetual Trophy for the Champion Dog. Gain Dog Food Product will be presented to each finalist.

Qualifying Shows:
Arva, Athenry, Ballinamore, Ballivor, Ballymoney, Ballyvourney, Bandon, Bridgetown, Cappamore, Carbery, Carnew, Castleblayney, Castlewellan, Clogher Valley, Clonakilty, Corrandulla, Dundalk, Dunmanway, Ennistymon, Fermanagh, Galway, Gorey, Inishowen, Inniscarra, Iverk, Kildysart, Kilmacanogue, Longford, Loughrea, Midleton, Moate, Mullingar, Newry, Oldcastle, Omagh, Oughterard, Riverstown, Saintfield & District, Strandhill, Thomastown, Tullamore, Tydavnet, Virginia

Final: Clonaslee Show - Sunday 11th September 2016

Class 381 - THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION AND BELTRA SHOW SOCIETY PRESENT

The All Ireland Gun Dog Championship

Sponsored by: Tireragh Gun Club, Cecil Whiteside & Beltra Show Society Prize Fund: €400

RULES AND CONDITIONS

1. Gun dog, any variety—dog / bitch.
2. Dog must be handled by person over 16.
3. Dogs in final not eligible to compete in other classes at Beltra Show.
4. These rules should be read in conjunction with the Irish Shows Association Rules

Entry Fee: To Qualifying Show €3. To Final €6

PRIZES: 1st: €150, 2nd: €100; 3rd: €75. 4th €50. 5th €25. Perpetual Cup for winner.

Qualifying Shows:
Ardara, Ardrahan, Arva, Bandon, Boyle, Bridgetown, Cappamore, Castleblayney, Castlerea, Clogher Valley, Clonakilty, Enniscrone, Ennistymon, Fermanagh, Galway, Granard, Grange, Jamestown, Kildysart, Longford, Loughrea, Louisburgh, Manorhamilton, Midleton, Moate, Mohill, Mullingar, Oldcastle, Omagh, Oughterard Riverstown, Saintfield & District, Strandhill, Tinhely, Tullamore, Virginia

Final: BELTRA Show - Saturday 3rd September 2016
Class 382 - Eyrecourt Agricultural Show & Irish Shows Association

Presents

The All Ireland Irish Native Breed Championship Dog Show

Rules and Conditions

1. The competition is confined Irish native Breed any variety – dog / bitch which are as follows
   (A) Irish Glen of Imaal Terrier  (B) Irish Red Setter (C) Irish Red and White Setter (D) Irish Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier  (E) Irish Terrier
   (F) Irish Water Spaniel  (G) Irish Wolfhound  (H) Kerry Beagle (I) Kerry Blue

2. Two dogs from each qualifying show to qualify.

3. Entries in this championship may not compete in any other classes at
   Eyrecourt Dog Show.

4. All dogs must enter ring without rosette

5. These rules should be read in conjunction with the Irish Show association.

6. Please forward the names of the qualifiers to the dog section organiser of the Eyrecourt agricultural show.

Prizes: 1st €200 Perpetual trophy for winner 2nd €100, 3rd €75, 4th €50, 5th €25, Entry fee to qualifying show €3. To Final €6

Name of Dog Section organiser Patricia Coniry Quansboro,

Killimor, Ballinasloe, Co. Galway 0858022007

Email: patconiry@gmail.com

Qualifiers

Adamstown, Ardrahan, Arva, Athenry, Ballinrobe, Ballyvourney, Bonniconlon
Bridgetown, Cappamore, Carbery, Castlerea, Clogher Valley, Clonakilty, Enniscrone,
Ennistymon, Gorey, Kilgarvan, Loughrea, Louisburgh, Midleton
Moate, Mohill, Mullingar, Newcastle West, Newmarket-On-Fergus, Oldcastle
Omagh, Oughterard, Saintfield & District, South Kerry Ploughing, Strokestown,
Trim, Tydavnet, Virginia

Final: Eyrecourt Agricultural Show Sunday the 18th September 2016
**VEGETABLES & FLOWERS**

The Society will not be responsible for any damage to or loss of the Exhibits in this Marquee.

All Entry Fees £2.00 unless otherwise stated.

Please read the back cover of the Prize schedule for closing date for entries and times for displaying entries for judging.

All Vegetables and Flowers (wild flowers excepted) must have been grown by the:
1. Exhibitor and have been in his or her possession for at least one month previous to show. Any Exhibitor suspected of having infringed this rule must be prepared to satisfy the committee on the matter, impending such inquiry the prizes will be withheld.
2. Exhibitors may make as many entries as they wish in each class, provided that they show a distinct variety or kind for each entry and pay the necessary entry fee.
3. All Vegetables to be washed or cleaned by removal of dirt, suitable for table use, quality to be regarded as first consideration.

Entries close 4th July 2016

**Prizes**
1st Prize, £10.00; 2nd Prize, £6.00; 3rd Prize, £4.00.(except for sponsored classes)

**HOME INDUSTRIES, COUNTRY CRAFTS, FLORAL ART, FLOWERS, VEGETABLES, PHOTOGRAPHY & SCHOOLS MARQUEE.**

The Society will not be responsible for any damage to or loss of the Exhibits in this Marquee.

All Entry Fees £2.00 unless otherwise stated.

**Class 383** - Basket consisting of at least three types of vegetables

**Class 384** - Three White Onions - from seed or sets

**Class 385** - Three White Potatoes

**Class 386** - Three globe Beetroot

**Class 387** - Decorated veg and or fruit to represent an animal or insect not to exceed 12”
(Confined to Primary School Children only - Key Stage 1 & 2)

**FLOWERS & PLANTS**

Prizes: 1st Prize £10.00; 2nd Prize £6.00; 3rd Prize £4.00 (except for sponsored classes)

**Class 388** - Vase of mixed Sweet Pea (No more than 10 spikes)

**Class 389** - Two Dahlia Blooms

**Class 390** - Three Rose stems

**Class 391** - Lily - three stems

**Class 392** - Three Pansies

**Class 393** - One vase Herbaceous Perennials - three stems (excluding flowering shrub)
   Sponsored by Mary Daly

**Class 394** - One vase Flowering Shrub - three stems - 1 variety
   Sponsored by Mary Daly

**Class 395** - Flowering Potted Geranium
   Sponsored by Mary Daly
Class 396 - Cactus or Succulent in pot
Class 397 - Fuschia Plant

Class 398 - Any flowering pot plant (Excluding Succulent & Cacti). Limit 2’ high
Sponsored by G McLaren 1st Prize £10 2nd Prize £6 3rd Prize £4

Class 399 - Foliage Plant
Sponsored by G McLaren 1st Prize £10 2nd Prize £6 3rd Prize £4

Class 400 - Window Box (Planted by Exhibitor)
Class 401 - Dressed Scarecrow (Open to all children up to age 16) Maximum Height 5 feet
Cup & prizes Sponsored by Allan Montgomery & Co. Chartered Certified Accountants
Prizes: 1st £15; 2nd £10; 3rd £5.

Class 402 - Jug of Wild Flowers showing variety of Species. (Condition taken into consideration). Confined to Primary School Children.

FLORAL ART

A base, any container, any natural material and any foliage may be used. (Pinholders, chicken wire, oasis, driftwood or similar material permitted)

Prizes: 1st £10.00; 2nd £6.00; 3rd £4.00 (unless otherwise stated)

Class 403 - An Exhibit in a Painted Welly Boot. Open to children up to age 16. Accessories allowed.

Class 404 - Candlestick Arrangement - An Exhibit of flowers not exceeding 12” inches / 30cms wide (Confined to 2nd/3rd level Education students/YFC members).
Sponsored by R.A. Noble & Co.
1st Prize: £25; 2nd Prize: £15; 3rd Prize: £10

Class 405 - Vertical Arrangement using driftwood, maximum 5 flowers, width not to exceed 14 inches.

Class 406 - Decorated Hat (Open to Adults only)
Sponsored by R.A. Noble & Co
Prizes: 1st £25; 2nd £15; 3rd £10

Class 407 - Corsage for Formal Function
Class 408 - A Romantic Dinner - (Table Arrangement) any accessories can be used.
HOME BAKING

All exhibits in these classes must be Home Made

Prizes: 1st Prize £10.00; 2nd Prize £6.00; 3rd Prize; £4.00 (unless otherwise stated)

Class 409 - Fruit Cake, rich.
Sponsored by Jean Maguire.
1st Prize £25; 2nd Prize £15; 3rd Prize £10.

Class 410 - Fruit Cake, light.
Sponsored by Jean Maguire.
1st Prize £25; 2nd Prize £15; 3rd Prize £10.

Class 411 - Chocolate Butter sandwich.
Sponsored by Lynn Winslow.
1st Prize £20; 2nd Prize £10; 3rd Prize £5.

Class 412 - Decorated Cup Cakes displayed on 2 tiered Cake Stand. Open to children up to age 16. (Judged on decoration)
Sponsored by Rosmund Kirkpatrick
1st Prize £15; 2nd Prize £10; 3rd Prize £5.

Classes 413 to 423 kindly sponsored by Mr Leo Daly, SuperValu, Aughnacloy

Class 413 - Meringue Topped Pie. (Max size 9" diameter).
Class 414 - Sultana Cake.
Class 415 - Boiled cake
Class 416 - Carrot Cake.
Class 417 - Swiss Roll - Jam Filled.
Class 418 - Fruit Tart (Shortcrust Pastry).
Class 419 - Shortbread (6)
Class 420 - Wheaten Bread.
Class 421 - My favorite Scones (4) (cut or size 5cms / 2inches)
Class 422 - Savoury Quiche (Max size 10")
Class 423 - Selection of 6 Traybakes (can be up to 3 varieties).
Class 424 - Theme “Mother” (Confined to W.I. Members)

Kindly sponsored by Costcutter Main Street Augher

One entry per Institute

Prizes for both Institute and Individual exhibitors
Entry Fee £5.00  Entries close Monday 4th July, 2015

PRIZES: Overall Institute - £50.00 Runner Up - £25.00
Individual Prizes £10.00 Costcutter (Augher) Vouchers;
Runners Up £5.00 Costcutter (Augher) Vouchers
Overall Winning Institute – Tyrone Crystal Perpetual Trophy

All institutes must include the following:

Craft: Design and make 3 craft items (to include a card) all items to be suitable as a keepsake for a mother. 20 Points.

Research/Collage: A book I would choose for my mother including a short summary of why you chose the book in no more than 100 words. As part of your research present a visual display/collage with the overall theme of “Mother” to be displayed on a backdrop max 4’ x 2’. 20 Points.

Cookery: Display a homemade decorated cake suitable for Mothers day. 20 Points.

Floral: Basket of flowers for “mum”. 20 Points.

Creativity: Write a poem with the theme of “Mother”. 20 points.

Overall Display of Presentation: 20 Points.

No additional accessories to be used only those items made for competition. All items to be displayed on table top. Table cloths allowed. Backdrop to fit in space 4’ x 2’ which is also the size of table space 4’ x 2’. Additional accessories will be removed.

Class 425 - Afternoon Tea displayed on a 3 Tier Cake Stand(Confined to 2nd/3rd Level Education Students & Young Farmers)
Bottom Tier - Savoury, Middle Tier - Scones, Top Tier - Sweet
Sponsored by: Mrs Maeve Wilson
1st Prize: £20; 2nd Prize £10; 3rd Prize £5

Class 426 - Decorated Pizza (Confined to Primary School children).

Class 427 - Novelty Birthday Cake decorated with butter or Fondant Icing & sweets (Confined to 2nd/3rd Level Education Students & YFC).
Sponsored by: Lynn Winslow
1st Prize £20; 2nd Prize £10; 3rd Prize £5
Class 428 - THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & TULLAMORE SHOW SOCIETY PRESENT

The Odlums All Ireland Home Baking Championship

Sponsored by: Odlums www.odlums.ie

Complimentary gift from Clogher Valley Show on entry

Rules & Conditions:

1. Each competitor must bake the Four items listed using Odlums products:

   - Decorated Carrot & Walnut Cake 20cm /8ins Round
   - Lemon Drizzle Cake 900g/ 2lb Loaf
   - Tarte Tatin 18cm /7ins Round
   - Seed & Nut Cake 900g/ 2lb Loaf

   N.B. All recipes can be found on the Odlum’s website. Own recipes may also be used.

2. Items to be displayed on individual plates and each exhibitor will be allotted their own space (trays optional) on a base 24” Square

3. Points will be awarded for taste, texture, appearance of baked items and presentation.

4. The competition is confined to amateurs, both male and female, with one entry per exhibitor at the final.

5. The items must be fresh and home baked by exhibitor

6. A special class will be held at each qualifying show. Two entries may qualify from these shows for the final, if judges agree that the standard is high enough. The Qualifiers from each of these shows will go forward to the final, to be held at the Tullamore Show, on Sunday August 14th.

7. All items will be cut and/or sampled at the final

8. Each of the successful qualifiers will receive a hamper containing Odlums products, on appearance at the final

9. Certificates will be awarded to the finalists.

10. The judge’s decisions at all stages of the competition, IS FINAL

11. Exhibits are displayed at owner’s risk

12. These rules should be read in conjunction with the Irish Shows Association Rules

Entry Fee: To qualifying show : €3     To Final: €6

Prizes: 1st €300+ Trophy, Goods in kind, 2nd €200 plus Goods in kind, 3rd €100 plus Goods in kind, 4th €60, 5th €60, 6th €60, 7th €60, 8th €60

Qualifying Shows
Adamstown, Armagh, Bonniconlon, Bridgetown, Carnew, Castleblaney, Castlerea, Castlewellan, Charleville, Clonakilty, Clogher Valley, Cork, Corofin, Corrandulla, Crossmolina, Dundalk, Dunmanway, Ennistymon, Inishowen, Kilgarvan, Longford, Manorhamilton, Midleton, Mullingar, Newry, Omagh, Riverstown, Saintfield & District, Tinahely, Tralee

Class 429 - The Easterlicious Cook of The Year 2016

THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & MOATE SHOW SOCIETY PRESENT

Final: Moate Show - Sunday 28th August 2016

Sponsored by: J & M Digan LTD. Londis Athlone Road Moate

Complimentary gift from Clogher Valley Show on entry

RULES AND CONDITIONS

1. Each exhibitor will bake/make 3 items.
   (a) Decorated Orange Sponge Sandwich Cake
   (b) Marble Cake (1lb Loaf tin Size)
   (c) 6 Cup Cakes (Decorated)

2. The items to be displayed as one exhibit on a base of 2ft X 2ft approx.

3. Points will be awarded for texture, taste and presentation suitable for Afternoon Tea

4. Competition is open to amateurs male or female and one tray to qualify per exhibitor.

5. All items to be home made by the exhibitor.

6. A special qualifying class will be held at selected shows. Two trays may qualify for the Final if the Judges agree the standard is high enough

7. Judges decision will be final at all stages of the competition.

8. Exhibits are displayed at owner’s risk.

9. These rules should be read in conjunction with the Irish Shows Association Rules

Entry Fee: To Qualifying Show €3. To Final €6

Prizes: 1st €300  2nd: €200, 3rd: €100, 4th: €60, 5th: €50, 6th: €40. Each of the successful qualifiers will receive a memento on appearance at the Final.

Qualifying Shows
Adamstown, Armagh, Arva, Athlone, Bonniconlon, Bridgetown, Cappamore, Carnew, Castleblayney, Castlerea, Castlewellan, Charleville, Clogher Valley, Clonmany, Corrandulla, Ennistymon, Fermanagh, Gort, Grange, Kilgarvan, Manorhamilton, Midleton, Mohill, Mullingar, Newry, Riverstown, Roscommon, Saintfield & District, Tinahely, Tullamore, Tullow, Tydavnet

Final: Moate Show - Sunday 28th August 2016
Class 430 - THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & CASTLEBLAYNEY SHOW SOCIETY PRESENT

The All Ireland Bread Baking Championship

Sponsored by: McMahons Super Valu Ltd, Castleblayney Prize Fund: €750

Complimentary gift from Clogher Valley Show on entry

RULES AND CONDITIONS
1. Each exhibitor will bake 3 items:
   (a) Cake of Brown Soda Bread
   (b) Cake of White Soda Bread
   (c) Cold Tea Brack (7” Round or Square Cake Tin)
2. The items to be displayed as one exhibit on a base of 2ft x 2ft approx
3. Points will be awarded for texture, taste and presentation.
4. Competition is opened to amateurs, male/female, and one tray to qualify per exhibitor
5. All items to be home made by the exhibitor.
6. A Super Valu wrapper to be displayed with the exhibit.
7. A special qualifying class will be held at selected shows.
8. Two trays may qualify for the final, if judges agree that the standard is high enough.
9. Judges decision will be final at all stages of the competition.
10. Exhibits are displayed at owners risk
11. These rules should be read in conjunction with the Irish Shows Association.

ENTRY FEE TO QUALIFYING SHOW €3 TO FINAL €6
PRIZES: 1st: €300, 2nd: €200 3rd: €100 4th €60 5th €50 6th €40
Each of the successful qualifiers will receive a memento on appearance at the Final

Qualifying Shows
Adamstown, Armagh, Arva, Athlone, Ballina, Ballymoney, Bridgetown, Castlewellan, Clogher Valley, Corofin, Corrandulla, Dundalk, Gorey, Granard, Inishowen, Lurgan, Manorhamilton, Mullingar, Newry, Oldcastle, Omagh, Riverstown, Saintfield & District

CASTLEBLAYNEY SHOW MONDAY 1st AUGUST 2016
PRIZE FUND OF €750

RULES AND CONDITIONS:
THE CHRISTMAS BAKING CHAMPIONSHIP WILL CONSIST OF:
(1) 2lb CHRISTMAS PUDDING
(2) YULE LOG MADE WITH CHOCOLATE BUTTER CREAM FILLING AND COVERING. TO BE DECORATED IN A CHRISTMAS THEME
(3) 6 X MINCE PIES

Items to be displayed on 24” square tray

Points will be awarded for taste, texture & appearance of baked items & presentation

The competition is confined to amateurs, both male and female, with one entry per exhibit at the final

The items must be fresh and home baked by exhibitor

A special class will be held at each qualifying show. Two entries may qualify from the shows to the Final

All items will be cut and/or sampled at the Final

At the Final each exhibitor will display the Al Hayes logo on their tray; this will be provided on the day.

The judge’s decision at all stages of the competition is final

These rules should be read in conjunction with the Irish Shows Association Rules.

Exhibits are placed at owner’s risk

Perpetual Cup, Plaques and Rosettes along with the following prize fund:

Champion: €300, 2nd €200, 3rd €100, 4th €75, 5th €50, 6th €25

Entry Fee: To qualifying rounds €3 and to the Final €6

Entries to the Final have to be in place by: 11.30, marquee will be open from 10am

Judging will commence: 1pm Exhibits must not be removed before 5pm

Qualifiers
Armagh, Arva, Athlone, Ballyshannon, Beltra, Bridgetown, Carbery, Castlerea, Castledawson, Claregalway, Claremorris, Clogher Valley, Clonmany, Dunmanway, Enniscrone, Ennistymon, Fermanagh, Grange, Kildysart, Kilgarven, Lurgan, Manorhamilton, Midleton, Moate, Mullingar, Newry, Oughterard, Roscommon, St. Kerry Ploughing, Strokestown, Tinnahely, Trim, Tullamore, Tullow, Tydavnet, Virginia

Final at Eyrecourt Show on Sunday September 18th 2016
JAMS
Prizes: 1st Prize £10; 2nd Prize £6; 3rd Prize £4
Exhibitor must enter only one pot of jam per class

Class 432 - 1 Pot of Chutney
Class 433 - 1 Pot of Rhubarb Jam
Class 434 - 1 Pot of Strawberry Jam
Class 435 - 1 Pot of Raspberry Jam
Class 436 - 1 Pot of Blackcurrant Jam
Class 437 - 1 Pot of Jelly
Class 438 - 1 Pot of Marmalade
Class 439 - 1 Pot of Lemon Curd

COUNTRY CRAFTS AND HOME INDUSTRIES
Prizes unless otherwise stated
1st Prize: £10; 2nd Prize: £6; 3rd Prize: £4
NO RE-RUN ENTRIES PLEASE

Class 440 - A scarf of your own creation (Hand made)
Class 443 - Any article made using oddments of wool.
Class 444 - Any adult's garment, handknitted in double knitting wool.
Class 445 - Blankets, any size, knitted or crocheted in wool.
Class 446 - Blanket, knitted or crocheted - confined to Senior Citizens Groups.
Class 447 - Any Knitted Toy - Confined to Senior Citizen Groups.
Class 448 - Any Handmade Toy excluding knitting
Class 449 - Any crocheted article in wool confined to Senior Citizen Groups.
Class 450 - Crochet - Any article in cotton incl., filet crochet (Church work).
Class 451 - Patchwork Quilt Handsewn
Class 452 - Patchwork Quilt Machine Sewn
Class 453 - Piece of Patchwork excluding quilts.
Class 454 - Any Embroidered article.
Class 455 - Wall Hanging - Machine/Hand sewn (can be either or mixture)
Class 456 - Upcycled Fabric Item - Something new from something old.
Class 457 - Any item of Needlework not covered by any other class.
Class 458 - Item of Cross Stitch

Class 459 - Any Country Craft (Excluding wool or needlework)
Sponsored by William McKeown, Sawmills.
Prizes: 1st £12; 2nd £10; 3rd £8.

Class 460 - Any Country Craft open to YFC members (must be work of the Exhibitor)

Class 461 - Any article in woodwork. Confined to Adults
Sponsored by William McKeown, Sawmills
Prizes: 1st £12; 2nd £10; 3rd £8

Class 462 - Item of Hand Made Jewellery
Class 463 - Hand Made Anniversary Card
Class 464 - THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & BONNICONLON SHOW Ltd

Present

The All Ireland Domestic Arts Championship

Sponsored by: Bonniconlon Show Ltd

Complimentary gift from Clogher Valley Show on entry

RULES AND CONDITIONS

1. Each exhibit must consist of the four items from the list below:

   (A) Boiled Fruit Cake

   (B) Handmade Picture any medium max. 60cm x 45cm (excluding frame)

   (C) Flower arrangement for a Dining Room table (space allowed 12” x 12”

   (D) One type of vegetable (3 per type) excluding potatoes.

   Boiled Fruit must be a 20cm (8 inch) round tin or an 18cm (7 in square tin must be used.
   The picture must be handmade. Machine work will not suffice.
   Vegetable to be grown by the exhibitor.
   Exhibitors may quality once only
   Two exhibitors to quality from each qualifying show
   This competition will be judged on a points system
   Points will be awarded for presentation.
   Exhibits to be in place before 11.30 on day of final judging.
   Entry Fee: To qualifying Show €3. To final €6.

   PRIZES: 1st €250; 2nd €200; 3rd €130; 4th €65; 5th to 25th €30 each.

Qualifying Shows:

Armagh, Athenry, Ballina, Charleville, Clogher Valley, Corofin, Corrandulla, Ennistymon,
Erris, Granard, Inishowen, Manorhamilton, Mullingar, Omagh, Riverstown, Saintfield &
District

FINAL: BONNICONLON SHOW - MONDAY 1st AUGUST 2016
Class 465 - The Irish Shows Association & Ballyshannon Agricultural Show Present

The All Ireland Traditional Handmade Craft Final

Sponsored by Magee 1866

Complimentary gift from Clogher Valley Show on entry

Rules & Conditions

1. All Items must be sole work of the exhibitor
2. Each exhibit must consist of at least 2 of the following Items
   (A) Any Item made from Tweed  (B) Any Item made from Aran Knit
   (C) Any Item of Crochet  (D) Any Item of Hand Embroidery
3. The Items to be displayed as one Exhibit
4. Any Item the Judge feels is produced by any other method other than hand shall be disqualified
5. A special class will be held at each qualifying show.
6. One entry may qualify from each qualifying show for the final, if judges agree that the standard is high enough a second entry may be qualified.

The Qualifiers from each of these shows will go forward to the final, to be held at the Ballyshannon Show, on Sunday August 21st.

7. Each of the successful qualifiers will receive a Rosette on appearance at the final
8. The judge’s decisions will be final at all stages of the competition.
9. Exhibits are displayed at owner’s risk
10. The foregoing rules should be read in conjunction with the Irish Shows Association Rules together Ballyshannon Show Rules
11. Exhibits must be in place for judging by 10.30 on Sunday the 21st August
12. Exhibits cannot be removed from final before 4.30

Prizes: 1st €300 & Perpetual Trophy, 2nd €200, 3rd €100, 4th €60, 5th €50, 6th €40, Entry Fee: to qualifying show: €3 To final: €6

Please Note The Committee reserve the right to substitute cash prizes with vouchers for product

Qualifying Shows
Ardara, Armagh, Arva, Ballina, Ballymoney, Bonniconlon, Carbery, Carnew, Castleblayney, Castlerea, Castlewellan, Charleville, Claremorris, Clogher Valley, Clonmany, Crossmolina, Dundalk, Dunmanway, Fermanagh, Fingal, Finn Valley Glencolmcille, Gorey, Grange, Inishowen, Longford, Lurgan, Manorhamilton, Meenacross, Mullingar, Newry, Oldcastle, Omagh, Riverstown Saintfield & District.

Final; Ballyshannon Show Sunday 21st August
PHOTOGRAPHY & PAINTINGS

Prizes unless otherwise stated 1st Prize £20; 2nd Prize £12; 3rd Prize £8.
Limited to two entries per person
Entry fee £2.00

Class 466 - Colour Photograph - Portrait to be taken by the exhibitor.
Sponsored by NFU

Class 467 - Colour Photograph Pictorial by Amateur (Clogher Valley Scene)
Sponsored by NFU

Class 468 - Colour Photograph - Favourite Pet
Sponsored by NFU

Class 469 - Colour Photograph - Family Celebrations.
Sponsored by Clogher Valley Dental Care

Class 470 - Black & White Photograph.
Sponsored by NFU

Class 471 - Pencil Drawing/ Charcoal or Watercolour (To be exhibitor’s work)

Class 472 - Acrylic/Oil Painting (to be exhibitor’s work)
Sponsored by Clogher Valley Dental Care

Class 473 - A hand painted 3D item eg watering can - tin or wood.
Class 474 - THE IRISH SHOWS ASSOCIATION & VIRGINIA SHOW SOCIETY PRESENT

The Fleetwood Paints All Ireland Amateur Painting Competition

Kindly Sponsored by Fleetwood Irelands Paint Company

Complimentary gift from Clogher Valley Show on entry

Rules & Conditions
Paintings must be the sole work of the exhibitor who must have amateur status. Paintings to depict an Agricultural or Rural setting. Paintings must measure no more than 26”X 20” not including the frame. All Paintings must be ready to hang, that is framed and with a hanging cord attached. The Judges decision will be final
All entries to be exhibited at owners risk
All entries to have amateur status as defined by the following.
a. Not to have had a commercial solo exhibition
b. Not to have exhibited in a commercial gallery
c. Not to be teaching or have taught art in any form

To avoid any confusion would exhibitors please print their name & phone No on a label & attach to back of Painting

These rules should be read in conjunction with the I.S.A Rules

Entry Fee: To qualifying Show €3. To Final €6

PRIZES: 1st: €300 2nd: €200 3rd: €100. 4th: €50.

Qualifying Shows
Adamstown , Armagh, Arva, Athenry, Ballinamore, Ballymoney, Carnew, Castleblayney, Castlewellan, Charleville, Claremorris, Clogher- Valley, Clonmel, Cork, Corofin, Dundalk, Ennistymon, Erris, Fermanagh, Gorey, Granard, Grange Inishowen, Loughrea, Midleton, Mohill, Mullingar, Newry, Oldcastle, Omagh, Saintfield & District, Tullamore, Tullow

FINAL VIRGINIA SHOW – Wednesday 24th August 2016
SCHOOL CHILDREN'S CLASSES
Confined to pupils attending Secondary and Primary Schools.

Entry Fee 50p
Prizes: 1st Prize, £4.00; 2nd Prize, £3.00; 3rd Prize, £2.00.

School Children’s classes are kindly Sponsored by Northwick House Private Nursing Home

ICT leaflets, original poems and stories (not handwriting) are to be delivered to the Show Office in Augher by Thursday 30th June. All other entries are to be brought to the show grounds on Monday 25th July. All schools are responsible for displaying and collecting their entries. One car pass will be sent to each school for the day of the show to facilitate the collection of entries at the end of the show.

Each school will be responsible for displaying their own exhibits for the Art and Handwriting classes on Monday 25th July (the Monday prior to the show) between 2.00pm and 6.00pm.

All schools are responsible for collecting their school entries on the day of the show by 5pm - PLEASE NOTE NO ENTRIES CAN BE REMOVED BEFORE 4.15pm

Secondary School classes
Class 475 - Any item of 2-dimensional/3-dimensional Art/Design confined to Secondary School students. (Individual Entry)
Class 476 - Any item of Design and Technology confined to Secondary School students.
Class 477 - An original poem confined to Secondary school students. (Individual Entry)

Secondary and Primary School Classes
Class 478 - Basket consisting of at least three types of vegetables that were grown on school grounds and by school children.
Class 479 - A statue, garden ornament or useful item made primarily from recycled materials (i.e rubbish and scrap)

Primary - Foundation Stage
Class 480 - Any item of textile art, including needlework, confined to Foundation Stage pupils - group effort.
Class 481 - Any item of 3D Art and Design, confined to Foundation Stage pupils - individual work.
Class 482 - Picture in any medium, confined to Foundation Stage pupils - Maximum A4 paper - related to a storybook (include name of book and author).
Class 483 - A printing design, confined to Foundation Stage Pupils. Maximum A3 paper.
Class 484 - Handwriting - print script - ALL ENTRANTS ARE TO WRITE THE FOLLOWING POEM: Clouds

Primary - Key Stage One
Class 485 - Any item of textile art, including needlework, confined to Key Stage 1 pupils - individual work.
Class 486 - Any item of 3D Art and Design, confined to Key Stage 1 pupils - group effort.
Class 487 - Any item of 3D Art and Design, confined to Key Stage 1 pupils - individual work.
Class 488 - Picture in any medium, confined to Key Stage 1 pupils. Maximum A3 paper. Theme - “Related to world around us topic”.
Class 489 - A repeating printing design, confined to Key Stage 1 pupils. Maximum A4 paper.
Class 490 - Handwriting - any style - ALL ENTRANTS ARE TO WRITE THE FOLLOWING POEM: Goodbye Poem
(NB The “Adam Lambert Memorial Cup” will be awarded to the winner).

Class 491 - Creative Writing - write a letter, maximum one A4 page. Confined to Primary 4 pupils.
Class 492 - Creative Writing - an original acrostic poem, confined to Primary 3 pupils.
Class 493 - Creative Writing - a limerick, confined to Primary 4 pupils.
Class 494 - Use a suitable computer art package to create an invitation to the Clogher Valley Show (A4 size) confined to P4 pupils.
Primary - Key stage Two

Class 495 - A photo collage of “Extra-curricular activities” Group or class effort. (Maximum A3 Size- must be completed by pupils.)

Class 496 - Any item of textile art, including needlework, confined to Key Stage 2 pupils - individual work.

Class 497 - Any item of 3D Art/Design confined to Key Stage 2 pupils - group effort.

Class 498 - Any item of 3D Art/Design confined to Primary 5 pupils - individual work.

Class 499 - Any item of 3D Art/Design confined to Primary 6 pupils - individual work.

Class 500 - Any item of 3D Art/Design confined to Primary 7 pupils - individual work.

Class 501 - Picture in any medium, confined to Key Stage 2 pupils. Maximum A3 paper - related to the school’s World Around Us topic.

Class 502 - A design using a compass, confined to Key Stage 2 pupils. Maximum A3 paper.

Class 503 - Handwriting - Joined - ALL ENTRANTS ARE TO WRITE THE FOLLOWING POEM: The Rainbow
(N.B The Noel Mulligan Memorial Cup will be awarded to the winner).

Class 504 - Creative Writing - a historical story - confined to Primary 5 pupils.

Class 505 - Creative Writing - a creative story based on a myth or legend - confined to Primary 6 & 7.

Class 506 - Creative Writing - an original kennings poem based on an animal (pupils should not include a title as the judge should be able to guess the animal from the kennings). Confined to Primary 5 pupils.

Class 507 - Creative Writing - an original poem based on “Sport”. Confined to Primary 6 & 7 pupils.
(N.B The Margaret Mulligan Cup will be awarded to the winner).

Class 508 - Use a suitable word processing or desktop publishing package to create a poster for the Clogher Valley Show (A4 size). Confined to Primary 5 pupils. Special prize to be awarded.

Class 509 - Use a suitable publishing package to create a 3-fold leaflet for the Clogher Valley Show, confined to Primary 6 and Primary 7 pupils. Maximum A4 paper.